Natural hazards are events that take place as a result of
naturally occurring processes. They have the potential
to become disasters when they destroy the lives and/or
livelihoods of a vulnerable population that cannot anticipate, cope with, resist, or recover from the impact of
natural hazards using their own resources. For example,
combined with the critical conditions of exposure and
vulnerability, recurring small-scale seasonal climate
risks (e.g., floods or droughts) become a disaster if a
community’s functioning is undermined. In addition, there
is substantial evidence that patterns of climate variability are changing, especially in terms of increased heavy
rainfall events, prolonged dry spells, and shifts in seasonal rainfall patterns. Such seasonal climate risks are
undoubtedly affecting many developing regions of the
world and have significant implications for the vulnerable
people living in these areas.
To mitigate the negative impacts of recurring seasonal
climate risks, there is a need to effectively manage humanitarian logistics and supply chains as well as develop
strategies to cope with these risks and their associated
uncertainty in terms of variability, even if their consequences do not always have catastrophic impacts. Thus,
it is important to build and implement a preparedness
approach that can fully exploit the risk mitigation strategies available to manage climate-related hazards as

a means of improving the ability of humanitarian supply
chains to deal with the potential impacts of seasonal climate risks and unpredictable variability.
The overarching objective of the thesis is to investigate
how humanitarian logistics preparedness can contribute
to efforts to mitigate the negative impacts of a particular
set of recurring natural hazards. It aims to examine conceptually how mitigating disaster risk could be incorporated into the management of humanitarian logistics and
supply chains. This aim is addressed by developing the
argumentation in support of the concept of developmental relief.
Empirically, this thesis aims to explore the utilisation
of seasonal climate information as part of humanitarian
logistics preparedness activities to mitigate the negative impacts of seasonal climate risks. Seasonal climate
information is rarely used in humanitarian logistics preparedness, even though there is a wealth of available
information on seasonal climates and the whole area is
well-recognised as foundational for effective disaster risk
management. In this thesis, seasonal climate information
and its utilisation by responding organisations constitute
an important medium to explore the primary aim set out
above, which addresses the inter-relationships between
humanitarian logistics preparedness, mitigation of disaster risks, and seasonal climate risks.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Natural hazards are events that take place as the result of naturally occurring processes
and which have the potential to harm a human population due to their location, severity,
and frequency. According to the database of the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology
of Disasters (CRED), during the period 1987-2017 the average annual number of natural
hazard-related disasters was 358. Among the different types of natural hazards that have
contributed to disaster events, weather- and climate-related hazards (climatological,
hydrological and meteorological hazards) have accounted for the highest proportion –
79% in raw number of occurrences, 97% of total affected population and 73% of total
damage cost during the same period (EM-DAT, 2018). These extreme weather and
climate events (which will subsequently be referred to as ‘climate extremes’) involve
devastating outcomes through their effects on built, social and institutional
infrastructure; hence preparedness for such major climate-related hazards is clearly of
major importance and thus receives much attention both by academics and practitioners.
However, it is not just the major events that can have cataclysmic repercussions for local
populations. Many recurring small-scale disasters have cumulative effects that have
destructive implications for the lives of poorer communities throughout the world
(Wisner and Gaillard, 2009), and the focus of this thesis is on humanitarian logistics
preparedness in Zambia, an exemplar of a country impacted by such recurrent smallscale disasters. While many of the natural hazards that lead to such disasters are not
extreme in a statistical sense, recurring small-scale weather or climate events can have a
cumulative effect that has major repercussions (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Thus, the
combination of climate extremes with seasonal or inter-annual variability can, and often
does, result in significant outcomes, such as droughts or floods.
As this thesis is being written, a recent (2018) special report from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) presents substantial evidence that patterns of climate
variability are changing, especially in terms of increased heavy rainfall events, prolonged
dry spells, and shifts in seasonal rainfall patterns during the existing wet season months
(Aguilar et al., 2009; Dai, 2011; IPCC, 2018). Such seasonal climate risks, which include
exacerbated hydro-meteorological hazards and shifts in seasonal climate patterns during
the rainfall season, are undoubtedly affecting many developing regions of the world and
have significant implications for the vulnerable people living in these areas. It is
important to note that the term ‘seasonal climate’ in this thesis relates to a recurring
annual ‘wet season’, including its onset, duration, and amount of rainfall it brings.
However, not all natural hazards, such as recurring seasonal climate extremes, are
classified as disasters. Natural hazard-related events become disasters when they destroy
the lives and/or livelihoods of a vulnerable population that cannot anticipate, cope with,
resist, or recover from the impact of natural hazards with their own resources (Wisner et
al., 2004). Thus for example, when in combination with the critical conditions of
exposure and vulnerability, small-scale seasonal climate events become a disaster if the
way in which a community functions is undermined (Lavell et al., 2012). Examples of
this scenario include: long-term loss of livelihood through loss of assets (Vermeulen et
al., 2012); decreased crop/livestock productivity and, consequently, food insecurity
(Codjoe and Owusu, 2011; Thornton et al., 2014); higher levels of damage to public utility
infrastructure (Zaidi, 2018); and weakened population health (Goddard et al., 2010; Wu
et al., 2016) due to the changing patterns of seasonal climate extremes and variability.
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However, recurring seasonal climate events of this nature, particularly when they are
small-scale, do not normally lead to external interventions – not least because they do
not typically attract the attention of the media and aid organisations. In parallel, and
apart from their direct consequences, they also fail to spark the interest of academic
researchers and, as such, there is a gap in humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management (HLSCM) literature (Sodhi and Tang, 2014).
On a more positive note, the last few decades have seen significant advances in our
understanding of some of the more persistent climate features (Baudoin et al., 2017;
Landman, 2014; Xie et al., 2015). One of the most valuable developments has been in the
area of forecasting precipitation and temperature on seasonal time scales (Doblas-Reyes
et al., 2013). Whilst such seasonal climate information, especially that which provides
forecasts of approaching wet season, is being increasingly used by various groupings,
including farmers, water planners, food security agencies, public health officials, and
disaster risk managers (Hansen et al., 2011; Kgakatsi and Rautenbach, 2014; Ziervogel
et al., 2010), further efforts are required to improve the use and uptake of such
information to support decisions relating to preparedness for and mitigation of disaster
risk (Brasseur and Gallardo, 2016; Landman, 2014). Furthermore, to date there has been
limited consideration of the application of such information to support logistics
preparedness approaches in HLSCM.
To mitigate the negative impacts of recurring seasonal climate risks, there is a clear
requirement to manage humanitarian logistics and supply chains effectively and to
develop strategies that can cope with seasonal climate risks (e.g., floods or droughts) and
the associated uncertainty in terms of their variability, even if the consequences of such
extremes do not always lead to catastrophic impacts. Thus, it is important to build and
implement a preparedness approach that can fully exploit the risk mitigation strategies
that are available to manage climate-related hazards as a means of improving the ability
of humanitarian supply chains to deal with potential impacts of seasonal climate risks
and uncertain variability.
This thesis therefore discusses humanitarian logistics preparedness approaches adopted
by responding organisations in Zambia that can address disaster mitigation and risk
reduction against recurring seasonal climate risks through the utilisation of seasonal
climate information. While it is important to understand climate-related hazards as one
factor that leads to disasters, utilising relevant climate information in humanitarian
logistics preparedness will form a key component of approaches that can develop a
coping capacity to reduce repetitive damage and cumulative effects. In addition, this
thesis contributes to HLSCM literature by studying the humanitarian logistics
preparedness outside the response ‘box’ and putting the disaster risk as a central
element. Such an approach aligns with the aim of achieving a dual-objective (mitigation
of disaster risk and post-disaster response) in humanitarian logistics preparedness, and,
at the same time, challenges the underlying presumptions commonly embedded within
the HLSCM literature, namely, the discrete linear view of disaster operations and the
response-oriented approach.
1.2

Context of the research problem

There are two important elements related to the context of the research problem. The
first focuses on recurring small-scale disasters as an empirical context in which further
in-depth studies are required. The discussion of this aspect of the overall challenge is
followed by an elaboration of the seasonal climate risks in Zambia on which the empirical
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findings of this thesis draw. The second element reflects the scope and definition of
humanitarian logistics which, in turn, depends on how the higher-level activation of
humanitarian aid (of which logistics is a sub-set) is conceptualised.
1.2.1

Preparedness for recurring small-scale disasters

As outlined above, there is a clear requirement to recognise the significant impact that
recurring small-scale disasters have on developing countries, especially those that
consist of more socially and economically vulnerable populations (Cardona, 2006).
Recurring small-scale disasters can have enduring consequences at both sub-national
and local levels. However, despite the implications of such disasters, in many areas of the
world they have become such an integral part of everyday life that communities accept
them and, with varying levels of effectiveness, learn to adjust to them (UNISDR, 2010).
The term ‘recurring’ refers to the repetition of a single natural hazard (e.g., extreme
seasonal climate variability that leads to droughts or excessive rainfall) in the same
geographic region (Ferris et al., 2013). These climatic events may affect a relatively small
number of people, for example communities living in remote or isolated areas, and may
not require humanitarian relief. However, over time, the cumulative impact of such
disasters results in significant losses to individuals and the country as a whole
(Birkmann, 2006; UNISDR, 2009a). Cardona (2006) contends that recurrent smallscale disasters rarely attract the attention of observers at an international and/or
national level, despite the significant bearing that they ultimately have on the economic
stability and development potential of local populations (Marulanda et al., 2010). Some
commentators refer to such events as “neglected disasters” as they remain largely
understudied (Wisner and Gaillard, 2009; Zaidi, 2018).
The current thesis concerns the phenomenon of recurring small-scale disasters. Despite
the implications of such disasters, as noted above, they have yet to attract significant
attention from humanitarian logistics scholars. Supply chain risk mitigation strategies
represent the key function and mainstay of logistics preparedness and the associated risk
reduction efforts. As such, in addition to developing the ability to respond to catastrophic
incidents and better understand the circumstances in which they occur, humanitarian
logistics researchers need to acquire a more comprehensive understanding of the
embedded and veiled factors that contribute to recurring small-scale disasters and to
apply this understanding to design more effective disaster mitigation and preparedness
plans.
In addition, at a policy and strategic level, recurring small-scale disasters are deeply
related to relief and development efforts due to the fact that the responsibility to mitigate
and prepare for the effects such disasters have on local communities often remains in the
grey area between relief and development (Christoplos et al., 2001). In this regard, the
current thesis proposes a strategic framework for HLSCM that supports a disaster risk
reduction approach that spans both relief and development activities.
1.2.2

Seasonal climate risks in Zambia

The empirical findings of this thesis draw on the qualitative investigation of climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness in Zambia, a Southern African country in
which seasonal climate variability poses a significant challenge to future development
(Mubaya et al., 2012; Thurlow et al., 2012). Prone to both droughts and floods, Zambia
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has suffered in the past 30 years due to increasingly erratic rainfalls and longer spells of
drought that have become far more frequent (Arslan et al., 2015). While Zambia is not
perceived to have been affected by recent significant disaster events, seasonal variations
in the climate of the country have fundamentally challenged the livelihoods of its rural
populations, especially those in remote and impoverished localities who have a lower
capacity to cope with the unexpected (Stringer et al., 2009).
A strong seasonal distinctiveness in climate exists in the form of ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ seasons;
hence, whilst seasonality is considered a regular phenomenon, its impacts occur with
variable degrees of climate shocks and extremity. This is particularly important in the
context of this research as more than half of the workforce in Zambia is dependent upon
agriculture (World Bank, 2018), and a large portion of the country is located in the
floodplains of the River Zambezi. As a result, the country is highly vulnerable to seasonal
climate risks.
On a more positive note, Southern Africa has the longest continuous history of regional
climate outlook forums that are designed to prepare for and mitigate the year-to-year
weather variations observed during the wet season, especially in terms of seasonal
rainfall and temperature (Hansen et al., 2011). In Zambia, use of seasonal climate
information is well understood by responding organisations due to the regional/national
emphasis on the value of such information. Seasonal climate information is widely
accessible to the disaster preparedness and response community and used as a key
component of national contingency plans (Hyvärinen et al., 2015). Within this overall
approach, government and aid organisations in Zambia are highly active in both regional
and national forums. As such, Zambia provides an ideal context in which to investigate
preparedness for recurring small-scale disasters. The current thesis focuses on the
utilisation of seasonal climate information as part of humanitarian logistics
preparedness to mitigate the negative impacts of seasonal climate risks during the wet
season.
1.2.3

Humanitarian aid and humanitarian logistics

The most frequently offered general definition of humanitarian logistics is that of “the
process of planning, implementing and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow and
storage of goods and materials as well as related information from the point of origin to
the point of consumption for the purpose of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people.
The function encompasses a range of activities, including preparedness, planning,
procurement, transport, warehousing, tracking and tracing, customs and clearance”
(Thomas and Kopczak, 2005, p. 2). Although the generic characteristics of the
humanitarian logistics functions do not differ from that found in a commercial context,
it is important to note that the latter’s profit-making objective is in the humanitarian
context substituted by the objective of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people
(Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016; Kovács and Spens, 2009; Tomasini and Van
Wassenhove, 2009). In other words, a traditional concept of ‘a customer’ in a commercial
supply chain would be “the party that pays for goods or services, and is thus involved in
a commercial transaction” (Oloruntoba and Gray, 2009, p. 492), whilst in humanitarian
context, the ‘ultimate customer’ of supply chain will be the beneficiaries of aid (ibid,
p.491). Thus, no financial transaction occurs with the beneficiaries, but they (or their
representatives in government agencies) may have been involved in designing and
implementing donor-funded programmes.
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However, notwithstanding this generally accepted (and used) definition of humanitarian
logistics, this thesis argues that the delineation (scope and definition) of humanitarian
logistics will largely reflect and (depend on) an organisation’s conceptualisation and
exposition of humanitarian aid.
The principal objective of humanitarian aid is commonly understood to be that of
providing disaster relief and protecting a population during, and in the immediate
aftermath of, a disaster. However, when undertaking such relief efforts, humanitarian
aid organisations often face the multifaceted challenge of inter-related development
factors such as poverty, fragility, and other underlying vulnerabilities (Buchanan-Smith
and Maxwell, 1994; Smillie, 1998). Thus, humanitarian organisations have also
understood that the responses to the immediate needs of beneficiaries sometimes yield
unexpected and unintended negative effects for the long-term development of an
affected area (Buchanan-Smith and Fabbri, 2005).
Such challenges are particularly relevant when it comes to addressing needs in the face
of recurring events (Mosel and Levine, 2014). When such recurring disaster events
continue for extended periods of time, the resulting requirement for permanent relief
will not be eradicated unless the nature, delivery and approach of any humanitarian aid
provided is different from traditional humanitarian assistance (Rose et al., 2013). As a
result, humanitarian organisations with a mandate in the disaster response space have
recognised the need to ensure that their activities are coherent with ongoing
developmental considerations (Harmer and Macrae, 2004; Otto and Weingärtner,
2013), a perspective which has been also been reflected by a number of humanitarian
logistics scholars (Iakovou et al., 2014; Jahre, Kembro, et al., 2016; Kretschmer et al.,
2014; Stauffer et al., 2016).
In other words, it has become clear that the provision of post-disaster humanitarian aid
does not take place in isolation, but rather it requires careful consideration of the impact
of short-term activities on the ongoing development processes. As an example of the
implications of this broader approach, the concept of disaster risk has become a central
concept, particularly following the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 (Brusset et al., 2009;
Buchanan-Smith and Fabbri, 2005; Mosel and Levine, 2014; Otto and Weingärtner,
2013; Rose et al., 2013). The resultant focus on risks and proactive, rather than reactive,
actions as well as disaster mitigation and risk reduction has led to consideration of crosscutting issues that can be addressed through both humanitarian and development
instruments (Christoplos, 2006; Streets, 2011).
As a result, the practice of humanitarian logistics is increasingly expected to take into
account such discourses and the resultant conceptualisation of humanitarian aid in order
to effectively address both humanitarian needs and chronic vulnerability (Iwasaki, 2016;
Tibbo and Drimie, 2006). Strengthening productive synergies between relief and
development have become a critical part of the preparedness component of
humanitarian logistics (Jahre, Kembro, et al., 2016; Kretschmer et al., 2014; Stauffer et
al., 2016). For example, Jahre, Kembro, et al. (2016) highlight the advantages of joint
prepositioning of stocks supporting relief and ongoing operations in terms of warehouse
network capacity, cost reduction and response time. Similarly, Stauffer et al. (2016)
contend that humanitarian supply chains must be prepared within their funding
constraints for “the next mega disaster while focusing on cost effectiveness in meeting
demand for development programmes and minor disasters” (Stauffer et al., 2016, p. 193).
Nevertheless, it is argued that a still more holistic perspective is required (Sodhi, 2016)
– one that incorporates disaster mitigation and risk reduction into the management of
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humanitarian logistics (Aflaki and Pedraza-Martinez, 2016; Holguín-Veras et al., 2013),
thereby redefining the interactions between relief and development programmes
(Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016; Van Wassenhove and Pedraza-Martinez,
2012). In other words, in addition to the principal objective of achieving efficient and
effective short-term post-disaster relief, it is also important for humanitarian logisticians
to strengthen the ability of a community, organisation or society which exposed to
hazards to mitigate, adapt to and recover from the effects of a disaster (both recurring
and new hazard) in a timely and efficient manner.
This conceptualisation of humanitarian logistics reflects the actual practices of many aid
and public organisations that are discussed in this thesis. For simplicity, such
organisations are collectively denoted together as ‘responding organisations’ in this
thesis because, notwithstanding their different labels and detailed approaches, they
strive to minimise the impact of seasonal climate extremes (which are the particular
focus of this research) in their on-going aid and public service operations.
1.3

Aim of the thesis

The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate how humanitarian logistics preparedness
can contribute to efforts to mitigate the negative impacts of a particular set of recurring
natural hazards.
Empirically, this thesis aims to explore the utilisation of climate forecast information as
part of humanitarian logistics preparedness activities to mitigate the negative impacts of
seasonal climate risks. Seasonal climate information and its utilisation by responding
organisations constitute an important medium to explore the primary aim set out above,
that addresses the inter-relationships between humanitarian logistics preparedness,
mitigation of disaster risks, and seasonal climate risks. In parallel, given that the thesis
reflects the relationship between relief and development, it aims to examine conceptually
how the mitigation of disaster risk could be incorporated into the management of
humanitarian logistics and supply chains.
To achieve the above objectives, the thesis aims to examine four main research questions:
•

RQ1: How can disaster mitigation and risk reduction be addressed in the
process of planning humanitarian logistics and supply chain management?

•

RQ2: How is seasonal climate information used to improve the mobilisation
of resources in the humanitarian logistics preparedness against recurring
seasonal climate risk?

•

RQ3: How do aid organisations understand, perceive and apply seasonal
climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness?

•

RQ4: How can seasonal climate information be better used to improve
humanitarian logistical decisions for recurring seasonal climate risks?

In addition, and as a result of the author’s experiences when conducting the fieldwork
research on which this thesis was based, a fourth research question will be explored as a
means of examining the benefits and challenges associated with the process of
performing fieldwork-based research that can drive solid insights into the phenomenon
of interest:
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•

RQ5: What factors should be taken into consideration when designing and
conducting HLSCM fieldwork?

Paper A responds to Research Question 1 by developing argumentation in support of the
concept of developmental relief. It problematises two underlying presumptions within
the HLSCM literature, namely, the discrete linear view of disaster operations and the
response-oriented approach.
Paper B responds to Research Question 2 by exploring how seasonal climate information
is used by responding aid organisations to mitigate the negative impacts of seasonal
climate extremes.
Paper C responds to Research Question 3 and 4 by studying the mechanisms behind the
utilisation of seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness as
well as examining how such information can be better used to improve logistic decisionmaking.
Paper D responds to Research Question 5 by reviewing and analysing previous studies
that have employed HLSCM fieldwork to collect qualitative or quantitative empirical
material.
It is anticipated that this thesis will further contribute to the recent progress in
humanitarian logistics studies by providing tools for disaster mitigation strategies that
can be employed to improve humanitarian logistics preparedness efforts (Jahre, 2017;
Kovács and Spens, 2011; Oloruntoba and Kovács, 2015). It also aims to highlight the
importance of developing risk mitigation strategies in HLSCM by focusing on ways in
which seasonal climate information can be utilised for humanitarian logistics
preparedness against recurring small-scale disasters that have chronic impacts on local
communities.
1.4

Core concepts

This section briefly describes the core concepts that are used in this thesis, noting that
these concepts are conceptualised by drawing on a range of multi-disciplinary works as
will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
•

Hazard

Hazards are “the potential occurrence of a natural or human-induced physical
phenomenon that may cause loss of life, injury, or other health impacts, as well as
damage and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods, service provision, and
environmental resources” (IPCC, 2012, p. 560). Hazards may be categorised based on
their origin and/or effects. For example, natural hazards are “predominantly associated
with natural processes or phenomena” that may have negative impacts on society, while
anthropogenic hazards reflect human activities in the form of human intent (UNISDR,
2016, p. 18). The term ‘multi-hazard’ refers to several hazardous events threatening the
same exposed elements “simultaneously, cascadingly or cumulatively over time”
(UNISDR, 2016, p. 19).
Severe hazardous events may lead to a disaster especially when combined with social
vulnerability, however some scholars have argued that it is important not just to consider
the phenotypical aspects of disaster. These are the surface or manifest characteristics
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(e.g. natural disaster vs. manmade disasters), rather it is suggested that one should also
consider the genotypic (common non-visible) factors to better understand the
relationship between hazards and disasters (Quarantelli, 1998a). In the same way, it has
been argued that a relatively simple hazard classification (e.g. by their single origin which
is often used in the case of natural hazards) is too simplistic and sometimes inconsistent
as many hazards have more complex origins (Cutter, 2002) – for example, natural
hazards caused by anthropogenic process (Gill and Malamud, 2017). Similarly, Kelman
(2018) maintains that, given that the hazards’ origin can be anthropogenic, the term
‘natural hazards’ can be misleading as the environmental phenomena or processes have
properties that can be simultaneously both hazards to, and resources for, a particular
society.
This thesis recognises the existence of different types of hazards, such as those with a
particular set of physical characteristics. However, it argues that it is not the hazard agent
that defines a disaster, it is important to consider the associated management of
communities, practices and systems. The relevant conceptualisation of disaster will
continue in the following paragraph.
•

Disaster

As part of the process of developing the concept of a disaster within this thesis, the
following definition used by both the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR),
presents a useful starting point.
“Severe disruptions of the normal functioning of a community or a society at any scale due
to hazardous physical events interacting with vulnerable social conditions, leading to
widespread adverse human, material, economic, or environmental losses and impacts” (IPCC,
2012, p. 558; UNISDR, 2016, p. 13) (Emphasis in original)

Along with this definition, it is also useful to reflect on the content of the two editions of
the seminal volume “What is a disaster?” (Perry and Quarantelli, 2005; Quarantelli,
1998b), in which leading academics to discuss their perspectives on this key question.
These are summarised in the following paragraph.
Firstly, disasters are defined as ‘disruptions of the normal functioning…’, and this either
identifies the impacted social unit or is sometimes interpreted as special types of societal
phenomena (Kreps, 1998). Not all disruptions can be a sufficient condition for a disaster,
but normally disruptions are disastrous when the life sustaining functions of the system
break down (Boin, 2005) such as in the case of continuous threats on sustainable
livelihoods (Cannon et al., 2003; Conway and Schipper, 2011; Nakagawa and Shaw,
2004). While the term “disruption” can be used interchangeably with “interruption” or
“breakdown”, Stallings (1998) argued that disasters are fundamentally exceptions to
routines. He further suggests that the mechanisms for addressing exceptions (physical
harm and social disruption) may become routines by themselves, which he calls
‘exception routines’ (Stallings, 1998). More specifically, he indicates “the existence of
exception routines in no way means that they are effective or even appropriate in a given
situation. In fact, exception routines may persist for reasons that have nothing to do with
the reasons they developed” (Stallings, 1998, p. 137).
Such a perspective reflects the discussions related to paradigm shifts in disaster research
(Boin, 2005; Gilbert, 1998; Hewitt, 2013). This suggests that a disaster is not solely
associated with physical agents (hazards), but may also be generated within social
systems. From this standpoint, disasters are not always considered as epiphenomena of
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hazards, i.e. ‘due to’ (secondary to) or as a by-product of hazards, but rather they are
primarily the result of ‘interaction’ between natural environment and human actions
(Britton, 2005; Quarantelli, 2005). In other words, disasters can be seen as “specific
weaknesses in a social system, but of the overall adaptive fitness of the society’s
relationship to its environment” (Oliver-Smith, 1998, p. 231). Hence, by not identifying
disasters in the same light as hazards, it becomes possible to recognise disasters as
negative social happenings and thus we can scrutinise the various root causes of disaster
risks in addition to the physical effects of hazards. 1 (Quarantelli, 2005).
Based on the above conceptualisation of a disaster, this thesis argues that HLSCM can
not only be the remedy for physical harm and social disruption caused by a disaster, but
also it can of itself (for example by failing or succeeding to operate efficiently and/or
effectively) be the source of a disaster or basis of disaster mitigation as a part of social
system. It therefore follows that research in the field of HLSCM can contribute to our
understanding of how HLSCM can increase or mitigate the risk of disaster.
•

Seasonal climate risk

Seasonal climate risk comprises different types of potential impacts from future hazards
related to seasonal climate conditions, such as climate extremes (referring both to
extreme climate and weather events) and climate variability (changes in such extreme
events) (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Therefore, the concept is defined in this thesis not only
as a meteorological phenomenon [e.g., above or below a threshold value of temperature
and seasonal rainfall/intense precipitation events (climate extremes) or changes and
variation in seasonal climate (climate variability)] but it also includes the consequential
social and physical impacts (for humans, society and ecosystems) (Easterling et al.,
2000; Lavell et al., 2012).
In particular, this thesis focuses on the seasonal climate risks related to the wet season
in the context of Zambia, where most rainfall is concentrated in the six months of the wet
season (from November to April). For example, the changing patterns of wet season
rainfall and temperature have become one of the most important determinants of
agricultural yields and rural livelihood as much of Zambia’s agriculture is rain-fed
(Kanyanga et al., 2013). At the same time, the emergence of waterborne disease outbreak
is heavily influenced by the way in which the wet season in any given year has eventuated
(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2012).
•

Disaster management cycle

A number of disaster management cycle/stage/phase models have been used in the
HLSCM literature, and these are typically adapted from the general field of disaster
management. There are many variations in these models but they are typically described
in the HLSCM context as having four phases: mitigation, preparedness, response, and
recovery (e.g. Natarajarathinam et al. (2009)). The models are also often illustrated as
continuous preparation-reaction processes (Pettit and Beresford, 2005), hence
following a disaster event, the disaster cycle will be linked back via a feedback loop in
order to improve the preparation for a similar disaster in the future (Kovács and Spens,
2009; Kovács and Tatham, 2009; Oloruntoba and Kovács, 2015). Some studies (Heaslip
and Barber, 2014; Kovács and Spens, 2009; Tatham and Houghton, 2011) have referred
to the more comprehensive model offered by Safran (2003) (see figure 1) that integrates
Hazards are real and therefore disasters do not exist purely in the social constructionist view of a
phenomenon. This links to the discussion related to the ontological assumptions based on critical realist
point of view that is explained in the Chapter 3.1.
1
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development into the prevention phase, thus implicitly indicating a more circular
learning loop.

Disaster
Emergency
Impact
Relief
Humanitarian aid
Priority rehabilitation

Threat
Early warning
Preparedness

The disaster
management
cycle

Prevention
Mitigation

Transition

Restoration

Rehabilitation

Recovery

Prevention
Construction

Reconstruction

Development

Disaster management cycle (Adapted from Safran, 2003)

The concept of a ‘phase’ has been used since the 1930s, to help describe, examine, and
understand disasters, and in this way assist in organising the practice of disaster
management. Indeed such a conceptual division of a disaster into phases provides a good
heuristic device for disaster researchers and managers (Neal, 1997). These models are
also widely used in the HLSCM literature, for example, to suggest a role for logistics
service providers (LSPs) (Vega and Roussat, 2015), to examine composite disaster
response processes (Pettit and Beresford, 2005), to identify challenges related to logistics
procedures (Kovács and Spens, 2009), and for the purpose of reviewing literature (Altay
and Green, 2006; Kunz and Reiner, 2012; Leiras et al., 2014).
However this phase-model approach pre-supposes sequential linearity – in other words
that both the phases and also key activities within each phase, would occur in a specific
order (Neal, 1997). However, there are concerns related to such sequential linearity
because “regardless of the exact phase model employed, it is the transitions between the
different stages and the mobilisation and disbanding of resources that are critical in
making the relief effort as a whole succeed” (Jensen and Hertz, 2016, p. 5). In fact, many
humanitarian operations do not distinguish between different phases of disasters
(Besiou et al., 2011); rather, they separate disaster relief activities from standard
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operations and identify those particular functions that are related, or that serve broader
roles in all phases (Blecken, 2010; Jensen and Hertz, 2016).
Another underlying assumptions of the phase-model approach is that the disaster
management cycle will always include a disaster in one of the elements within the cycle
(Kelman, 2011). But taking such an approach has the potential to overlook the impact of
successful disaster mitigation and risk reduction. In other words, if these efforts are
successful, then a disaster may have been averted – but understanding how this has
occurred is clearly of great value.
This thesis therefore argues that it is important to critically examine the underlying
assumptions employed in, and the limitations of, a particular model, as these
assumptions have vital implications for research and operational practices. Thus, the
thesis challenges the discrete linear view of disaster operations and the responseoriented approach which are commonly embedded underlying presumptions within the
HLSCM literature. In doing so, it argues that there is a dual-objective in humanitarian
logistics preparedness which relates both to post-disaster response and to the mitigation
of disaster risk. In this way, the mitigative aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness
are emphasised.
•

Mitigation (of disaster risk)

Mitigation of disaster risks is the “lessening or minimising of the adverse impacts of
physical hazards, e.g. potential disaster losses, in lives, health status, livelihoods, assets
and services, which could occur to a system, society or a community in a specific future
time period” (IPCC, 2012, p. 561; UNISDR, 2009b, p. 19, 2016, p. 14). Given that the
negative impacts of natural hazards often cannot be prevented fully, their scale or
severity can be substantially reduced by various mitigation measures (UNISDR, 2009b,
p. 19).
Such mitigation measures can take place before, during or after a disaster, but the term
is mostly used to refer to actions undertaken in advance of potential disasters. Mitigation
measures can be both physical or structural (e.g. engineering techniques and hazardresistant construction) and non-structural (e.g. training in disaster management,
livelihood strengthening, and seasonal planning for food security) (Twigg, 2004). The
concept of disaster risk reduction is used in a very similar way but is normally a more
inclusive approach that incorporates both strategic and instrumental measures which
contribute to “strengthening resilience and, therefore, to the achievement of sustainable
development” often in the context of policy objective of disaster risk management
(UNISDR, 2016, p. 16).
It is important to note that mitigation of disaster risk can often be confused with
mitigation in the context of climate change policy. Mitigation of climate change reflects
efforts to reduce or remove underlying hazards as well as the reduction of the human
causes of climate change (Adger, 2001), i.e. a human intervention to reduce the sources
of greenhouse gases and other substances which may contribute to limiting climate
change (IPCC, 2014).
•

Developmental relief

Developmental relief is aimed at integrating development principles into relief
operations to mitigate the intensity and, by extension, the impact of a disaster.
Integration is important to ensure a systemic view of the context so that humanitarian
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relief operations can prioritise the most effective strategies (Ricigliano, 2003). The
concept refers that relief actions would be structured to not only address post-disaster
response for immediate needs, but also to contribute to the ground for development
requirements and objectives (Streets, 2011). However, it should not be interpreted as a
linear linkage from relief to development (as demonstrated in the concept of exit strategy
that would typically relating to issues around ‘handing over’ responsibility); rather, it is
about a different perspective on disaster mitigation and risk reduction (Mosel and
Levine, 2014; Streets, 2011), i.e. taking a “longer-term view into account in humanitarian
aid and of focusing on national and local capacities” (Otto and Weingärtner, 2013, p. 45).
•

Humanitarian logistics preparedness

In the HLSCM literature, the term logistics preparedness is interchangeably used to
reflect discussion of ‘disaster preparedness’, ‘emergency preparedness’, or simply
‘preparedness’ (Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016). With this in mind, in this thesis,
humanitarian logistics preparedness will not be confined to the stage prior to a disaster
event in the linear disaster management cycle nor to the prevalent sectoral silos of relief
and development. Rather, it is posited that humanitarian logistics preparedness is a key
element of the overall disaster risk management activities (Jahre, 2017) through which
continuous and concurrent efforts related to mitigation of disaster risk and
response/relief to disaster event are made. Further discussion will be detailed in Chapter
2.
1.5

Research process

Within the literature there are multiple examples of linear models that describe the
qualitative research process and which typically consist of a number of research stages
that follow one another. For example, once the research topic has been determined, the
researcher will normally develop the research design and questions, collect the data
required to answer these questions, and conduct an appropriate analysis of the
information that is available following the data collection stage. While the number of
research stages and labels attributed to them will differ, such linear models are
commonly found in many different textbooks or implicitly assumed in discussions with
other peer researchers (Sinkovics and Alfoldi, 2012).
Nonetheless, it is widely acknowledged that the actual course of real-life research is more
complex, involving “a variety of interacting process and influencing elements, such as
timing, chance, actively seeking exposure of different views and being immersed in the
literature as well as paradigmatic, social and cultural conditions” (Sandberg and
Alvesson, 2011, p. 25). As such, it may not always run as smoothly as the discourse on
linear models suggests (Sinkovics and Alfoldi, 2012). Many scholars accept that the
research process may need to be modified in response to the data that is unearthed; i.e.,
changes in focus such as “zooming in on the target or shifting to another” will be open to
both challenges and reinforcements (Stake, 2010, p. 132). As such, researchers may
inevitably need to engage in a thoughtful modification, shift and refinement of the
research design and process as a necessary element of the qualitative research process.
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Theoretical basis
Locating and defining research problem
Development of research question
Literature review
Building conceptual foundation

•
•

Exit strategy
Response
•
•

Dual objectives
Mitigation

Data analysis
Analysis, constant comparison with theory

Research design
Choice of research philosophy and method

Sample and access
Purposive sampling
Gaining access

Fieldwork
Data collection and preparation

Findings
Discussion
Writing-up papers

The cyclical and iterative research process

Unsurprisingly, therefore, the research described in this thesis progressed through a
cyclical and iterative research process, a broad overview of which is presented in Figure
2. An iterative process of this nature is frequently described in the existing literature as
“systematic combining” (Dubois and Gadde, 2002, 2014), “cycles of deliberation”
(McGaughey, 2004), “oscillating between emergent theories and data” (Bryman, 2001),
“sequential analysis” (Becker, 1970), or “progressive focusing” (Sinkovics and Alfoldi,
2012; Stake, 2010). This iterative process may rely on “advance organisers,” which are
“pivotal ideas, anticipations, frameworks for understanding what to do next” (Stake,
2010, p. 130); however, during the research process, it becomes increasingly apparent
that the research was organised through “a merger of a viewpoints and the activity in the
field” (ibid, p. 131).
In the current research, two driving forces influenced the theoretical basis for locating
and defining the initial research problem and developing the associated research
questions. First, the research problem was derived from an interest in considering the
exit strategy of humanitarian logisticians in the aftermath of an event, and the need for
such a strategy to ensure that the aims of humanitarian programmes (whether
humanitarian assistance or disaster relief) have been achieved and will be successful over
a long-term basis.
Second, the research problem and questions were related to a larger interdisciplinary
research project that was funded by the Academy of Finland, namely, ‘SAFE-MET: Study
on risk management of extreme weather-related disasters and climate change adaptation
in Malawi and Zambia.’ The project combines efforts related to different disciplines such
as supply chain management, climate science, and development studies. The overall
objective of the SAFE-MET Project is to strengthen societies’ resilience to climate and
weather-related hazards. In particular, among the different foci of the various work
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packages associated with the SAFE-MET project, this thesis took part in the elements of
the SAFE-MET project that are broadly concerned with how humanitarian organisations
use weather warnings and the integrated decision-making processes of humanitarian
logistics management. Thus, the data collection element that supported this thesis was
part of the SAFE-MET project.
Based on the conceptual foundation related to the research problem and questions
derived from the above two aspects, an explorative qualitative research design was
developed that employed a critical realist perspective as its underpinning research
philosophy. The discussion related to the philosophical assumptions that are inherent in
the thesis will be further elaborated in the methodology section (Section 3.1). In brief
however, from a critical realist’s paradigm, basic ontological assumptions are realism
while epistemic relativism is postulated as the autonomous external reality would be
presumed to only be discovered by human actions (doing, perceiving, saying, etc.)
(Baskar, 1978; Archer et al., 2013; Fleetwood, 2004). A purposive sampling criteria was
developed, and interviews were arranged before and during the first period of fieldwork.
The research refinement or “progressive focusing” occurred during the first fieldwork as
well as during the subsequent data analysis. As part of this process it became apparent
that weather-related early warnings of imminent extreme weather events were scarce
and limited in their impact in relation to recurring small-scale disasters. The discourse
pertaining to the early warnings for disaster relief was mainly limited to the policy level
and, as a result, the focus was on the utilisation of seasonal climate information. Indeed,
such information was actively sought in different multi-sectoral meetings and
discussions associated with the planning and preparation for seasonal climate risk in the
upcoming season. Based on this observation and the associated preliminary analysis,
interview guides were quickly modified during the fieldwork to reflect such practices and
better highlight the aspects of seasonal resource mobilisation based on seasonal climate
forecasts. Further iterative refinements were made during the data analysis process. As
a result of doing so, clearer and more focused research questions were articulated and
used to conduct further analysis and review any additional literature that was deemed to
be of relevance. This process continued iteratively.
In short, the two above-mentioned driving forces for the theoretical foundations of this
thesis reflect the progression of the research to incorporate the emergent issues. Thus,
the focus on ‘disaster response’ and on ‘preparedness for response’ has been changed to
explicitly address the mitigative efforts in preparedness that are designed to reduce the
impact of potential climate risks. In addition, it was decided that mitigation of disaster
risk in the context of recurring hazards would be better explained as a dual-objective or
parallel effort in disaster preparation, rather than the concept of an exit strategy from
one phase to another as is often found in the humanitarian logistics literature.
Each paper in this thesis has developed through the iterative process as above. Most
importantly, these studies are inherently interdisciplinary. Interdisciplinarity is
understood as “scientific activities where the traditional boundaries between subdisciplines and between the natural sciences, social sciences and the humanities are
crossed in some way” (Nielsen and D’haen, 2014, p.402). Thus, the research process of
this thesis builds on different studies which emanate from various fields including
humanitarian logistics and supply chain management, climate science, and disaster risk
management.
According to Sinkovics and Afoldi (2012): “the close interaction between the
development of theoretical and conceptual foci, data collection and data analysis needs
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to be acknowledged as potentially fluid and emergent” (ibid, p.823). This process
involves developing questions based on solid theoretical concepts related to the research
subject that are congruent with emic concepts and questions that are drawn directly from
the field and evolve as additional data becomes available (Sinkovics and Alfoldi, 2012).
The qualitative research process that was adopted in this thesis had the benefit of being
flexible in that each stage of the research process informed, and was informed by the
others, via a continuing, as opposed to discrete, process (Lewis, 2013).
1.6

Delimitations

The first delimitation of this research is the focus on the meteorological forecast
information on a seasonal scale. While different types of meteorological forecast
information can be employed over diverse time scales to support the process of disaster
preparedness (Braman et al., 2013; Finnessey et al., 2016), the focus of this thesis is on
seasonal climate information due to the context in which the study took place. In the
context of recurring small-scale disasters, early warnings of imminent extreme weather
events are rarely issued. Rather, aid organisations are relatively more involved in
seasonal climate information which aims (at least in part) to mitigate and prepare for the
seasonal climate risks with a longer lead-time, i.e. climate extremes and variability that
may arise in the upcoming season. Hence, the thesis focuses on the organisations’
concerns as they relate to the mitigation of potential social/physical impacts and
challenges to development for marginalised groups whose livelihoods are often highly
vulnerable to weather. Indeed, significant efforts have been made to improve the
seasonal climate information (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2011; Kgakatsi
and Rautenbach, 2014; Meinke and Stone, 2005; O’Brien and Vogel, 2003) and some
examples of such gains can be found in the area of seasonal epidemics (Lowe et al., 2014;
Thomson et al., 2006) and agricultural livelihood and food security (Harvey et al., 2014;
Mishra et al., 2008).
The second research delimitation concerns the geographical focus of the study which is
on the context of southern African, particularly Zambia. This is partly because the data
employed in the study was derived from the SAFE-MET project funded by the Academy
of Finland, as described above in the research process (Section 1.5). Secondly, and in
addition to its involvement in a larger research project, Zambia provides a rich and valid
context for studying meteorological forecast-based resource mobilisation as the country
is not prone to large disasters (such as earthquakes or major wind events), but does
experience seasonal climate risks in the form of floods and droughts, and these issues
require public and political attention (AFDB, 2013; IFRC, 2016).
The final delimitation is the focus on the perspective of the end-users of the climate
information. Although taking into account various climate-related studies from the field
of climatology and meteorology, the current thesis paid limited attention to the forecast
skills and the quality of the information that is available. Instead, the study’s main focus
was on the benefits that are derived from seasonal climate information and the
challenges associated with its use as part of the responding organisations’ logistics
preparedness.
1.7

Outline of the thesis

The thesis is structured in five Chapters, the first of which introduces the thesis,
including the research problem, the core concepts, the purpose of the thesis and the
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research process. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature relating to various relevant fields
including those of humanitarian logistics and supply chain management, disaster risk
management and climate science to provide an overview of the theoretical background
to the thesis. Chapter 3 establishes the philosophical underpinnings of the thesis and
presents the research methodology. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the key findings
from each of the papers, with the papers themselves being presented in their complete
form in the second part of the thesis. Chapter 5 concludes the research by providing its
theoretical and managerial contributions. This chapter also covers the research
limitations and recommended future research directions.
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2

HUMANITARIAN LOGISTICS PREPAREDNESS BASED ON
SEASONAL CLIMATE INFORMATION

This chapter presents the theoretical background to the thesis by discussing and
interconnecting a range of different multidisciplinary concepts from humanitarian
logistics, disaster risk management and climate science. Consequently, this thesis
contributes to the advancement of the field of humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management (HLSCM) by providing an initial understanding of humanitarian logistics
preparedness based on the seasonal climate information that underpins the mitigative
aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness.
Before discussing the issue of seasonal climate risks and the application of seasonal
climate information for resource mobilisation, this chapter begins with a review of
logistics preparedness literature in the field of HLSCM. Next the chapter discusses the
wider context of the mitigation of disaster risk, which yields two essential aspects of the
overall topic: (1) linking relief and development, and (2) understanding disaster risk
through hazards, vulnerability and coping capacity.
Lastly, the chapter considers relevant resource mobilisation decisions based on seasonal
climate information and discusses the theoretical implications of climate-based logistics
preparedness for supply chain risk mitigation strategies. Throughout the chapter,
climate-based disaster logistics preparedness is discussed as a process and practice for
planning and implementing seasonal resource mobilisation through the utilisation of
climate information in order to improve logistics preparedness, and thereby mitigate and
prepare for climate risk.
2.1

Humanitarian logistics preparedness

As Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al. (2016) point out, currently there is no agreed understanding
on what is meant by the term ‘logistics preparedness’ in the field of HLSCM. Rather, most
of the approaches to this generic concept are broad and unclear and, employing a mixed
array of vocabulary from ‘preparedness’ to ‘disaster preparedness’ and ‘emergency
preparedness’ (see Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016). In their discussion of the topic, the
authors offer a comprehensive definition of ‘humanitarian logistics preparedness’ based
on their analysis of publicly available documents from disaster relief organisations and
their review of extant papers on logistics preparedness and humanitarian logistics
(Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016, p. 383).
“The implementation of processes, structures, and systems connecting local community, national
and international actors by designing, planning and training for efficient, effective, and responsive
mobilization of material, financial, human, and informational resources when and where needed.
This encompasses a range of activities, including needs assessment, procurement, warehousing,
transporting and distributing, waste management, and performance measurement for the purpose
of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people.”

This definition comprehensively covers the fundamental aspect of the term, specifying
the wide-ranging actors, resources, and activities involved in humanitarian logistics
preparedness. For example, the authors specify the humanitarian logistics preparedness
processes that involve both local communities and national actors in designing, planning
and training for proactive resource mobilisation. Needs assessment is identified as a
major logistics operations activity alongside other established functions that are
significantly
impacted
by
resource
mobilisation
decisions,
such
as
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procurement/sourcing, warehousing/inventory management, and transport and
distribution.
However, it is worth noting that the above definition only incorporates the concept of
risk management and mitigation of disaster risk into humanitarian logistics
preparedness to a limited degree. Thus, building upon this definition suggested by Jahre,
Pazirandeh, et al. (2016), this thesis attempts to further refine and complement the
definition through the discussion that is relevant to mitigative aspects of humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
It is argued that identifying the mitigative aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness
constitutes a major contribution to this field given that the logistics operations of locallysituated humanitarian organisations in many developing countries are concerned with
ongoing aid programmes that include the strengthening of the institutions and processes
of these countries. For example, humanitarian logistics preparedness for recurring
disasters that can mitigate disaster risks is extremely important in maintaining the food
and health security of a country vulnerable to natural hazards. Indeed, the mitigative
approaches in humanitarian logistics preparedness become even more important in the
context of smaller but more frequent/recurring disasters. This is because such events
erode local people’s resilience and general well-being, yet rarely attract media attention
or generate a reaction from authorities at an international or even, in some cases, at a
national level.
Humanitarian logistics preparedness studies, however, generally focus quite narrowly on
disaster mitigation and risk reduction with the predominant focus tending to be centred
on ‘preparedness for response’. In other words, how best to provide post-disaster relief
often becomes the central issue in studying humanitarian logistics rather than
humanitarian logistics preparedness that can contribute to mitigation of disaster risks.
The rationale behind this practice reflects the typical disaster cycle/phase models such
as that offered by Safran (2003) which consider a disaster event as an assumed premise.
These cycle/phase models can be usefully applied in humanitarian logistics and typically
present a four phase model such as ‘mitigation’, ‘preparedness’, ‘response’, and
‘recovery’. Both humanitarian logistics research and practice have recognised the
usefulness of this approach for resource mobilisation and as a heuristic model to develop
strategies for disaster operations management, with various national disaster
management guidelines (manuals) frequently being organised based on such phases.
These phases are also often the basis for pre-allocated budgets for disaster operations
management and the appeals process for increasing funding. Such phase models
typically feature in the emergency training of staff as well as sourcing and procurement,
distribution and delivery, and other logistics preparedness and response activities.
But this approach is potentially flawed if/when humanitarian logistics management
focuses on the middle two phases (preparedness and response) with a particular
emphasis upon ‘preparedness for response’ and/or ‘provision of relief’ as such an
approach may exclude important aspects relating to the mitigation efforts against
potential impacts of disaster risk.
Although Scholten et al. (2014) acknowledge that mitigation is included in the phase
model as a proactive element, the disaster-centred view of cycle/phase models has a
potential pitfall in that the disaster itself gains the predominant spotlight. Kelman (2011)
observes that the disaster cycle “could sometimes be interpreted as implying that
disasters must always happen and that the disaster part of the disaster cycle can never
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be changed” (ibid., p. 2). This disaster-centred view usually indicates that the mitigation
and preparedness efforts have failed. In other words, this model gives only implicit
attention to efforts to mitigate disaster risk; therefore, ironically, the study of predisaster activities continues to focus mainly on the consequence of disaster events rather
than on disaster risk management.
2.1.1

Curative humanitarian logistics preparedness

For the reasons outlined above, the predominant focus in HLSCM preparedness research
has, to date, been that of prepositioning relief supplies as a curative approach (Jahre,
2017; Kunz and Reiner, 2012), and this is reflected in the reality of the focus of many
humanitarian organisations (Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016). In fact, the focal actors
commonly studied in HLSCM preparedness research that employs this curative
approach are international humanitarian organisations and often their global-scale
operations are reported – and they are unique in a sense that there are very few
humanitarian organisations that have an extensive organisational resource to support
with (Gatignon et al., 2010). Some examples of studies are global suppliers’
replenishment of CARE international prepositioning network (Duran et al., 2011),
strategic prepositioned stocks in decentralised Regional Logistics Units of International
Federation of the Red Cross with global supply chain and operations approach (Charles
et al., 2016; Gatignon et al., 2010; Jahre et al., 2009), while Gonçalves et al (2013)
focused on in-country prepositioning and distribution network of World Food
Programme including international shipments.
Such prepositioning is often defined as decisions related to the numbers, locations and
size of storage facilities; inventory management; and the allocation of relief supplies at
each facility (Campbell and Jones, 2011; Rawls and Turnquist, 2010, 2012). In addition,
preceding patterns of disasters and other factors, such as accessibility and security are
considered in prepositioning decisions (Roh et al., 2015). Under such an approach
critical relief supplies can be ready for dispatch in strategic locations to “increase the
ability of relief organisations to mobilise relief supplies and delivery aid quickly” (Balcik
and Beamon, 2008, p. 102).
Given the above research focus, it is unsurprising that quantitative model development
approaches have been undertaken as these are designed to provide optimal solutions for
planning humanitarian logistics preparedness. The majority of these studies have
modelled logistics preparedness decisions relating to location and the replenishment
problems for physical goods (Jahre, Pazirandeh, et al., 2016). Most of the studies model
effectiveness and responsiveness with metrics such as maximum coverage (Balcik and
Beamon, 2008; Hale and Moberg, 2005), minimum costs (Paul and MacDonald, 2016),
unsatisfied demand or shortage (Afshar and Haghani, 2012; Battini et al., 2014) and
response time (Caunhye et al., 2016). Efficiency is another important concern given the
financial implications of prepositioning (Balcik and Beamon, 2008) which requires a
considerable investment to stock and maintain the desired inventory under the current
funding mechanism (Kunz et al., 2014), and is also potentially subject to distribution
challenges due to bottlenecks in the field (Charles et al., 2016).
A frequently adopted quantitative modelling approach is two-stage stochastic
optimisation (Bozorgi-Amiri et al., 2013; Condeixa et al., 2017; Falasca and Zobel, 2011;
Grass and Fischer, 2016; Rawls and Turnquist, 2012) which clearly focuses on the
preparedness stage of the disaster response cycle. In the first stage of such models
decisions typically concern pre-disaster preparedness measures such as the location and
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number of facilities, the amount of a commodity that is pre-stocked, and uncertainty
about future demand realisation. Decisions in the second stage address re-allocation
and/or distribution of supplies in response to a disaster that has occurred, with the
assumption that the demand for relief goods is known through an initial needs
assessment. These studies have contributed to the effective preparedness for disaster
response with relief material provision by formulating two-stage model. However, such
a formulation of preparedness-response stage runs the risk of ignoring the potential
benefits of approaches other than relief provision.
2.1.2

Mitigative humanitarian logistics preparedness

In contrast to the above curative humanitarian logistics preparedness, this thesis argues
that further research in logistics preparedness in the field of HLSCM is required on the
mitigative aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness, (Jahre, 2017). Self-evidently,
such pre-disaster logistics preparedness activities in anticipation of an upcoming
catastrophe and/or extreme event are necessary to ensure the implementation of
appropriate post-disaster activities. However, it is argued that humanitarian logistics
preparedness to strengthen disaster preparedness should be focussed not only on
disaster relief activities, but also the mitigation of disaster risk. This is particularly true
in the humanitarian context, especially in communities with high exposure and
vulnerability, where even small-scale events can be transformed into a disaster.
For example, a vulnerable community may experience severe erosion in its development,
loss of livelihood and an increase in vulnerability when confronted by recurrent smallor medium-scale events. The human impacts of a specific disaster event are further
impacted by its timing (time of day, day, month or year) and its sequence relative to other
contemporary events. In such contexts, humanitarian logistics preparedness should
strive to reduce disaster risks and supply chain vulnerability to potential disruptions
through, for example, the development/maintenance/management of ongoing aid
supply chains (e.g. addressing food insecurity and public health) and disaster
preparedness planning. Such efforts may not necessarily be associated with a particular
acute relief effort; however, they are obviously as important as preparing for a response
to an acute disaster. This thesis argues in favour of the dual objective model of
humanitarian logistics preparedness with the particular objectives for preparedness, as
presented in the Figure 3.
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Disaster risk management approach
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systems)

Disaster risk reduction
and preparedness
planning

Resource mobilisation in
humanitarian logistics operations

Procurement / sourcing

Warehousing / inventory
management

Transport / distribution

A dual objective model of humanitarian logistics preparedness

With the above discussion in mind, Schipper and Pelling (2006) express concerns about
distorted humanitarian relief efforts that try to manage disaster risks without mitigating
them. This concern has important implications for humanitarian logistics preparedness
and suggests a paradigm shift from relief and response to disaster risk management
(Yodmani, 2001). In other words, humanitarian logistics preparedness requires a
disaster risk management approach that addresses both humanitarian relief and the
mitigation of disaster risks. It needs to simultaneously address the demand that arises
from the potential effects of hazardous events as well as the potential surge in demand
arising from vulnerability to natural hazards and from properties of systems and
subsystems (e.g. logistics and supply chain systems). The identified demand will
subsequently be translated into resource mobilisation decisions impacting the different
functions of humanitarian logistics operations.
However, it is argued that these different demands can be fulfilled concurrently
(Scholten et al., 2014). Similarly, Maon et al. (2009) suggest a dual cycle for disaster
relief and risk reduction, including strategic actions for development. The concept of the
dual objective broadens the scope of disaster risk management planning to consider
disaster risk reduction in pre- and post-disaster situations (as summarised in Figure 3),
meeting both short- and long-term needs (Haavisto et al., 2013) and recognising “steady
state demand-driven supply chains” (Day et al., 2012, p. 23). In short, within the dual
objective model, the goal of humanitarian logistics preparedness can be decomposed into
two objectives, both of which require equal investment from humanitarian logistics from
the disaster risk management perspective.
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2.2

Humanitarian logistics preparedness to mitigate disaster risk

Hazard events cannot be prevented from occurring, but the scale and impacts of a hazard
can be addressed more effectively by disaster mitigation and risk reduction efforts than
by the ad-hoc post-event emergency response approach (Thomalla et al., 2006). But,
planning the required precautionary measures requires a profound understanding of
disaster risk itself as well as the possibility of future adverse effects (Lavell et al., 2012).
A wide range of hazardous events must be considered (e.g., in the context of this
research, climate variability and uncertain changes in climate patterns) as well as the
associated vulnerability and exposure of societies (Birkmann, 2006, 2007; Thomalla et
al., 2006).
With recurring small-scale disasters in particular, disaster mitigation and risk reduction
is extremely important as a coping capacity to reduce the repetitive damage and
cumulative effects (Lavell and Maskrey, 2014; Marulanda et al., 2010). For socially and
economically vulnerable communities such as those found in many developing countries,
it is essential to maintain sustainable livelihoods against such recurring small-scale
disasters because, even if there is no significant demand for relief and emergency
assistance, those communities may suffer harm, experience deteriorations and/or lose
livelihood assets due to natural hazards (Birkmann et al., 2013). The issue of sustainable
livelihood exemplifies the importance of considering the context of HLSCM and suggests
that the definition and evaluation of disaster risk necessarily depends on the setting.
Further attention to mitigation of disaster risk is thus required for humanitarian logistics
preparedness to complement the extant approach in HLSCM literature, but within this
two essential subjects need to be elaborated. The first is the interrelationship between
relief and development given that disaster mitigation and risk reduction are often
overshadowed by these two more broad-ranging areas (Christoplos et al., 2001). The
second is that a better understanding of disaster risk should be developed through a focus
on the concepts of hazards, vulnerability, and coping capacity. Achieving these would
broaden the scope to include disaster mitigation and risk reduction, and thereby lead to
a more fruitful discussion in the HLSCM literature.
2.2.1

Consideration of developmental relief

The subject of integrating relief and development, or developmental relief, has received
significant attention from policy-makers and academics since the early 1990s
(Buchanan-Smith and Maxwell, 1994; Collins, 2009, 2013; Lavell, 2012; White and
Cliffe, 2000). Developmental relief is intended to integrate development principles into
relief operations in order to mitigate the intensity and, by extension, the impact of
disasters. Integration is important to ensure a systemic view of the context so that
humanitarian relief operations can prioritise the most effective strategies (Ricigliano,
2003) and complement the short-term orientation of disaster relief (Streets, 2011).
Various policy attempts and approaches have tried to achieve developmental relief. The
concept was mainstreamed in humanitarian affairs in 1991 with a UN General Assembly
Resolution (UNGA, 1991) 2 although this simply called for coordination mainly between
2 General Assembly Resolution 46/182, Guiding Principles 9 “There is a clear relationship between
emergency, rehabilitation and development. In order to ensure a smooth transition from relief to
rehabilitation and development, emergency assistance should be provided in ways that will be supportive
of recovery and long-term development. Thus, emergency measures should be seen as a step towards longterm development.”
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UN agencies working in different phases of intervention (White and Cliffe, 2000). It was
anticipated that sequential phases moving from relief to development would emerge and
operations were planned accordingly, with distinct organisational responsibilities in
each phase. However this linear approach to the treatment of relief, rehabilitation, and
development as separate processes has since been discredited. Instead, an early
recovery 3 (MSB, 2015; UNDP, 2008), or contiguum approach 4 (European Commission,
1996, 2001) has been suggested. This paradigm shift was based on the understanding
that relief and development do not follow each other in a simple chronological model;
rather different needs may exist simultaneously and, in any case, are strongly interlinked
(Fan, 2013; Labh and Pfander, 2011). This alternative model promotes an integrative
relationship between relief and development with a primary objective of reducing
disaster risk by simultaneously implementing relief and development principles
(Kennedy et al., 2008; Streets, 2011). It creates an opportunity for sustainability in
humanitarian aid that looks beyond survival and poverty alleviation towards “fuller and
more equitable wellbeing” (Collins, 2013, p. 4) while promoting development aid
interventions to protect livelihoods and to engage in disaster risk reduction measures
(UNISDR, 2015).
The policy conversation continues with the recent discussions in the Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015 – 2030, in the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and in the Paris
Agreement at COP21 on climate change (Kelman, 2017). These discussions underline the
issue that the humanitarian aid architecture is limited by its delegation of long-term
processes to discrete development actors. Priorities for action have, however, emerged
from these considerations with the aim of reducing disaster losses and increasing
resilience in respect of climate-related extreme events (Aitsi-Selmi et al., 2015; UNISDR,
2015; Wilkinson and Peters, 2015).
2.2.2

Understanding disaster risk

The discussion of mitigation of disaster risk also underlines the reality that there are
multiple activities that unfold in advance of a disaster. Shultz et al. (2018) claim that,
when implementing disaster risk management, upstream elements of prevention,
protection, and preparedness should be prioritised over the downstream focus on rescue
and response. Thus, the challenge is that of anticipating disaster risks through forwardlooking and proactive investment. Hence, understanding the range and magnitude of
such disaster risks is critical to disaster mitigation and risk reduction efforts. With this
in mind, it will be appreciated that the focus of this thesis is on the potential for (rather
than the occurrence of) disasters, and it follows that disaster risk must be understood as
an interaction between hazards and the vulnerability of society.
Hazard refers to “the possible, future occurrence of natural or human-induced physical
events that may have adverse effects on vulnerable and exposed elements” (Cardona et
al., 2012, p. 69). Studies that utilise the hazard-oriented perspective reflect the notion
that disasters are external to a society; hence, these studies consider hazards to be the
Early recovery is considered as “a multidimensional process guided by development principles that begins
in a humanitarian setting, and seeks to build on humanitarian programmes and catalyse sustainable
development opportunities” (UNDP, 2008: p. 6).

3

4 The document states that the term ‘contiguum’ would be more appropriate, reflecting the fact that
operations in relief, rehabilitation and development may be carried on simultaneously within any given
country (European Commission, 1996: Section ii).
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agent that may cause harms and losses when they intersect with a social system (Haque
and Etkin, 2007). Natural hazards, such as extreme weather and climate events, have
been considered in terms of their physical dimensions as these were thought to
determine the potential harm of the natural event.
However, such a relatively simplistic orientation for defining and conceptualising
disasters has evolved and now incorporates the concept of vulnerability and capacity
(Kelman, 2018; Perry, 2007). Vulnerability refers to the propensity of exposed elements
such as human beings, their livelihoods and their assets, to suffer adverse effects when
impacted by hazardous events (Cardona et al., 2012, p. 69). Vulnerability indicates what
is at risk, e.g. communities, systems or things of value that are exposed to hazards
(Tierney, 2014). A society’s capacity to cope under such hazardous conditions and
processes contributes to its susceptibility to harm (Birkmann et al., 2013; Kelman, 2018;
Wisner et al., 2014). Thus, the concept of vulnerability reflects the chronic (but normal)
characteristics and circumstances “related to poor development and sustainability
practices” (Kelman et al., 2015, p. 21).
This view echoes the predictive quality of vulnerability which Cannon et al. (2003)
contend is important because vulnerability “is a way of conceptualising what may happen
to an identifiable population under conditions of particular risks and hazards” (ibid, p.4).
Mileti (1999) suggests three main vulnerabilities which relate to the occurrence of a
disaster: (1) vulnerability to biophysical hazards, (2) vulnerability of the built
environment and (3) socially-created vulnerability. In other words, a conceptualisation
of disaster that focuses solely on extreme events created by natural forces should be
supplemented by the concept of disaster risk which, in turn, incorporates the embedded
vulnerability that is deeply rooted in the failure of development practices and other
societal characteristics (Manyena, 2012; Thomalla et al., 2018; Tierney, 2014;
Weichselgartner, 2001). In particular, Thomalla et al. (2018) underline the cross-sectoral
transformation of development processes that are inequitable, non-risk-informed and
unsustainable.
The above discussion implies that disaster risk is a function of potentially harmful
natural hazards (H). It is also a function of the propensity or predisposition of a
community, system or asset to be adversely affected by a hazard – in other words its
vulnerability (V). Hence, Disaster Risk = H x V. Wisner et al. (2014) expand this relatively
simple model by considering two types of coping capacity—individual and local capacity
for protective action (C)—as well as the mitigation and prevention measures carried out
by larger organisations/institutions (M). Hence, in their model Disaster Risk = H x
[(V/C) – M]. The logic of this equation suggests a clear need for a better understanding
of natural hazards that reflect specific spaces, places and time (geographical and
temporal context). At the same time, this representation of disaster risk highlights the
importance of building coping capacities to reduce vulnerabilities (Birkmann, 2007) that
arise from the properties of the society’s systems and subsystems (Birkmann et al., 2013;
Tierney, 2014), for example, logistics and supply chain systems.
Such a conceptualisation clearly highlights the significance of humanitarian logistics
preparedness as it is one clear way of building a coping capacity that will, in turn,
counteract disaster risk - hence, it inherently has dual objectives as presented in Figure
3 in the previous section.
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2.2.3

Humanitarian logistics preparedness as coping capacity

Several studies have broadened the scope of humanitarian logistics preparedness in
relation to coping capacity. For example, Apte (2014) decomposes humanitarian logistics
preparedness into two categories: operational and strategic. Operational preparedness
focuses mainly on physical pre-positioning when a disaster is imminent or in the acute
response phase, while strategic preparedness develops the capacity for managing
logistics activities and functions. The distinction is rooted in the amount of lead-time
required for implementation, different levels of implementation (operational
preparedness denotes a more activity-based approach, while strategic preparedness
entails tactical capacity planning), and the types of resources required (operational
preparedness uses more tangible resources such as physical supplies, while strategic
preparedness uses more intangible resources such as capacity planning and reinforcing
infrastructure). Apte (2014) specifies the main objective of capacity planning to be the
improvement of relief aid delivery and suggests that supply chain vulnerability can be
reduced by acquiring services and supplies.
Beyond the immediate response, a number of researchers have considered the
components of humanitarian logistics strategies with an emphasis on the disaster risk
management planning, policies and procedures being offered by Overstreet et al. (2011).
Stauffer et al. (2016) recognise secondary support demand which is different to primary
beneficiary demand. For example, preparedness for primary beneficiary demand may
need to consider the immediate response and relief delivery, whilst secondary support
demand will steadily increase and then decrease as it concerns reducing disaster risks in
the aftermath of, or between, disasters. Kretschmer et al. (2014) also highlight the
importance of localisation, efficiency and better organisation of the school food supply
chain in Laos to reduce the vulnerability of sustainable programmes to external
influences, whilst Caunhye et al. (2012) emphasise capacity planning in HLSCM in preand post-disaster environments.
Similarly, Kunz et al. (2014), building on Van Wassenhove (2006), recommend the
development of disaster management capabilities that can enhance the capacity for
efficient and effective operational processes (rather than investment in a physical prepositioned inventory), as an intangible preparedness activity for humanitarian logistics.
The suggested capabilities offered by Kunz and his colleagues encompass knowledge and
process management, human resource development, strategic resource mobilisation and
community facilitation. Each capability includes important preparedness activities
which contribute to the mitigative aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness; for
example, “developing and disseminating best practices on the basis of past disasters,
educating vulnerable communities to recognise disaster risk, pre-negotiating
agreements with suppliers and government, harmonising procedures with local
government requirements, developing early warning systems, and collaborative
planning with local governments and non-governmental organisations” (see Kunz et al.,
2014. p.262).
Scholten et al. (2014) analyse the different processes associated with each phase of the
disaster cycle and which are integrated with supply chain resilience capabilities. Within
these processes, Schloten and her colleagues underline the significance of mitigation
processes as a fundamental building block for resilient supply chains which can prepare
for, respond to, and recover from disruptions. Among the mitigation processes, the key
elements for mitigative efforts include continuous risk assessments to improve risk
mitigation planning, common risk awareness among intra/inter supply chain actors to
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analyse existing supply chain vulnerability and threats of hazards, and integration and
coordination of resources from different functional areas.
Within this broad spectrum of the disaster management capabilities and mitigation
processes that underpin disaster risk management, this thesis contributes to the current
knowledge of HLSCM by identifying mechanisms of forecasting and monitoring of
climate extremes for humanitarian logistics preparedness as a key component of the
overall mechanism to build a coping capacity that can mitigate the impacts of recurring
seasonal climate risks, and the rationale for this approach is discussed in the next section.
2.3

Climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness: Mitigating
seasonal climate risks

At the macro level, it can be reasonably assumed that understanding climate and weather
hazards is important for accomplishing efficient and effective humanitarian logistics
preparedness as part of disaster risk management. Natural hazards, directly or indirectly
related to weather or climate, impact lives, assets, and other productive capital every
year. Thus it is clearly important to understand the hazard characteristics of both current
and emerging local climatic extremes when managing humanitarian logistics
preparedness. This is particularly the case in respect of developing countries where
climate variability and extremes are very much a part of life and the resultant crop failure
and weakened health can destroy the people’s livelihood and their ability to cope. In
addition, the paradigm shift from post-disaster response to a proactive risk reduction
approach in humanitarian logistics preparedness requires adequate climate information
to support resource mobilisation decisions as part of the overall disaster risk
management process.
The important groundwork for managing climate risks should include a comprehensive
understanding of how, when and where a hazard may affect a particular area (Crowley et
al., 2017). In particular, climate risk is closely related to weather/climate patterns and
changes in those patterns because “a changing climate leads to changes in the frequency,
intensity, spatial extent, duration and timing of weather and climate extremes, and can
result in unprecedented extremes” (Seneviratne et al., 2012, p. 115). For example, in the
presence of uncertain climate variability and changing patterns, it is useful to monitor,
analyse and forecast potential climate and weather hazards and their impact in order to
inform the mitigative aspects of humanitarian logistics preparedness. In other words, the
development of a climate monitoring capability and practice of climate-based
preparedness should be institutionalised into humanitarian logistics preparedness.
Put simply, it is argued that in light of the characteristics of climate extremes and their
changing patterns, humanitarian logistics preparedness decisions should be ‘climatesensitive’ (Hellmuth et al., 2007) in order to mitigate and respond to seasonal climate
risks that have the potential to impact livelihoods and health problems. Examples
include the impacts on subsistence agriculture that is fundamentally dependent on
seasonal rainfall and the occurrence of weather-related diseases that will require both
preventive measures as well as post-disaster relief assistance. One way in which this
‘climate sensitivity’ can be achieved in humanitarian logistics preparedness is by
leveraging meteorological forecast information which, in turn, will support appropriate
resource mobilisation decisions to reduce the risks associated with natural hazards.
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2.3.1

Meteorological forecast information

As noted by Goddard et al. (2001), meteorological forecast information has the clear
potential to reduce the socioeconomic costs of climate fluctuations. This is particularly
evident in sub-Saharan Africa where seasonal rainfall underpins sustainable livelihoods
(Chagonda et al., 2015). Importantly, however, climate forecasts can be used not only to
reduce the negative impacts of climatic extremes, but also to capitalise on favourable
events. A forecast-based approach to resource mobilisation represents an adaptive plan
that is based on future weather predictions, rather than a conservative risk management
strategy that aims only to respond to the negative impacts of a severe weather event
(Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015; Tozier de la Poterie et al., 2017). Meinke and Stone
(2005) provide examples of this former process, arguing that a better understanding of
weather leads to improved productivity, livelihoods and food security. In a similar way,
disaster managers can utilise meteorological forecast information to realise potential
system improvements (Hammer, 2000; Hellmuth et al., 2007).
Unsurprisingly, humanitarian logistics preparedness can use different types of
meteorological forecast information with different time scales (Braman et al., 2013;
Finnessey et al., 2016). The three broad categories are long-range (decadal), mediumrange (seasonal), and short-range (days). Figure 4 illustrates resource mobilisation
decisions for humanitarian logistics preparedness as they relate to different forecast
lead-times.
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Meteorological forecast information for resource mobilisation decisions in
humanitarian logistics preparedness (modified from WMO, 2015)

All three forecast types are introduced briefly below, but this thesis will focus on
medium-range seasonal climate forecasts. The rationale for this choice is (as will be
explained in greater detail in the Sections that follow) because it is argued that a wellfunctioning meteorological observation system that provides forecasts on a seasonalscale delivers important input to the practice of disaster risk management. This is
particularly the case where such seasonable climatic variability poses significant
challenges to a country’s development. Thus understanding the benefits and limitations
of such seasonal forecast information provides valuable input to the delivery of efficient
and effective HOSCM.
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Decadal climate predictions relate to the regional climate conditions that are predicted
to evolve in the next decade (Meehl et al., 2013). The results of decadal predictions can
have significant social, economic and environmental implications (Vera et al., 2010) as
climate changes may increase/reduce vulnerability and enhance/limit development
opportunities (Nyamwanza and New, 2016). Thus, decadal predictions inform decisions
related to long-term policy and investment, such as infrastructure and water resource
management (Meehl et al., 2009; Vera et al., 2010).
In contrast, short-range weather forecasts concentrate on the near future, from a few
hours up to three days, and are usually updated frequently to deliver higher accuracy as
the impact of a particular event unfolds (Met Office, 2015). Such short-range weather
forecasts are used in some HOSCM studies on preparedness for wind events, such as
cyclones, typhoons and hurricanes. For example, Davis et al. (2013) use short-term
hurricane forecasts to predict possible paths and intensities for the wind event in order
to inform decisions about the location and levels of inventory and the associated service
times. Similarly, Lodree and Taskin (2009) consider various hurricane characteristics,
such as wind speed, when estimating the level of demand surge when planning disaster
relief operations.
However, this thesis considers the utilisation of seasonal climate forecasts (i.e. mediumrange forecasts) in humanitarian logistics preparation. Such forecasts provide rainfall
and temperature predictions so that relevant stakeholders can estimate the advantages
to be gained from favourable outlook or forewarned about impending adverse climate
conditions (Meinke and Stone, 2005; Thomson et al., 2006). Forecasts are usually
delivered as probabilistic information (e.g., the precipitation is likely to be above normal,
near normal or below normal) that is based on a comparison against long-term average
figures for the region. In this respect, each region’s climate patterns follow specific
climate characteristics that stem from temperatures of the nearby sea surface (Thomson
et al., 2003, 2006). The Regional Climate Outlook Forum supplies this information for
regions around the world, and this is subsequently scaled down to national and local level
(Semazzi, 2011).
In recent years, the science community has recognised the disproportionate impacts of
extreme weather events on marginalised groups, and therefore has invested in more
extensive and accurate climate forecasts to ameliorate the impact of such events
(Kgakatsi and Rautenbach, 2014). Given this, potentially several considerable values are
expected that seasonal climate information can provide to the management of
humanitarian logistics preparedness by enabling a risk assessment (Manuj and Mentzer,
2008; Norrman and Jansson, 2004) of the probabilities and potential consequence of
meteorological events.
Three major advantages can be suggested. First, by better understanding the relationship
between meteorological phenomena and disaster characteristics, it will be possible to
enhance efforts to predict the potential for a disaster to occur, i.e. which broad regions
might be subject to the most risk in a given season (position, timing, and effect of the
hazards), as opposed to relying on historical information (Davis et al., 2013; RodríguezEspíndola et al., 2017). Second, the use of seasonal climate information can help logistics
preparation against seasonal climate risks to be developed a long time in advance of their
occurrence, thereby facilitating the process by which tangible and intangible resource
mobilisation needs are determined and applied with a longer lead-time. Third, seasonal
climate forecast data can facilitate the development of a pre-emptive and strategic
process of humanitarian logistics preparedness that takes variations in climate
conditions, such as seasonal weather patterns, into consideration (Tozier de la Poterie et
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al., 2017). For example, in HLSCM, Taskin and Lodree (2010) adjust their hurricane
inventory stocking decisions based on the seasonal likelihood of hurricane landfalls.
However, unlike short-term weather forecasts and apart from the above research,
seasonal climate information has received limited attention in research into
humanitarian logistics preparedness.
2.3.2

Challenges to using seasonal climate information and possible
ways to overcome

Seasonal climate information and related prediction skills have become increasingly well
developed (Barnston et al., 2009, 2011; Klemm and McPherson, 2017; Knutti et al.,
2009), albeit there remains considerable room for improvement as is demonstrated in
this thesis. Seasonal climate forecasts that provide an indication of impending climaterelated stresses and risks can be a key component in proactive disaster mitigation and
risk reduction. While technological systems contribute to preparation for climate-related
risks and should not be ignored, it is equally crucial to have complementary efforts from
both producers and users. Producers need to ensure that the forecast information is
decision-relevant and user-friendly (Weaver et al., 2013), while potential users (actors in
the disaster risk management processes) must develop the capacity to respond effectively
to the early warnings and forecast information that have been provided. In short, the
application of seasonal climate forecast information depends on various prerequisites
(Hellmuth et al., 2007; Tall et al., 2012), and Hansen (2002) argues that forecasts can be
utilised effectively only if particular conditions are in place to limit the obstacles. Four
areas can be suggested to support the usability of seasonal climate forecasts.
First, it is important to have an enhanced capability to predict the developing climate
features in a given geographic region (Cabrera et al., 2007; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013;
Hansen, 2002), and climate scientists have been improving these skills for the last few
decades. Coarse, large-scale operational forecasts have been downscaled to sub-regional
and even individual station levels with only a modest loss in predictability (Hansen et al.,
2011) as demonstrated by recent seasonal climate forecasts which correlated closely with
flooding patterns in southern Africa (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2017).
Secondly, scientifically accurate climate predictions must be presented in a user-friendly
way so that decision-makers can actually use the information (Lemos et al., 2012; Lemos
and Rood, 2010; Weaver et al., 2013). A recent study reveals that the way in which the
forecast likelihood is presented influences disaster managers’ decisions and responses to
uncertain forecast information (e.g. frequency vs. probability, gain vs. loss) (Wernstedt
et al., n.d.). More broadly, climate forecast information is usable only if it is perceived as
credible (in relation to the scientific adequacy of the technical evidence and the authority
of the information), salient (for its relevance to the needs of decision-makers) and
legitimate (the information service has shared interests with the decision-makers)
(Lemos et al., 2012, p. 789; Hansen et al., 2011, p. 219; also see Cash et al., 2003). From
the perspective of disaster risk management, climate variability is one of many risk
factors impacting a community’s livelihood, hence the interest of those working in this
field is not in the scientific product or climate variability per se, but rather in the
contextualised outcomes that result from climate variability (Meinke and Stone, 2005).
Thirdly, decision-making capacity matters. These is always a misalignment between the
probabilistic nature of forecasts and the users’ desire to avoid uncertainty (Lemos and
Rood, 2010; Tozier de la Poterie, et al., 2017). The formal probability format does not
map easily onto mental models of many decision-makers who may struggle to make
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decisions under uncertainty. There is always a possibility of acting in vain which has the
potential to undermine the user’s confidence in future forecasts (Coughlan de Perez et
al., 2016). In addition to careful presentation of such probability information (Wernstedt
et al., 2018), substantial emphasis must be placed on the management skills needed to
facilitate an accurate understanding of seasonal climate forecasts (Hansen et al., 2011),
as well as to shape an appropriate cultural context for the information (Dilling and
Lemos, 2011). Training and education efforts should, therefore, include not only staff
knowledge but also gameplay to capture the complexity of decisions (Suarez, 2015). Even
a highly credible set of forecasts will see their legitimacy erode over time if the forecast
users (decision-makers) mistakenly treat the forecast information with a deterministic
(rather than probabilistic) interpretation (Tozier de la Poterie et al., 2017).
Lastly, it is critical to use an adaptive capacity to mobilise resources based on forecast
information. This implies a requirement to have decision-making institutions that can
react appropriately to the information that is provided (Cabrera et al., 2007), and in this
regard climate outlook forums have been shown to be an effective platform for the
dissemination, sharing or transfer of contextually-based climate information (Goddard
et al., 2010; Tall, 2010). No-regret (or low-regret) strategies – e.g. pre-purchasing, prepositioning non-perishable items, and drafting contingency plans – are considered
adaptive because they hedge risk exposure (Heltberg et al., 2009) and minimise the
negative consequences and wasted resources associated with acting in vain (Braman et
al., 2013; Tozier et al., 2017). Another adaptive strategy is the action lifetime approach,
which considers the potential duration for which the preparedness action can remain in
effect, and the likelihood that a particular action will not be in vain given the embedded
uncertainty of the forecast (Coughlan et al., 2016).
Despite such approaches, however, limited and/or varying degrees of access to forecast
technology and communication tools, ineffective dissemination strategies and limited
availability of realistic courses of action remain significant obstacles to utilising seasonal
climate forecast effectively (Braman et al., 2013; Dilling and Lemos, 2011). Boundary
organisations facilitate interactions between forecast producers (climate scientists) and
users (decision-makers) in order to increase accessibility and usability (Weaver et al.,
2013; Kirchhoff et al., 2013) by means of parallel channels (e.g. projects) and/or
boundary spanning activities to link (e.g. network) different stakeholders (Lemos et al.,
2014). In other words, boundary organisations focus on the “process of communication,
mediation, translation, feedback, and trust building” rather than delivering climate
forecasts as “products” for one-way communication (Weaver et al., 2013, p. 42).
One of the chief contributions of this thesis is to develop our understanding of the
activities and mechanisms of the seasonal climate forecast applications that are
fundamental to humanitarian logistics preparedness for seasonal climate hazards and
variability. These issues are presented in Papers B and C.
2.3.3

Application of seasonal climate information in humanitarian
logistics preparedness

Studies in disaster risk management have widely integrated seasonal climate forecasts
into a decision-making framework. In doing so, they have demonstrated the benefits of
seasonal climate forecasts to underpin warnings, mitigation measures, trend analysis
and a combination of longer term risk assessment and current vulnerability, all of which
offer an advantage over short-range weather forecasts.
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Some examples of significant gains can be found in the areas of agricultural production
and human health (Lenton, 2013; Meza et al., 2008). In a case study in Botswana,
Thomson et al. (2006) show that their seasonal climate forecast-based model, can
predict the epidemic malaria risk five months before the peak malaria season, and four
months earlier than predictions based on historical precipitation monitoring. In a similar
vein, Lowe et al. (2014) study dengue fever and argue that a reactive approach based on
initial cases often results in actions that are too late to decrease the disease’s impact on
the population. However by using seasonal climate forecasts these authors suggest that
it is possible to provide sufficient lead-time to control the mosquito population and to
protect vulnerable communities.
The use of seasonal climate forecasts also has an important role in assisting smallholder
farmers for whom weather variability poses substantial risks to agricultural production
and livelihood (Harvey et al., 2014). For example, seasonal rainfall forecasts were found
to be more useful in food security planning in the West African Sahel region compared
to forecasts based solely on weather monitoring and historical climatology (Mishra et al.,
2008). The extent of the meteorological disaster risk is informed by climate forecasts
that provide the probability of seasonal climate extremes (e.g. precipitation and
temperature). Adequate resource mobilisation as a risk mitigation strategy is a function
of both the forecast lead-time and the severity of the disaster risk (Coughlan de Perez et
al., 2015).
Likewise, it is argued in this thesis that seasonal climate information has considerable
value in the context of humanitarian logistics preparedness. Predictive knowledge,
presented as the probability of hazard occurrences and their severity, allows for advanced
planning to mitigate or negate potential hazards and for the conditions that trigger them
(Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015). With its longer lead-time, seasonal climate information
provides opportunities to prioritise mitigation and risk reduction strategies and thereby
reduce the impact/consequence of disease burden and food insecurity that will lead to
the need for actual disaster relief activities (Crowley et al., 2017).
This, in turn, allows for consideration of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness, a process and practice for planning and implementing a set of strategic
actions that transforms climate forecast information into humanitarian logistics
preparedness to address the mitigation of disaster risk and facilitate the proactive
management of resource mobilisation.
2.3.4

Theoretical implications of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness

Focusing on the mitigative aspects, climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness
has a number of theoretical implications for HLSCM as a supply chain risk mitigation
strategy, with the proactive management of resource mobilisation being vital (Chang et
al., 2015; Tang, 2006). Supply chain risk mitigation strategies focus on averting potential
disruptions in advance and in a manner that includes all the strategic decisions that are
designed to enhance mitigation capabilities (Craighead et al., 2007) against disruptions.
This, in turn, helps manage any issues arising from potential discrepancies between
supply and demand (Jüttner et al., 2003). Such strategies include inventory control,
backup sourcing capacity, and improved supply chain flexibility (Schmitt, 2011; Tang and
Tomlin, 2008; Tomlin, 2006). Based on Tang (2006), Jahre (2017) identifies a list of
HLSCM risk mitigation strategies that includes the procurement and positioning of
strategic stock (Hale and Moberg, 2005; Hong et al., 2015), speculation (Listou, 2008),
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and postponement (Jahre and Fabbe-Costes, 2015). Drawing on this list, a number of
theoretical implications of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness on
HLSCM as a supply chain risk mitigation strategy can be evaluated.
Primarily, such a supply chain risk mitigation strategy needs to take on board the core
characteristics of supply chain risk in respect of: (1) disruptive triggers, (2) supply chain
vulnerability, and (3) time-based characteristics (Heckmann et al., 2015). Disruptive
triggers are non-operational risks (Tang, 2006), macro risks (Ho et al., 2015) and/or
abnormal risks (Jahre, 2017), which emerge due to unexpected and uncertain events
because of turmoil from external environments (Christopher and Peck, 2004). Most
importantly, given that such supply chains are situated in vulnerable areas (Jahre, 2017),
HLSCM needs to address demands that depend on disruptive triggers (Snyder et al.,
2016).
At the same time, it is important to recognise the consequences of the disruptive triggers
will also depend on the (in)ability of the affected supply chain to cope with these – in
other words, normal risk reflected as supply chain vulnerability (Heckmann et al., 2015;
Jahre, 2017). Such supply chain vulnerability can be understood as an exposure
(Christopher and Peck, 2004) or susceptibility (Jüttner and Maklan, 2011) to serious
disruptions, along with the propensity of those disruptions to outweigh supply chain
mitigation strategies (Jüttner et al., 2003), and thereby reducing the supply chain’s
robustness (Vlajic et al., 2012; Wieland and Wallenburg, 2012). Supply chain
vulnerability will depend on the robustness of the underlying supply chain which would,
in turn, impact the extent (for example the magnitude and/or duration) of the
disruptions to the supply chain (Heckmann et al., 2015; Wieland and Wallenburg, 2012).
Furthermore, time-based aspects can define the properties of disruptive triggers as well
as the time horizons of supply chain risk mitigation strategies (Heckmann et al., 2015).
For instance, modelling natural hazard events requires that close attention is paid to the
time-based aspects of a hazard, such as the speed of onset, duration and frequency, while
the potential for the changes/recurrence of a hazard is also an important variable
(Holguín-Veras et al., 2012; Van Wassenhove, 2006). Furthermore, the lead-time (or
lack thereof) that enables the affected supply chain to mobilise and deploy resources
essential for necessary preparedness activities, is another important time-based aspect
to consider if disruptive events are to be handled more effectively (Ben-Tal et al., 2011;
Heckmann et al., 2015).
With this discussion in mind, climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness as a
supply chain risk mitigation strategy has the potential to address the core dimensions of
supply chain risk discussed above (see Figure 5).
First, seasonal climate information enhances our understanding of the extent of the
seasonal climate risks (disruptive triggers) by providing the probability of seasonal
climate extremes (e.g. precipitation and temperature), as well as the position, timing,
and impact of the hazard(s). This, in turn, facilitates improved demand assessment and
estimation for resource mobilisation. Second, due to the lead-time in a seasonal-scale
forecast, a longer logistics preparedness period is potentially available to plan and
prepare for mobilising resources. This can facilitate supply chain risk mitigation
strategies which will foster the robustness of the underlying supply chains to adequately
cope with supply chain vulnerability. Lastly, the determination of
strategic/tactical/operational supply chain risk mitigation decisions on the flexible time
horizon will also be informed by indications of potential changes to seasonal patterns in
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seasonal climate information. This will, in turn, impact how humanitarian organisations
are able to operationalise their proactive seasonal resource mobilisation.
Seasonal climate information

•
•
•

Contributes to improved knowledge of
seasonal climate risks
Ensures longer lead-time for logistics preparedness
Indicates potential changes of seasonal pattern

Disruptive trigger

Time-based aspect

Supply chain
vulnerability

Climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness

Procurement/
sourcing

Inventory
management

Distribution

Theoretical implications of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness as
a supply chain risk mitigation strategy

Thus, several elements inherent in the management of humanitarian logistics and supply
chains, (for example decisions related to procurement/sourcing, inventory and
distribution), can be determined based on supply chain risk mitigation strategies that are
informed by seasonal climate information.
First, procurement and sourcing decisions can be facilitated through more effective
estimation/assessment of likely demand profile for resource mobilisation (HolguínVeras et al., 2012) based on seasonal climate information in addition to historical records
(Davis et al., 2013; Rodríguez-Espíndola et al., 2017). This includes the process for
establishing and/or altering existing framework contracts to reflect potential needs. In a
similar way, above normal/routine quantities of agricultural inputs and health
commodities can be procured while different types of such procured items can be
determined based on the seasonal climate outlook.
Secondly, such supply chain risk mitigation strategies will support inventory decisions
that are aligned to seasonal climate information in terms of strategic stock, prereplenishment of on-going supplies in existing facilities, and/or pre-positioning of other
critical supplies for relief and disaster risk management (Snyder et al., 2016). With the
additional inputs offered by seasonal climate information, the maintenance, update and
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rehabilitation of critical facilities that are essential in functioning aid operations (both in
routine circumstances as well as in exceptional circumstances) will be part of the supply
chain risk mitigation strategies.
Lastly, distribution decisions, which include various operational interventions and
deliveries, would be facilitated. The timing and scheduling of the physical distribution of
both on-going and critical supplies is often impacted by the onset of rainfalls. This
reflects the reality that many remote and rural communities in developing country
contexts are characterised by poor transport infrastructures that become inaccessible
during heavy rains. Thus, supply chain risk mitigation strategies which utilise seasonal
climate information can assist in the management of such physical distribution
challenges.
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3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Research paradigm (Positioning of the thesis)

Qualitative research approaches generally examine concepts in terms of their meaning
and interpretation in the specific contexts of an inquiry (Ketokivi and Choi, 2014). Hence,
qualitative research is a set of interpretive and material practices that turn the world into
a series of representations – through collection and analysis of a variety of empirical
materials, and deployment of different interpretative practices (Denzin and Lincoln,
2017). In other words, qualitative research attempts to arrive at an understanding of a
particular phenomenon with the accounts of, and from the perspective of, those who
observe, experience and participate in it. Thus, Gammelgard (2004) underlines the
importance of demonstrating the clear standpoint of the research methodology –
especially for a qualitative inquiry – in order to provide the necessary credibility in the
research process.
Methodology is a mode of thinking and acting related to the process of creating and
searching for new knowledge (Arbnor and Bjerke, 2009). These authors further argue
that the generation of new knowledge is a process of conscious attempts to disqualify,
confirm or enlarge the existing knowledge in order to generate new knowledge. Thus, it
is based on ultimate presumptions about the reality to be investigated, explained and/or
understood, supported by different methodological views. In the field of logistics and
supply chain management, there has been a concern about its fragmentary approach in
relation to the philosophy of science (Arlbjørn and Halldorsson, 2002). Indeed, various
scholars have reflected this concern arguing that logistics research may be weighted
towards a unilateral approach to the creation of knowledge, hence, they have suggested
that different research paradigms should be applied in logistics and supply chain
management research (Adamides et al., 2012; Gammelgaard, 2004; Mears-Young and
Jackson, 1997; Näslund, 2002; Rotaru et al., 2014; Skjoett-Larsen, 1999).
The current thesis broadly falls within the paradigm that is generally known as critical
realism (Bhaskar, 2008; Gorski, 2013) for its ontological (conception of reality) and
epistemological (conception of science) presumptions. This means that the basic
ontological assumption of the current thesis is realist, postulating that there is a relatively
autonomous existence of reality external to those perceiving it in which objects exist
independently of our intervention and knowledge of their existence (Schwandt, 2007).
Conversely, epistemological assumption is based on the epistemic relativism postulating
that our knowledge of such reality will only be discovered by or be accessible through
human perceptions, interpretations, or activities. However, it is not constructed purely
by individual accounts but it is mediated by various historical, social, cultural influence
as well as our practical interest (Archer et al., 1998). Ultimately, the current thesis
supports the view that the external reality exists as diverse and multifaceted forms, and
the goal of research is to capture the complexity and depth of reality (Snape and Spencer,
2013).
The underlying presumption about ontology, i.e. the ‘study or theory of being’ or simply
‘real’, is central to comprehending critical realism (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2017).
Therefore, the realist ontology of the current thesis can be further explained by different
modes of reality as suggested by Fleetwood (2004, 2005) – mainly materially, ideally,
artefactually, and socially real.
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First, this thesis posits that a weather system is materially real, a perspective which refers
to material entities that can exist independently of individuals’ action, i.e. doing, saying,
and thinking. In other words, weather systems, such as seasonal climate extremes,
seasonal variability and climate change, are affected by humans in a contingent manner,
but these entities will continue to exist independently without the involvement of
humans (Fleetwood, 2004).
Second, discursive entities, e.g., beliefs, perceptions, meanings, languages and ideas, are
ideally real. Importantly, despite the fact that such discursive entities have no referent
which they are indicating, discursive entities are presumed to be real as they all can have
causal efficacy (Danermark et al., 2002; Fleetwood, 2004). Put simply, how people
behave reflects how they understand the world. In this thesis, concepts and related
discourses about disaster risk, vulnerability, perceptions on seasonal climate, and
usability of forecasts exist as real entities.
Third, climate information in this thesis is considered to be artefactually real, which
according to Fleetwood (2004), is a synthesis of other modes of reality that are
conceptually mediated. For example, climate information is not regarded as unknown
figures and characters shown on a piece of paper; rather, it is interpreted and recognised
as a tool followed by different applications and perceptions about its usability.
Lastly, this thesis posits that practices, routines, structures, and mechanisms of
humanitarian logistics preparedness as coping capacity are socially real entities. In other
words, despite the fact that these entities are fully dependent on human activities that
produce, reproduce, and change them, this perspective differs from the view embraced
by social constructionists in the sense that these socially real entities may pre-exist before
our identification of them (Fleetwood, 2004; Sayer, 2000). Rather, such entities cannot
be captured or portrayed ‘accurately’ due the different perceptions and understanding of
the world. Thus, it is posited from the perspective of critical realists that knowledge is
comprised of different and fallible descriptions of reality (Gorski, 2013).
In their use of paradigm concepts as general mechanisms for facilitating the creation of
knowledge, Arbnor and Bijerke (2009) added scientific ideal and ethical/aesthetical
aspects, which are largely related to the “goals of individual creators of knowledge” – and
this is believed to be highly relevant to the current thesis and, indeed, the general field of
humanitarian logistics. A scientific ideal is related to the researcher as a person whether
or not she/he believes, by and large, the science and/or scientific theory/outcome as
something which is objective and true. The current thesis claims that it is impossible to
achieve a common agreement about the centrality of the research problem as well as the
generalisability of the findings. Instead, the focus of the research was generated through
the interaction between researcher and the research participants within the context of
research settings to contribute to the understanding of patterns and mechanisms behind
the phenomenon.
In terms of the ethical and aesthetical aspects, the current thesis maintains that potential
influence can be made by a creator of knowledge who possesses conscious assumptions
of reality and how knowledge comes about. In the case of the current thesis, it was
important to recognise the support of local governments during the data collection as
part of fieldwork, and the potential impacts on the research subject’s attitudes are
acknowledged.
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3.2

Content analysis

Both Paper A and Paper D are conceptual studies which are based on a content analysis
of existing literature. Paper A adopts ‘problematisation’ as a methodology that identifies
and challenges underlying presumptions in relevant path-defining studies that play a key
role in the field of HLSCM (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011). Paper D reviews and analyses
the existing HLSCM literature that has been based on fieldworks. The contents of these
papers are summarised in the sections below and are followed (in Section 3.3) by a
methodological description of empirical studies which underpin this thesis (Papers B and
C) are based on.
3.2.1

Problematisation

Paper A is designed to develop the argumentation in support of the concept of
developmental relief—the integration of development principles into relief operations in
order to address the long-term effects of humanitarian aid and the associated value of
disaster mitigation and risk reduction. This argument is constructed through a focused
review of the different domains of humanitarian logistics literature, in particular those
related to development, disaster relief, and humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management. In addition, in order to frame the concept of developmental relief
effectively, various policy and organisational documents were examined, offering the
benefit of intertextuality and increasing their referential value (Atkinson and Coffey,
2011).
Based on a conceptual framework, the paper develops a focused research agenda for
incorporating developmental relief considerations and redefining the interactions
between relief and development programmes. In doing this, Paper A adopts the
problematisation methodology with an assumption-challenging approach, endeavouring
to know “how and to what extent it might be possible to think differently, instead of
[focusing on] what is already known” (Foucault 1985, p.9; quoted from Sandberg and
Alvesson, 2011, p.32). Such an approach calls for “some scrutiny of particular debates,
critiques, and possibly early challenges of assumptions in the domain… [but also,] some
of one’s ordinary held assumptions can be scrutinised and reconsidered in the process of
research” (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011, p. 252).
Paper A critically examines and problematises two underlying presumptions commonly
embedded within the HLSCM literature, namely, (1) the discrete linear view of disaster
operations and (2) the response-oriented approach. As suggested by Alvesson and
Sandberg (2011, 2013), rather than following the prevailing norm that requires the
researcher to investigate a broad range of the relevant literature comprehensively, the
literature review in Paper A involves a more narrow coverage and in-depth reading of
pertinent path-defining studies that play a key role in the field of HLSCM (Alvesson and
Sandberg, 2011).
3.2.2

A review of literature

Paper D reviews previous studies in HOSCM that have employed fieldwork for collecting
qualitative or quantitative empirical materials, thereby its analysis highlights the
theoretical contributions of field-based research (Meredith, 1998). In particular,
DeHoratius and Rabinovich (2011) claim that field-based research is critical for the
“development of scientific knowledge” and for the deeper “understanding of the
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operating phenomenon” that would advance supply chain management theory (ibid., p.
371). Paper D responds to calls for the development of theory in HOSCM in order to
better understand and study the subject (Jahre et al., 2009; Jensen and Hertz, 2016), as
well as for further engagement with context through empirical, evidence-based and
practice-near-research (Holguín-Veras et al., 2014; Kovács and Spens, 2011).
Paper D collects material through keyword searches in databases containing relevant
studies in HOSCM. Four major databases were used: Emerald, Science Direct, Taylor
and Francis, and Wiley. The keywords search was used mainly for the initial stage, and
consisted of “humanitarian logistics,” “humanitarian supply chain,” “disaster logistics”
and “disaster supply chain.” The article selection process is shown in Figure 6.

Article selection process

The selection process took place as follows. First, 556 articles were identified from the
keyword search. Then, after excluding conference papers and extracts, and by reviewing
the articles’ titles and abstracts, the number remaining in scope was reduced to 262.
Next, papers containing literature reviews and/or conceptual studies were excluded
thereby reducing the number under consideration to 193. Third, in-depth reading of the
contents of each of these papers was conducted in order to exclude papers which had
used data from “case studies” as secondary data mainly for the validation of operations
research (OR) algorithms, computational simulations and numerical experiments. In
this way it was possible to retain in scope OR studies that start from problems of context
and situations (Bertrand and Fransoo, 2002; Galindo and Batta, 2013). In other words,
the focus of selection was on empirical OR studies that are based on field research, and
used relevant parameters and assumptions that are convincingly grounded in reality to
define problems and build models. These studies largely use first-hand knowledge and
empirical materials rather than secondary documents or historical data of past cases.
After this stage, 98 articles remained.
In the last step, studies that conducted fieldwork were accepted subject to two criteria:
(1) ‘being there,’ in other words excluding studies based on remote interviews,
questionnaire surveys or the Delphi method; and (2) the use of a particular empirical
setting or ‘scene’ rather than general system characteristics. This process excluded some
studies that lacked clarity in reporting and describing their methodology for data
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collection. Such studies which did not specify the empirical methods employed tend not
to focus on the ‘scene’ or contextual settings, but rather prioritise the collection of
required functional data and information to synthesise models, concepts or frameworks
at a systems-level. These articles are excluded as Paper D’s overriding focus is on
fieldwork. However, there are few exceptions. Some papers lacked specification about
methodologies related to field research but were included because they clearly indicated
field visits, with the fieldwork being traceable from other publications or the paper
contained research problems and models that are heavily empirically-grounded. In the
end, the four-stage selection process yielded 55 articles for further analysis.
Paper D analyses the resultant literature across three categories: 1) the motivations for
conducting fieldwork, 2) the challenges in conducting fieldwork, and 3) the fieldwork
activities undertaken. These categories were developed through a series of questions
developed during the analysis of the articles in order to identify important considerations
in the design and conduct of fieldwork for HOSCM (e.g. Why did they conduct fieldwork?
How did they organise it? What did they actually do? What were the benefits and
challenges?) Different themes emerged from each category during the investigation.
3.3

Qualitative research approach

The empirical studies of the thesis have made use of the qualitative descriptive approach
suggested in the literature (Caelli et al., 2003; Holloway and Todres, 2003; Sandelowski,
2000, 2010; Thomas, 2006) in order to develop an holistic and contextualised
understanding (Eisenhardt et al., 2016; Meredith, 1998) of an on-going phenomenon of
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness. Two papers (Paper B and C) are
included in the empirical studies. Paper B explores the ways in which responding
organisations can utilise the seasonal climate forecasts in their logistics preparedness
practice, together with the factors that enabled or hindered their ability to work to their
full scope of practice. Paper C focuses on in-depth understanding of mechanisms and/or
logic (Aastrup and Halldórsson, 2008) behind the utilisation of climate information in
seasonal humanitarian logistics preparedness.
A qualitative descriptive approach was chosen in Paper B and C because it is especially
useful when low-inference descriptions – that is conducting data-near interpretations
(Kahlke, 2014; Sandelowski, 2010) – of phenomena are desired in order to answer the
problems of special relevance of practitioners, e.g. climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness in the context of the current thesis. The benefit of this approach is its
adaptability to such a research purpose without claiming full allegiance to, or even
“posturing” about, an explicit category of qualitative approaches; but by carefully
reflecting on the problem with methodological views and presumptions that a researcher
holds (Kahlke, 2014; Sandelowski, 2000). In particular, such an approach is useful when
the goal is to discover and understand a phenomenon about which little may be known.
While the qualitative descriptive approach enjoys an inherent flexibility and careful
consideration of research methods as living entities (Holloway and Todres, 2003),
several methodological tenets were embraced in the current thesis to make the approach
congruent with purpose of the research, research questions, and thus contribute to the
rigor of the studies, e.g. the importance of the context, purposive sampling, and thematic
analysis.
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3.3.1

Data collection

The primary source of qualitative data for this study was acquired through field research
that consisted of interviews, non-participant observation and a focus group discussion.
This data was complemented by a survey of reports, white papers and business
documents from the field. These data sources provided in-depth information about the
organisational practices that are employed in the application of seasonal climate
information within the resource mobilisation plans and operations. Two field research
visits were also conducted with the assistance of the Zambia Meteorological Department
(ZMD). The ZMD’s contribution to this research was extremely valuable, not least
because it facilitated the process by which relevant organisations and individuals with
the required knowledge were identified for participation in the research. Representatives
from the ZMD and local meteorologists also interacted with the author on a regular basis,
and this helped the author develop an holistic view of the various areas of interest related
to the research question.
This research employed Patton’s purposeful sampling strategy (Patton, 1990). This was
deemed to be more suitable than a random sampling approach because it allowed the
participating organisations to be specifically targeted on the basis that they would be a
source of meaningful and relevant data related to the research objectives. As Flyvbjerg
(2006) exhorts, it was deemed important to select the samples with strategic importance
in relation to the research problems and objectives. To be included in the study, it was
important that the organisations fulfilled three criteria: 1) They played a direct and
meaningful role in national disaster management, 2) They operated under a mission and
underlying objectives related to public administration and development, and/or
humanitarian aid, and 3) They were involved in managing the flow of tangible/intangible
information and/or goods that assisted the community.
The application of these criteria ensured the sample adequacy (Bowen, 2008) in that the
organisations that participated in the research were both suitable and pertinent to the
identification of humanitarian logistics preparedness activities that were based on
climate information. That said, it is accepted that saturation may not have been fully
achieved because of practical constraints related to the duration of the field research and
the availability of resources. However, this does not mean that the findings are invalid,
rather that there may be more phenomena that can be further explored (O’Reilly and
Parker, 2013). Nevertheless, it is argued that this study clearly contributes to the
extension and advancement of knowledge of the field with adequate and appropriate
data, rather than merely generalisations.
Some of prominent responding organisations in the field were identified through desk
research. About three weeks before the field visit, they were contacted via email to
arrange meetings and reminders were sent after two weeks. In addition, other interviews
were arranged via telephone once the researcher was in the field.
In general, gaining access to the government and public sector was difficult. These
institutions tend to have a rather hierarchical bureaucracy, in which official requests are
strictly required, preferably from the higher hierarchical level of the requested side. In
this context, the assistance from the ZMD was highly effective. Official letters written by
the chief of the ZMD were sent to relevant authorities and these played a crucial role in
gaining access to government authorities. However, this process was very timeconsuming and as a result many encounters with the government authorities took place
at the end of the field visit period. Given that information gained from one actor can be
very useful in discussions with others, it is accepted that the process of official requests
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could usefully have been made ahead of time, particularly when the stay in the field is
limited.
However, there was also a concern for a potential unintended influence emanating from
the close assistance from the ZMD as they are part of the government. On the one hand,
it was important to assure those interviewed that the research and the inquirer
(researcher) are independent from the government so as not to influence the answers
and views of the participants. On the other hand, it is ethically important to take into
account the potential for external influence. To mitigate this challenge, learning between
inquirer and participant was emphasised, hence, the researcher was able to make
conversation as a learner while the participants felt empowered to share their knowledge
and experience (Finn et al., 2018).
A particularly useful tool to guide interviewees was the one-page research summary
document which was sent together with the interview invitation email. The one-pager
provided a brief explanation of the project and purpose of the interview. During the
interviews, many interviewees mentioned what they already understood from the onepager. In other cases, it was handed to the interviewees on site for their perusal.
For the purposes of the primary data collection, an interview guide was developed in
advance. To ensure contextual relevance, the questions that were asked in the interviews
were prepared according to two fundamental inputs. First, as a means of driving insights
into the main processes and methods of country- and regional-level disaster
management activities, desk-based research of documents and reports that were deemed
to be relevant to these activities was performed. The data sources that were examined
during this stage included meteorological data, annual reports, thematic reports and
contingency plans. Second, a workshop was held in the researcher’s institution that
allowed two Zambian meteorologists to visit. During the discussions in the workshop,
Zambia’s current meteorological capacities were discussed, and the associated
challenges were reviewed. Based on these inputs, the interview guide was created in the
form of semi-structured questions that would allow prompt and relevant follow-up
questions as well providing flexibility in the question order.
Thus, the interview questions focused on logistics managers’ and/or other disaster
operations managers’ actions, experience and perceptions of utilising seasonal climate
information to their full scope of practice. Participants were also asked to identify
barriers and/or facilitators that influenced the usability of climate information to their
humanitarian logistics preparedness against seasonal climate risks. It will be appreciated
that these type of questions are typically associated with qualitative descriptive
approaches.
A total of twenty-five interviews were undertaken during the first field visit, of which
fourteen were with staff from NGOs, nine from governmental organisations (eight of
which were local government and one foreign), and two were from UN agencies (see
Appendix 1). The interviews lasted approximately one hour and were conducted on the
premises of the organisations to which the participants belonged. Based on the semistructured questions, the conversations were emergent and open-ended. All interviews
were recorded with consent from the participants, and with extensive field notes being
developed.
During the second field visit, a workshop was organised to debrief, discuss, and distribute
the preliminary report to relevant organisations. The majority of the invited
organisations included the interviewees from the first field visit. In addition, a focus
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group discussion was conducted with food security experts. These experts were invited
on the basis that their work is closely related to climate conditions, hence, participants
were responsible for disaster risk mitigation as a part of seasonal planning and familiar
with seasonal climate information. Some of the invited experts were previous
interviewees, and follow-up discussions relating to the research topic were undertaken.
3.3.2

Data analysis

Preparation for the analysis of the data from the qualitative empirical studies was
intense, time-consuming, and multi-focused. The overall analysis began with
transcribing interview data after the field research as part of the preparation of a
preliminary project report. Working on interview transcription was a part of the
interpretive process (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009) assisted by the experience and
memories from the field when the interviews were undertaken, which was helpful for the
judgement of constructing sentence structure, punctuation and nonverbal cues (Tilley,
2003).The interview records were also repeatedly revisited as necessary in order to hear
exactly how a particular situation (etc.) was described by the participants.
Thematic analysis was applied to the qualitative textual data (interview transcripts and
organisational reports) to elicit the dominant and significant themes relevant to the
research objectives through interpretations during the research process (Attride-Stirling,
2001; Braun and Clarke, 2006; Nowell et al., 2017). This analysis method was chosen for
its flexibility to fit into the aims of each of the empirical studies in order to identify,
analyse, organise, and describe themes found within the data set, providing a rich and
detailed, yet complex account of the data (Nowell et al., 2017). One of the differences
between thematic analysis and template analysis (which is a particular style of thematic
analysis) is that related to the timing of the emerging theme (Brooks et al., 2015). In other
words, whether a template is developed a priori based on the research questions and/or
theoretical concepts, or whether themes are defined after initial coding of data in a later
phase of the process (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). The
thematic analysis was more relevant to this thesis given that the process of progressive
focusing (Sinkovics and Alfoldi, 2012) was perceived to be an important part of the
research process.
Furthermore, thematic analysis of this nature provided a useful mechanism by which it
was possible to summarise the key features of a large data set. In other words, the large
number of areas that were initially identified was narrowed into the key themes that
underpinned the purpose of the study. This involved multiple detailed readings of each
transcript, augmented by several other sources of data including field notes and other
relevant documents. In particular, the relevant contextual factors and indications were
examined and corroborated with country- and regional-level disaster management
documents and contingency plans. For example, relevant authorities, stakeholders,
processes, meetings, and various local facilities names. These contextual factors were
considered to be of great importance when identifying patterns and themes within the
data. During this process the researcher became very familiar with the data and
associated concepts, events, and mechanisms, and this led to further analysis of the data,
which involved iterating between the literature and empirical data.
The key features of the themes in each of the studies (Paper B and C) are different, and
reflect the study’s aim. However, each study follows the three key stages of a standard
data analysis process. The first stage yielded descriptions of each organisation’s
characteristics, activities, and involvement in seasonal resource mobilisation in Zambia.
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In this regard it will be noted that the organisations represented by the interviewees had
considerable common ground despite focusing on different areas such as agriculture,
education and healthcare. The analysis identified farming plans and disease
management and disease control as the most dominant areas of seasonal planning
activities that were informed by seasonal climate forecasts. In addition, ways to access to
the seasonal climate information were developed via the participants’ accounts.
During the second stage, transcripts were imported into the NVivo qualitative data
analysis software in order to support the iterative coding processes. The NVivo software
was useful in sorting and organising the large data set. As part of this process, each
interview transcript was read in detail several times, and each time a topic appeared in
one transcript, the other transcripts were re-scanned for the same topic and coded
accordingly. In this way, the entire data set was perused. With an emphasis on a semantic
level, initial codes were generated at this stage.
Another useful aspect of the NVivo software is that it allows multiple codes to be applied
the same data, but this capability requires that the coding structure is able to
accommodate and comprehend the creation of different codes. Paper B focused on the
identification of the dominant areas of organisational activities impacted by seasonality,
the extent to which seasonal climate information was utilised in mobilising seasonal
resources, and the resource mobilisation decisions that were related to humanitarian
logistics preparedness. Paper C focused on the key decisions that supported the
responding organisations’ engagement with seasonal climate forecasts within the
processes by which they prepared their logistics preparedness. The mechanisms and
practices of actions (Borgström, 2012; Näslund, 2002) that the responding organisations
employed to utilise seasonal climate forecasts were underlined.
At the third stage of the data analysis, the initial codes were read and re-focused within
the context of the research to convey the author’s interpretation beyond the immediate
meanings and towards the broader level of themes. This involved sorting, collating, and
organising different codes into potential themes. For Paper B three underlying themes –
sourcing and supply, inventory and distribution, and the intervention time window –
were ultimately identified. These themes were subsequently used to determine two
overarching dimensions of seasonal planning practices: demand estimation for
speculative pre-positioning, and flexible operationalisation – both of which were derived
from the interpretation of data informed by the relevant literature. For Paper C, three
key processes for logistics preparedness against seasonal climate risks – producing
stimulus for applying climate information, ensuring relevance to preparedness
measures, and incorporating implementation of climate information – were identified
based on the analysis of responding organisations’ engagement with seasonal climate
forecasts.
3.3.3

Research trustworthiness

With regards to the trustworthiness of the studies (Halldórsson and Aastrup, 2003), this
thesis concerns the principles of credibility, dependability, transferability, and
confirmability based on Lincoln and Guba (1985) as important quality criteria in
qualitative research.
The credibility and dependability of the research was derived largely through the
following three aspects. Firstly, early familiarity with the empirical settings and
organisations, including meeting with Zambian meteorologists and the careful perusal
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of relevant documents. This has extended the engagement of field research from the very
beginning of the research process. The inputs from the Zambian meteorologists have
facilitated the entering process of the researcher once in the field, therefore, enhance the
issue of fit between the participants’ accounts and the researcher’s representation of
them during the interviews.
Secondly, multiple data sources were used for data triangulation purposes in order to
develop a holistic and contextual picture of the study (Jick, 1979). These data sources
included primary data resulting from interviews, observations, a focus group discussion,
field notes, and relevant governmental/organisational documents related to the
vulnerability assessment, disaster risk reduction planning, and seasonal contingency
plans. The richness of the data sources allowed multifaceted issues and problems to be
explored in a manner that increased the scope of the research and deepened
understanding. Thus, the approach achieved more than merely aggregating the data from
various sources; it supported a more systematic understanding as a developmental
process to produce novel interpretation, enhance comprehension of the phenomenon,
and corroborate different data for more systematic awareness within a developmental
process (Blaikie, 2009).
Lastly, a brief project report was disseminated after the first field research visit to the
research participants in order to elicit their opinions and feedback. In addition, during
the second field research visit, the workshop was organised to disseminate the
preliminary project report and to present its findings. The majority of the interviewees
from the first field visit were able to join the workshop. The discussion was mostly
focused on the interpretation and conclusions of the preliminary results, which have thus
been strengthened by incorporating inputs from the research participants with different
point of views.
To enhance the transferability of the research findings, rich presentation and description
of contextual background was underlined because the current thesis attempts to explore
a phenomenon with participants in a particular situation. This process helps to
determine the situations in which the research findings would provide valid information.
In the same way, purposeful sampling was designed to deliberately select participants
who have the requisite knowledge and experience of seasonal resource mobilisation, the
phenomena being studied. This helped provide the most information-rich data possible.
In respect of the aspect of neutrality, confirmability of the analysis was improved through
the use of documents from consultancy and assessment reports. In addition, frequent
debriefing sessions were held during the course of research between the author and other
researchers in the fields of supply chain management, HLSCM, and meteorology in order
to discuss the research outcomes, presentations, and other various interpretations from
the data. Direct quotations from the participants were an essential element to increase
the confirmability to establish the path of interpretation and findings which were derived
from the data.
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4

SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS

This thesis consists of four papers that scrutinise the mitigative aspects of humanitarian
logistics preparedness and its contribution to efforts to mitigate the negative effects of a
particular set of recurring natural hazards. This chapter summarises and discusses the
key findings of each paper.
The current publication statuses of the papers are as follows:

4.1

•

Paper A has been submitted and is under review for publication in the
‘Production and Operations Management’ journal.

•

Paper B has been submitted and is under review for publication in the
‘International Journal of Logistics: Research & Applications’ journal.

•

Paper C has been submitted and is under review for publication in the
‘International Journal of Production Economics’ journal.

•

Paper D has been published as a book chapter: Sohn, M. (2017), “So much of
research is context: fieldwork experience in humanitarian logistics” in Kovács.
G., Spens, K. & Moshtari, M. (eds), The Palgrave Handbook of Humanitarian
Logistics and Supply Chain Management. Palgrave Macmillan, London.

Paper A

The main argument presented in Paper A is that humanitarian operations follow a
continuum as opposed to being implemented in a discrete fashion. This notion suggests
that most humanitarian organisations are concurrently involved in multiple phases of
humanitarian assistance, from disaster relief through to development initiatives.
Another way of looking at the same argument is from the perspective of the recipients of
humanitarian aid. Most locations that receive ongoing development aid operations are
also disposed to suffering from disasters due to environmental and/or socio-economic
vulnerability. Existing studies in disaster risk reduction research have shown that the
livelihood strategies of vulnerable populations in such locations are often focused on
managing risks and insecurity as part of more extensive sustainability and development
processes, rather than simply responding to disaster events (Christoplos et al., 2001;
Kelman et al., 2015; Schipper et al., 2016).
As such, the key question that underpins the research presented in Paper A is ‘how can
disaster mitigation and risk reduction be addressed in the process of planning
humanitarian logistics and supply chain management?’ (RQ1). The paper argues that
humanitarian operations should focus on considering a dual objective approach rather
than a linear sequential cycle in response to a disaster event. In other words, there is a
requirement for HLSCM to develop a systematic process that simultaneously considers
both disaster risk reduction and disaster relief in a bid to deliver effective mitigation and
relief provision respectively.
To support the argument outlined above, this paper elaborates on the concept of
developmental relief in detail. It achieves this by considering how development
principles can be integrated into relief operations in order to complement the short-term
orientation of disaster relief (Streets, 2011). The objectives remain the same as those
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presented in the disaster risk reduction discourse; namely, to mitigate the intensity and
impact of disasters. This paper argues that the integration of disaster relief and disaster
risk reduction activities is critical so that humanitarian relief operations can ensure that
a systematic view of the context is adopted as a means of prioritising the most effective
strategies (Ricigliano, 2003).
Two elements were identified as being of particular importance to HLSCM. First,
developmental relief focuses on the vulnerability paradigm building capacity and
reducing vulnerability (Gaillard, 2010). The capacity and vulnerability assessments that
are conducted by various organisations often include a wide range of participatory tools
and/or processes to obtain an analysis of the existing vulnerabilities and capacities at
different levels of a given society (van Aalst et al., 2008). In addition, it should be
emphasised that the overall objective of such assessments within a humanitarian
logistics disaster risk management approach is to determine risks and planning actions
that are required when designing humanitarian/development programmes that aim to
mitigate the potential impacts of disasters (e.g., see IFRC (2006) and Oxfam
International (2012)).
Secondly, issues of localisation, such as national ownership and local participation, are
at the core of developmental relief. This is because any humanitarian interventions and
HLSCM should consider the existing system and processes of disaster affected localities,
whether it is a local procurement system, early warning system, or even bureaucratic and
political systems and processes. At the very least, transition to a government-led model
needs to be considered as a means of bringing the intervention operations/programmes
under local government oversight and which, in turn, can facilitate local organisational
structure and decision-making capacities and capabilities (Kretschmer et al., 2014). For
example, health and nutrition supplies are often distributed through the existing public
health sector of a country even when that area is facing a famine; in essence, this involves
scaling up existing local supply chains rather than configuring new ones (Tabaklar,
2017). Such networked relationships between the actors underlines the importance of
local ownership and inclusion.
This paper suggests an alternative typology of HLSCM through which an organisation
takes into consideration different levels of developmental processes when incorporating
these key elements of developmental relief into decision-making processes. By
considering the relative importance an organisation attributes to each of these
developmental relief elements, this paper offers an alternative typology of HLSCM. Each
type offers the ideal forms of interrelated sets of qualities that would delineate relevant
consequences, such as process and structure. These different types provide a solid
platform from which it is possible to better understand the reality of what might occur in
any given situation through the adoption of an holistic and systematic approach. This
paper contends that a comprehensive approach that effectively balances and integrates
each type of HLSCM can potentially reinforce the sustainability of developmental relief
efforts, thereby augmenting their impact.
A conceptual framework is proposed in order to advance the understanding of HLSCM
taking a developmental relief approach (see Figure 7). The framework is based on two
conditioning patterns, namely an ostensive and a context-specific pattern, that
contribute to maintaining diverse sets of objectives in HLSCM. The framework suggests
that these two patterns are pooled together to allow strategic HLSCM decisions when
humanitarian organisations draw on their general frame of disposition and their
knowledge of contextual-specific elements. The framework enables the investigation of
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structural properties and structural outcomes of strategic decisions in HLSCM, for
example, developmental relief elements for humanitarian logistics preparedness.
Structural properties

Actions and practices

Structural outcomes

General-dispositional elements
Organisational
commitment

Standard
operating
procedues

Taken-forgranted norms
Ordering of concerns
and priorities

Ostensive pattern

HLSCM operational
implementation and
practice

Structural outcomes
as changes/stability

Context-specific elements
Bio-physical
hazards

Socioeconomic
environment

Networked
relations

Context-specific pattern

Structural conditioning
Social interaction
Structural elaboration

Conceptual framework for strategic HLSCM within developmental relief

The paper concludes by recommending future research studies that 1) take into
consideration the structural properties that are derived from organisations’ general
frames of disposition and context-specific elements; 2) evaluate HLSCM performance
and the implications it has for developmental relief; and 3) consider the implications of
structural outcomes with a specific focus on examining various forms of vulnerability
that arise from the major properties or characteristics of systems in use.
4.2

Paper B

In response to growing concerns relating to issues such as extreme weather events and
climate change, a growing emphasis has been placed on the need for humanitarian
logistics preparedness and key components of such plans; for example, relating to issues
such as where facilities are located and the prepositioning of assets. However, many
humanitarian logistics studies of such preparedness measures have adopted a disasteroriented view that implies that a disaster is inevitable and so, therefore, is the need for
disaster response activities. Often, the primary focus is on the implementation of a
temporary humanitarian supply chain that intervenes as part of large-scale emergency
relief operations, and the reality of the recurring seasonal climate risks, mostly in the
case of small-scale disasters, is often neglected. Moreover, existing studies have seldom
considered how seasonal climate information can be employed to support HLSCMrelated seasonal resource mobilisation as part of logistics preparedness, despite the fact
that there have been some significant advances in our understanding of the more
persistent climate features on seasonal time scales (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013).
Paper B contributes to the emerging discussion of the opportunities that exist in this area
and considers ways in which seasonal climate information can be employed for
humanitarian logistics preparedness. This paper focuses on the humanitarian logistics
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preparedness of the responding organisations that deal with recurring seasonal climate
risks.
Its research question is as follows: ‘How is seasonal climate information used to
improve the mobilisation of resources in humanitarian logistics preparedness against
recurring seasonal climate risk?’ (RQ2). In other words, this paper identifies the
actions, decisions and practices responding organisations employ to enable climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness.
The paper draws on findings from qualitative research that explores the ways in which
organisations that respond to seasonal climate risk can employ climate forecast
information within their humanitarian logistics preparedness practice together with the
factors that facilitate or hamper their capacity to operate to their full potential. The
qualitative research presented in this paper was conducted in Zambia, a country that has
one wet season (possibly from November to April) while the other half of the year is dry.
This makes Zambia vulnerable to the impact of climate abnormalities with consequent
challenges to the population’s livelihood (Kanyanga et al., 2013). Furthermore, a number
of authors have stressed the high inter-annual variability of rainfall in the country and
the associated impacts leading to further decline in food production and health (Mubaya
et al., 2012; Vincent et al., 2013). However, Zambia is not prone to large disasters (such
as earthquakes or major wind events) with floods and droughts being the most frequent
natural climate hazards that impact the country and attract the associated public and
political attention (AFDB, 2013; IFRC, 2016). Thus, focusing on the recurrent seasonal
climate variability, Zambia provides a rich and valid context for studying climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness.
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Sourcing decisions
Need specification
• Types and varieties of
agricultural inputs
• Types of health commodities
for waterborne disease
Collaborative planning
• Community facilitation
• Sharing forecast information

Inventory decisions
Forward placement
• Verification of potential
affected location
• Pre-replenishment
• Pre-positioning
Strategic stock shift
• Location shift
• Stock withdrawal

Intervention timing decisions
Implementation commencement &
adjustment
• Planning intervention order
(location & actions)
• Adequate dry season delivery
• Replanting possibility
• Safe storage management
• Inter-facility transfer
• Disease control schedule
Flexible operationalisation

Demand estimation

Climate-based disaster
logistics preparedness

Seasonal climate forecasts
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Mitigative approach
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routine

Longer time horizon
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Curative
approach
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Disaster event
(Impact reduced)

Mitigative humanitarian logistics preparedness decisions based on seasonal
climate information

The main findings of the study highlight how responding organisations acknowledge that
seasonal climate information can facilitate their ability to make effective decisions in
relation to logistics preparedness for seasonal climate risks. Figure 8 presents the
application/contributions of such decisions as the basis of mitigative humanitarian
logistics preparedness (rather than through the adoption of a curative approach). Thus,
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness is facilitated by two overarching
dimensions of seasonal planning practices which are adopted by responding
organisations: demand estimation and flexible operationalisation. These practices can
feed into the resource mobilisation decisions that underpin supply chain risk mitigation
strategies. Sourcing and inventory decisions are made in a proactive manner to take into
consideration the implications of seasonality by estimating demand based on seasonal
climate information. Such estimations are made by examining key components such as
needs specification, collaboration planning, forward placement, and strategic stock
movements.
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Furthermore, intervention time window decisions can be made through flexible
operationalisation that defines the start point of the required interventions and regulates
the seasonal resource mobilisation that is implemented in practice. These findings
emphasise the role that seasonal resource mobilisation planning (that takes into account
such climate forecast information in order to support supply chain risk mitigation
strategies) can play as part of a holistic programme through which ongoing aid initiatives
and other public services are maintained. That is, the primary objective of resource
mobilisation efforts should be to enhance the robustness of supply chains as a means of
reducing the potential impact that extreme weather events can have on the existing
supply chains, rather than to focus on the provision of a new temporary relief supply
chain that is developed in reaction to a disaster.
4.3

Paper C

Paper C highlights how humanitarian logistics preparedness activities that are based on
climate forecast information represents a significant, yet thus far neglected, element of
the scholarly discussion pertaining to humanitarian logistics. While the potential
benefits of weather information that incorporates early warning signals have been
acknowledged as a critical and positive element of the logistics preparedness planning
process (Davis et al., 2013; Pacheco and Batta, 2016; Paul and MacDonald, 2016), a gap
in existing knowledge remains in relation to the recurring mechanisms through which
seasonal climate information is consumed and understood for this purpose.
As such, the primary research questions that underpins Paper C is ‘how do aid
organisations understand, perceive and apply seasonal climate information in
humanitarian logistics preparedness?’ (RQ3) and ‘how can seasonal climate
information be better used to improve humanitarian logistical decisions for recurring
seasonal climate risks?’ (RQ4). To respond to these questions, Paper C ascertains the
mechanisms behind the utilisation of seasonal climate information in humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
Drawing from the findings of a qualitative explorative study, this paper makes a
contribution to the existing logistics preparedness studies presented in HLSCM
literature across several dimensions. First, it highlights the various processes by which
seasonal climate information can be incorporated into humanitarian logistics
preparedness and taken into consideration in the decisions made by responding
organisations. These processes consist of 1) identifying stimulus/requirements by which
climate information can be applied, 2) ensuring the climate information that is employed
is relevant to preparedness measures, and 3) implementing the incorporation of climate
information within logistics practices. These processes and associated practices should
assist aid organisations in more effectively achieving climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
An analysis of the various practices involved in the first two processes highlights how
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness can follow two different patterns:
simplification and actualisation. These differing patterns emphasise the importance of
taking into consideration both context and meaning when evaluating the use of climate
information. Under the simplification pattern, as a means of dealing with recurring
disruptions, aid organisations employ climate information in a limited way while
adopting a routinised mechanism that is based on presumptions of constancy and
manageability (i.e. exceptions from the norm that recur, eventually become ‘exception
routines’ (Stallings, 1998). The mobilisation of logistics resources is mainly based on
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deterministic inventory management models and riskless alternatives, while problems
concerning the stock availability are also prioritised.
This simplification pattern of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness can be
warranted when overall climate patterns do not exhibit any changes in trends, resulting
in more predictable climate variability. Under such circumstances, the simplification
approach can take advantage of concentrated climate information acquisition that allows
for easier and quicker decision-making.
In contrast, under the actualisation pattern, aid organisations recognise erratic and
changing patterns of climate conditions. They actively monitor climate information with
the objective of mitigating, reducing, and responding to disaster risks and mobilising
community resources in the most effective way. The primary objective of this approach
is to prepare for ‘exceptions’ that routinised mechanisms of dealing with seasonal climate
risks (such as where practices have become simplified) are not able to respond efficiently
and/or effectively. Actualisation patterns require a more multifaceted approach;
however such an approach is necessary, especially given the fact that the routinised
mechanisms that are in place could potentially be tailored such that they are aligned with
the needs of previous disruptions but may not necessarily be effective with the current
problems.
Producing stimulus/requirements
for applying climate information

•
•
•

•
•

Ensuring relevance to
preparedness measures

Perceiving constancy
Grounding on flat variability
of the recent seasons
Presupposing manageability

•
•

Recognising erratic
characteristics
Being attentive to weatherrelated vulnerability

•
•

Choosing riskless mitigation
options
Prioritising availability

Simplification
• Preparing
Routinised
mechanisms

Building up contingency
plan for potential impacts
Taking role of facilitator

Actualisation
• Preparing
exceptions of
routinised
mechanisms

Usability gap
Implementing incorporation
•
•
•

Narrowing usability gap
Networking across organisations / sectors
Learning from experts

Climate-based logistics preparedness

Framework of mechanism behind climate-based logistics preparedness

The evidence from the analysis of the third process indicates that seasonal climate
information can be of value within decision-making pertaining to humanitarian logistics
preparedness, especially within the context of multi-organisational and multi-sectoral
discussions. Such practices allow for the climate information to be better presented and
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interpreted, and this, in turn, leads to more effective climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness. The challenges that exist in relation to the usability of climate
information are highlighted and addressed through information sharing and mutual
consultation, during which the parties involved can allocate resources as required and
assign roles based on informed decisions. These aspects highlight the functional and
strategic importance of coordination in humanitarian logistics (Jahre and Jensen, 2010;
Jensen and Hertz, 2016; Tatham and Spens, 2016). By unifying the meteorological
information and sectoral priorities through a process of mutual consultation,
organisations can be effectively encouraged to adopt climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness that incorporates ongoing monitoring and assessment via
collective actions. Figure 9 presents an overview of the findings within a broad
framework of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness.
4.4

Paper D

The findings of this paper are based on the analysis of existing fieldwork-based HLSCM
literature. To answer the research question ‘what factors should be taken into
consideration when designing and conducting HLSCM fieldwork? (RQ4)’ this paper
organises the analysis of the literature into three different categories: motivation for
conducting fieldwork, challenges for conducting fieldwork, and facilitation activities in
fieldwork.
Remotedness

Security

Challenge

Real-life
complexity

Close observation
•
•
•

Exploratory nature
Participatory nature
Instantaneous
nature
Increased
contextualisation
Preparatory step

Local
constraints

Motivation
Designing and conducting
fieldwork in HLSCM

Facilitation

Host/partnered
organisation
Maintaining
good rapport
Seceondary
background
research
Ethical
approval

Factors taken into consideration in HLSCM fieldwork

There are several motivational factors. One reason why fieldwork is useful within the
context of HLSCM is that it facilitates close observation. Fieldwork enables researchers
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to make close observations of the subject and phenomena under investigation, providing
1) an opportunity to explore first-hand information and ‘unheralded’ aspects of reality;
2) an opportunity to benefit from the participative nature of research, e.g., in the daily
decision-making process and/or routines of different operations; and 3) an opportunity
to capture the instantaneous nature of managing risk and disaster that are prevalent in
HLSCM (Coles et al., 2012; Holguín-Veras et al., 2012; Rietjens et al., 2014). Another
motivation to conduct fieldwork is that it allows theoretical concepts and frameworks to
be contextualized and understood in empirical settings.
Conceptualisation of humanitarian logistics is often based on different phases of a
disaster cycle. While such a conceptualisation may provide a better understanding of the
logistical processes required in disaster risk management, fieldwork can arguably
facilitate a research investigation with spatial and temporal focus because all disasters
do have diverse and dynamic patterns (Jahre et al., 2012; L’Hermitte et al., 2016;
Rancourt et al., 2015).
Lastly, conducting fieldwork is motivated as a preparatory stage of a larger research
project. For example, development and revision of the interview guide, hypothesis, and
propositions can be facilitated (Jensen and Hertz, 2016; Kabra and Ramesh, 2015);
formal and informal discussions provide opportunities to (re)define relevant problems
emerging from the field (Cao et al., 2016; Jahre and Heigh, 2008; Kunz et al., 2015); or
the development of mathematical models, simulations, and decision support systems
(Beamon and Kotleba, 2006; Green et al., 2013; Hadiguna et al., 2014).
A number of factors related to the challenges that are inherent in fieldwork are
considered. Often, the field sites that are of interest in HLSCM research can be located
in remote areas that are difficult to access; hence, for example, meeting with interviewees
and stakeholders is not a simple task due to their geographical position (Beamon and
Kotleba, 2006). Security is another important challenge that limits the researchers’
direct contact with people outside a military camp (Rietjens et al., 2014). Other
challenges come from political constraints (Soneye, 2014) and the limited and chaotic
time while being at the disaster ‘scene’ that would cause examining real-life complexity
highly challenging (Holguín-Veras et al., 2014).
As a third category, some of the facilitation activities can be drawn from the analysis of
the literature. Different studies have outlined the need to collaborate with host
organisation(s) in the field which play a critical supporting role, such as making it
possible to access a site, identifying the main stakeholders, providing raw data, etc.
(Beamon and Balcik, 2008; Jahre et al., 2012; Kretschmer et al., 2014; Rancourt et al.,
2015). Maintaining a good rapport with interviewees and other practitioners is also a
necessary facilitation activity. Researchers can show commitment to understanding the
field which can, in turn, increase the mutual trust between researchers and practitioners
(Pedraza-Martinez et al., 2011).
On the other hand, secondary background research of the field can be useful to facilitate
fieldworks; e.g., create a timeline of a disaster based on multiple media and
organisational sources (Holguín-Veras et al., 2012, 2014). Lastly, ethical guidelines and
approvals are important when the research concerns populations affected by disasters
and other impoverishment (Ibegbunam and McGill, 2012; Oloruntoba, 2013) –
arranging access to such documents in advance will be important to avoid unexpected
delays in the fieldwork process.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Key findings

This thesis was born out of an increasing concern about the impact of recurring natural
hazards, such as seasonal climate extremes; and the fact that seasonal climate
information is rarely used in humanitarian logistics preparedness even though there is a
wealth of available information about seasonal climates and the whole area is wellrecognised as foundational for effective disaster risk management. The recurrent
characteristics of seasonal climate risks are often combined with seasonal and interannual variability, which often contribute predictably to extreme outcomes of such risks.
This is particularly true of recurring seasonal small-scale disasters that have severe
impacts on local livelihoods but are often neglected by disaster management authorities
as well as HLSCM academics because relief efforts do not require immediate large-scale
logistics operations. In the field of HLSCM, the central issue in the literature is usually
the provision of post-disaster relief after catastrophic events. In other words, while
logistics preparedness studies in HLSCM focus on “preparedness for response,” they pay
sparse attention to the mitigation of the disaster risk itself. Building on the recent
progress in ongoing and mitigative operations in HLSCM (Jahre, 2017; Jahre, Kembro,
et al., 2016), the present thesis attempts to address the issue by exploring humanitarian
logistics preparedness approaches that utilise seasonal climate information to mitigate
the disaster risk associated with recurring seasonal climate risks.
The overarching objective of the thesis is to study how humanitarian logistics
preparedness can contribute to efforts to mitigate the negative impacts of a particular set
of recurring natural hazards. As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, the mitigation of disaster
risk is a matter of concern for both development and humanitarian relief aid. On the one
hand, the concept is closely linked with development aid as the development process
determines the exposure, vulnerability and capacity of the society that faces the disaster
risk (Thomalla et al., 2018). On the other hand, the concept is tied to frameworks of
humanitarian relief as humanitarian logistics operations must address communities’
vulnerability and build their coping capacities in addition to responding to immediate
threats to life (Buchanan-Smith and Fabbri, 2005; Otto and Weingärtner, 2013).
However, the need and motivation to address disaster mitigation often falls in a grey area
that is overshadowed by relief and development, the two broad frameworks in the aid
sector (Christoplos et al., 2001; Mosel and Levine, 2014). Thus, it is argued that moving
beyond the relief versus development distinction as an artificial, two-silo model will be
conducive to a disaster risk management approach that will ultimately produce more
sustainable livelihoods for vulnerable people.
Paper A addresses this issue in the context of HLSCM by problematising two underlying
presumptions commonly embedded within the HLSCM literature: (1) the discrete linear
view of disaster operations and (2) the response-oriented approach. This paper suggests
an alternative typology of HLSCM by considering the relative importance an
organisation attributes to the two key elements of developmental relief. The paper
proposes a conceptual framework to advance the understanding of HLSCM with a
developmental relief approach and offers a focused research agenda.
The empirical investigation of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness was
conducted in Zambia, a sparsely populated southern African country facing multiple
challenges related to weather and climate. Zambia has only one rainy season but is prone
to both recurring droughts and floods, so it provides a rich and valid context for current
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thesis. Based on the primary and secondary data acquired through field research, Papers
B and C focus on the utilisation of seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics
preparedness against recurring seasonal climate risks.
Paper B focuses on the use of seasonal climate information among responding aid
organisations to improve the mobilisation of resources in humanitarian logistics
preparedness. It demonstrates that decisions related to sourcing, inventory and
intervention timing of distribution are facilitated by two overarching dimensions of
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness: demand estimation and flexible
operationalisation. This decision-making process is essential to ensure the continued
provision of services and the maintenance of existing supply chain activities as the core
means of mitigating the impact of a potential disaster, such as food insecurity and
weakened health.
Paper C focuses on the mechanisms adopted by responding organisations to understand,
perceive and apply seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness.
It distils the underlying process of utilising climate forecast into two patterns:
simplification and actualisation. Paper C recognises that multi-sectoral networking,
including both formal and informal meetings and discussion, can help organisations
overcome the limited usability of available forecast information, enabling the
organisations to employ the information more actively in humanitarian logistics
preparedness and risk mitigation efforts.
In addition, Paper D recognises the recent call for well-grounded empirical research in
HLSCM (REF: JOM 2014; EJOR 2016) and analyses some of the factors that should be
taken into consideration when designing and conducting HLSCM fieldwork. While
fieldwork is not the only empirical methodology in HLSCM, it is the sine qua non of the
studies that are well-grounded in practical foundation and explore (new) humanitarian
problems using rigorous case study research. The literature review is structured around
three important factors: motivation for conducting fieldwork, challenges associated with
conducting fieldwork, and facilitation activities in fieldwork. These findings provide
some practical insights into the design and conduct of field research.
5.2

Contributions to the literature

This thesis contributes to the literature of HLSCM in a number of ways. First, it extends
the scope of the fields covered by HLSCM by conceptualising the process of planning
humanitarian logistics preparedness that is designed to address the mitigation of
disaster risks. This important issue can thus be included in the scholarly discussion
related to logistics preparedness approaches in HLSCM. Such a contribution is made by
identifying humanitarian logistics preparedness not only as ‘preparedness for response’
but by positioning disaster risk, and the associated mitigation, as a central element in the
concept of logistics preparedness.
The empirical focus of this thesis is on recurrent hazards. Specifically, it is concerned
with the utilisation of climate forecast information within humanitarian logistics
preparedness as a means of mitigating the negative impacts of seasonal climate risks.
However, by positioning the mitigation of disaster risks as a central element of
humanitarian logistics preparedness, this thesis contributes to the discussion on the
need to include non-recurrent hazards when planning humanitarian logistics
preparedness activities. In this regard, the integration of relief and developmental
principles is important to ensure a systematic view so that humanitarian logistics
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preparedness activities prioritise the strategies that most effectively counter the
undesirable impacts of unforeseeable non-recurrent disasters. The relevant question will
be how measures and processes in humanitarian logistics preparedness might link the
prevalent sectoral silos of relief and development to create a holistic approach to the
mitigation of disaster risks.
Thus, Paper A elaborates the dual objective model by problematising the sequential
linearity of disaster operations and the response-oriented approach, these being the two
underlying presumptions commonly embedded within the HLSCM literature. Hence, it
underlines the concurrent and continuous efforts related to the mitigation of disaster
risks and the associated response to the relief of disaster events when planning
humanitarian logistics preparedness activities. In other words, while it is necessary to
ensure adequate humanitarian logistics preparedness for the implementation of
appropriate post-disaster relief activities, it is also important to develop and strengthen
humanitarian logistics preparedness in such a way that it can mitigate the disaster risk.
By following this approach, humanitarian logistics preparedness becomes a key element
in the overall disaster risk management activities.
It is argued that this is an important contribution to the HLSCM literature, which
generally focuses quite narrowly on mitigation of disaster risks and, predominantly, on
‘preparedness for response’ against a disaster as an event. Thus, this thesis contributes
to a better understanding, application and study of the concept of disaster risk (which is
one of the primary concerns of HLSCM). Specifically, this thesis demonstrates that it is
not the hazard agent that defines a disaster; rather, that the associated management of
communities, practices and systems – including humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management – are extremely important dimensions to be considered. As a result, it is
argued that disasters can be considered as negative social happenings through which
both the various root causes of disaster risks, as well as the physical impacts of hazards,
can - and, indeed, should - be considered together.
During this process, the concept of developmental relief is scrutinised to ensure that a
systemic view of the context is adopted so that humanitarian relief operations can
prioritise the most effective strategies. To advance the understanding of HLSCM within
a developmental relief approach, this thesis proposes a conceptual framework which is
designed to enable strategic HLSCM decision-making by pooling both general and
context-specific knowledge and expertise of humanitarian organisations. This is a
particularly important contribution to the HLSCM literature, in which most research is
carried out in the context of vulnerable, high-exposure communities, where even smallscale events can be transformed into disasters.
Secondly, this thesis demonstrates how climate information can be used as a key
component of humanitarian logistics preparedness for seasonal climate risks, including
the potential impacts of seasonal climate extremes and uncertain climate variability. The
empirical investigation was carried out by focusing on the humanitarian logistics
preparedness of responding organisations in Zambia, where recurring seasonal climate
risks are of significant importance to the livelihoods of the local population. The findings
of the two empirical studies contained within this thesis identify:
1) the two overarching dimensions of planning practices, namely demand estimation
and flexible operationalisation, employed by responding organisations based on
seasonal climate information to improve HLSCM-related seasonal resource
mobilisation (Paper B);
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2) the mechanisms adopted by responding organisations for the utilisation of seasonal
climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness to build a coping
capacity that can mitigate the impacts of recurring seasonal climate risks, as well as
the insights into how such information can be better utilised to improve logistic
decision-making (Paper C).
This type of knowledge reveals the implications of effective humanitarian logistics
preparedness against natural hazards which can mitigate potential deleterious effects by
means of the proactive management of resource mobilisation. Hence, the current thesis
further contributes to the HLSCM literature by advancing our initial understanding of
the concept of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness for recurring
seasonal climate risks, which is the principal concern of the responding organisations
examined in this research.
The thesis also offers deeper insights into the ways in which seasonal climate information
– which, unlike short-range weather forecasts, has received limited attention in the
research on humanitarian logistics preparedness – can be employed to this end. The use
of seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness, facilitated by the
differing engagement practices of responding organisations, is manifest as the
actualisation pattern that prepares the logistics operations for exceptions to routinised
mechanisms. However, this process requires multi-sectoral discussions to minimise the
usability gap. Thus, the research within this thesis fills a gap in our existing knowledge
on the recurring mechanisms through which seasonal climate information is consumed
and understood for the purpose of humanitarian logistics preparedness. The resulting
framework provides a knowledge base that can be used to enhance the current state of
humanitarian logistics preparedness through the use of meteorological forecast
information.
Thirdly, this thesis contributes to the improvement of operational activities by
developing the relevant theoretical implications of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness on HLSCM. Focusing on the mitigative aspects of climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness, it provides an important theoretical bridge
between the field of HLSCM and that of supply chain risk mitigation strategies that
frames the proactive management of resource mobilisation. Thus, this thesis
contributes to HLSCM literature by identifying seasonal climate risks as a core risk with
which the responding organisations are concerned, and the relevant actions, decisions
and practices that they employ in order to better enable humanitarian logistics
preparedness against these recurring risks by employing climate-related information. It
demonstrates that such climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness can
effectively address three core dimensions of supply chain risks – disruptive triggers,
supply chain vulnerability and time-based characteristics – supported by an enhanced
understanding of the extent of seasonal climate risks, a longer proportion of logistics
preparedness period to adequately cope with supply chain vulnerability, and the
indication of potential changes of seasonal pattern to determine supply chain risk
mitigation decisions on a flexible time horizon. All these factors will then impact on how
responding organisations are able to operationalise their proactive humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
Thus, the thesis argues that humanitarian logistics preparedness can not only work for
curative post-disaster relief activities, but also for both the mitigation of disaster risks as
well as helping practitioners find in advance alternative ways of overcoming potential
supply chain disruptions. Given the importance of enhancing the ability of humanitarian
logistics operations to deal with the management of seasonal climate risk (including
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seasonal climate extremes and uncertain variability), the current thesis stresses that any
humanitarian logistics preparedness approach must consider and, as necessary,
integrate those risk mitigation strategies that are available to manage climate-related
hazards.
Lastly, this thesis contributes to the HLSCM literature by providing a solid basis for
further fieldwork. Robust fieldwork is key for researchers who plan to take account of
contextuality and involve themselves in different episodes of practices. Paper D in this
thesis provides a valuable example that can underpin in-depth discussions relating to
fieldwork practice, and identifies motivational factors, challenges, facilitation activities
and other practical insights that can be usefully applied by other HLSCM researchers
planning to incorporate fieldwork into their research design.
5.3

Managerial implications

The studies from this thesis inform managerial practice and policies in several important
ways. First, the conceptual discussion related to organising humanitarian logistics
preparedness activities to address the mitigation of disaster risk will better inform aid
organisations with a mandate to provide overall disaster management, and thus ensure
that their activities are coherent with ongoing developmental considerations. Such
discussion extends the understanding of humanitarian logistics managers on various
HLSCM phenomena and contexts through its emphasis on disaster risk management. It
may, thus, foster improved decision-making among humanitarian logistics managers in
the local disaster risk management of recurring natural hazards and/or protracted
humanitarian crises. For example, managers can recognise that the humanitarian
logistics preparedness does not take place in isolation, but rather requires careful
consideration of ongoing aid operations, routine processes, and ‘exceptions routines’
together with the impact of short-term activities on ongoing development dealing with a
long-term disruption of livelihoods.
Secondly, the studies in the thesis will better inform humanitarian logistics managers in
aid organisations, especially with regard to how available seasonal climate information
may be incorporated into their logistics preparedness measures and its subsequent
effects on the mitigation of potential disaster risks. The identified seasonal planning
practices of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness can be part of an holistic
disaster risk management approach through which ongoing aid initiatives and other
public services are maintained. In addition, the identified patterns of incorporating
seasonal climate information into humanitarian logistics preparedness can further assist
humanitarian organisations when evaluating their preparedness decisions and
measures.
Thirdly, climate change, including erratic climate variability and changing climate
patterns, has placed many humanitarian aid professionals and policy makers in
unfamiliar territory – a territory that is different from that portrayed by historical
records of natural hazards. This thesis demonstrates the benefits of, and challenges to,
the use of climate information and identifies current utilisation practices and ways to
improve the usability of the information that is available. Extending knowledge of
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness can help policy makers
institutionalise the forecasting and monitoring of climate risks with a particular
emphasis on the mitigation of disaster risk for both recurrent and non-recurrent
weather-related hazards. Based on these efforts, standard operating procedures can be
developed that can specify climate forecasts, actions to be allocated, the costs, and the
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responsible actors (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015). Feasibility or impact studies can be
performed with appropriate contextualisation that can better define the benefits of
climate information and factor in climate vulnerability to inform better decisions about
how to allocate resources to mitigate disaster risks.
5.4

Limitations

This thesis has several limitations, the first of which is related to methodological issues.
This thesis has adopted a qualitative research design, noting that such an approach is
often used in exploratory studies in underexplored research contexts such as that
investigated herein. This qualitative and exploratory nature limits the generalisability of
the results, although in undertaking the research, generalisability of research findings
was not an expected outcome. Similarly, the formal testing of an hypothesis was not part
of the research although its design involves an iterative process between literature and
data. Rather, a comprehensive in-depth understanding of the research problem was
pursued through robust description and analysis.
A further limitation related to methodological issues reflects the fact that all responding
organisations worked across multiple contexts, both geographical and ecological,
rendering comparisons complex and not always meaningful. It is suggested that future
research might usefully focus on provincial-specific or context-specific programmes in
order to explore the particular conditions within which they operate and the constraints
they face.
Secondly, there are limitations related to the scope of the research. A thorough
examination of the performance outcomes of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness was not feasible and, indeed, was beyond the scope of the research. At least
in part, this reflects the challenge of analysing cost-related performance (e.g. cost/benefit
analysis and/or cost of failure) and the scarcity of related discussions due to a lack of
available financial data on the utilisation of climate information. During the data
collection phase, data on the effects of action taken because of inaccurate
weather/climate forecasts was sought, as was data into the financial impact of seasonal
climate forecasts and relevant statistics. However, such data was not available. Indeed,
it is relevant to note that systematic evaluations and analysis of cost-benefits and
associated decision-making based on performance measurements were not part of the
common practice among the responding organisations investigated in this research.
Lastly, there are limitations related to data collection and analysis. It should be noted
that, due to time constraints, limited data analysis was carried out whilst the data
collection was taking place. This is an acknowledged shortfall as such analysis could have
been beneficial in informing the subsequent interview process in an ongoing and iterative
manner. The fact that the data had to be collected within the limited period allowed for
fieldwork made this particularly challenging. Thus, whilst the tight timelines made it
difficult to carry out in-depth data analysis on site, important reflections on each
interview were fed into the subsequent interview process. Moreover, the data collected
during the first period of fieldwork were complemented by those collected during the
second period, when a workshop was organised to debrief the preliminary results at
which feedback was received and comments from the relevant discussions were solicited.
Nonetheless, the research could usefully have benefitted from an extended period of
fieldwork that could incorporate early data analysis to capture further questions and
indications of relevant constructs during the data collection.
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5.5

Future research

Over the past decade, knowledge about the most efficient and effective ways of
conducting HLSCM has increased significantly. At one time considered a peripheral
function, HLSCM has become an increasingly important focus for both academics and
practitioners. The resultant research (which has been undertaken by both scholars and
humanitarian organisations on the ground) have contributed to a growing literature on
the subject as well as the beginnings of a consensus around good practices (Kunz et al.,
2017). However, several issues emanating from this research require further
investigation.
First, this thesis has proposed a framework to deliver a more robust conceptual
grounding covering relief and development in HLSCM through, for example the
integration of developmental elements for humanitarian logistics preparedness.
Nevertheless, an important avenue for future research reflects the need for the
identification of the interaction between structure and agency 5 when humanitarian
actors produce/reproduce practices of logistics preparedness. Such practices are shaped
through activities aspired to and accomplished by the relevant humanitarian actors and,
at the same time, through the recursive instantiation of structural properties of both
actors and the contextual environment. Different artefacts related to disaster risk
management, such as disaster management policy/manuals/guidelines, contingency
plans or early warning systems, may remain artefacts if they are not embraced through
the engagement of humanitarian actors. In other words, such humanitarian actors with
appropriate levels of knowledge must find the best way to communicate, legitimate and
utilise resources to produce, reproduce, and improve the practice of logistics
preparedness.
By focusing on these, the research questions that emerge are:
•

What are the structural properties perceived by humanitarian supply chain
actors?

•

Considering the structural properties,

•

o

what multiple objectives are pursued in HLSCM?

o

how do they maintain diverse sets of objectives?;

Why might there be resistance to changing the current system?

Secondly, this thesis presents two approaches to humanitarian logistics preparedness
that are complementary and should, ideally, be harmonised. Future research might focus
on the different ways in which various organisational approaches in supply chain
management can be developed and improved in order to ensure the harmonisation of
the curative (short-term weather-forecast) and mitigative (seasonal climate forecast)
approaches. These approaches can be implemented in each window of opportunity
between a forecast and a potential hazardous event to effectively address preparedness
for response as well as mitigation of disaster risk in order to protect development gains.
One recent development that can facilitate such a complementary approach is the use of
Typically represented by the morphogenetic approach (Archer, 1995) and structuration theory (Giddens,
1984) which essentially concern the interaction between structure and agency but take difference stances
in terms of their relationship and/or connection, the first seeing a dualism, while the latter sees duality.

5
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‘forecast-based financing’ that aims to operationalise the concept of anticipatory
humanitarian assistance with consideration of ‘action lifetime’ (Coughlan de Perez et al.,
2015, 2016).
Therefore, the relevant questions for future research are:
•

How do humanitarian supply chain actors improvise and adjust their
humanitarian logistics approaches as they adapt their activity to the changing
contexts in which they operate?

•

How can responding organisations make the most of their climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness to address sustainable livelihoods for
vulnerable people?

Thirdly, future research could usefully conduct a cost-benefit analysis of climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness as an important policy tool of both humanitarian
organisations and governments. Assessing the cost-benefit trade-off of an organisational
practice that takes into account climate forecast information in order to support supply
chain risk mitigation strategies requires an understanding of the effectiveness of the
forecast information and the cost of its employment. This could include a basic matrix
comparing the weather-threatened value and cost of various preparedness actions,
including, as discussed in this thesis, the risk mitigation strategies of both preventive and
curative approaches. In this way, an efficient and effective combination of the two
approaches can potentially be realised. However, challenges remain as data availability
is subject to the ability of organisation in the field to ensure its accurate and timely
provision.
Hence, further research can pose the following questions:
•

How do responding organisations evaluate the financial impact of climate
forecasts when implementing humanitarian logistics preparedness?

•

How does the availability of cost-benefit analysis on climate forecasts affect
responding organisations’ decisions on humanitarian logistics preparedness
from the perspective of mitigation?

Lastly, the use of purposefully selected, multiple case studies can be considered in the
future in order to allow a broader view to be gained across the geographical, ecological
and temporal context of natural hazards, such as specific spaces, places and times. This
type of broad view can not only facilitate the identification of different ways and
rationales according to context, but will also support comparative qualitative studies that
enable differences in resource mobilisation to be recognised and understood. Such
studies can contribute to an improved understanding of climate-based logistics in
general, as well as to local variations between organisations, sectors and items, along
with certain key attributes of such variations.
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APPENDIX 1

LIST OF INTERVIEWEES

Code

Duration

Type

Areas of Focus

Position

2

00:39

NGO

Development (Healthcare)

Country Director

1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

01:09
01:16
00:58
00:45
01:07
00:43
01:06
01:19
00:50
01:26
00:41
00:31
00:34
00:52
01:17
00:50
01:16
00:45
01:04
00:42
00:22
00:53
00:46
01:21

NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO

UN
UN

Development (agriculture,
water)

Development (Healthcare)
Relief and development
(agriculture)
Relief and development
(agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)

Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare & agriculture)
Relief and development
(healthcare)
Relief and development
(healthcare)
Relief and development
(shelter)
Agriculture
Agriculture

Disaster management
Disaster management
Foreign policy
Healthcare
Healthcare

Transportation

Water resource

Development (social
development)

Relief and development
(agriculture)

Country Director
Deputy Director of Data and Information Systems
Head of Programmes

Director of programmes
Country Representative

Country Director / Chief of Party

Country Director / Agriculture, Food &
Environment Manager
Project Manager – WATSAN
Humanitarian Coordinator
National WASH Advisor
Country Director

Country Coordinator
Country Director

Principal Agricultural Specialist

Food Reserve & Marketing Manager

Head of information management systems
Principle Operations Officer

Councillor; Head of Cooperation
Acting principal IRS Officer
Director of Logistics
Chief Planner

Water Resources Engineer

Assistant Resident Representative & Environment
Advisor
Head: Disaster Risk Reduction/Vulnerability
Assessment & mapping Unit; Senior Logistics
Assistant
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APPENDIX 2

INTERVIEW GUIDES

General background
⋅ What does your organisation do in Zambia?
⋅ What are its major programmes?
⋅ What are the core areas it is engaged in?
Logistics and supply chain management
⋅ Can you describe the logistics and supply chain systems used in your programmes?
⋅ Can you explain the demand side of your programme? And the supply side?
⋅ Do you deliver any of the relevant operational items and services to the beneficiaries?
o How does delivery work?
o Who do you work with?
Climate and weather
⋅ Do any weather events affect your organisation’s operation? (No, why not? / Yes,
how?)
⋅ Please provide an example of the most serious weather event that has affected your
organisation either directly or indirectly?
⋅ Does your organisation currently use any kind of weather/climate information
currently in its operations? (No, why not? / Yes, how?)
⋅ What weather-related information is used in your logistics preparedness operations?
⋅ Please describe what you normally do when you receive weather/climate information.
What decisions do you make that are based on this information?
⋅ What forecast information would prompt you to decide to prepare/mobilise
operational activities in advance?
⋅ How do you use weather/climate information in supply chain decisions?
o Can you provide any examples?
Seasonal climate information
⋅ In terms of seasonal climate forecasts, what would you like to be included in the
forecasts? (e.g. start dates, severity, duration, affected area, etc.)
⋅ What kind of obstacles do you encounter when interpreting/using such information?
⋅ Do you have any experience of false weather forecasts to which your organisation has
responded?
⋅ Do you evaluate the monetary impact of forecasts? Do you utilise any statistics in this
regard?
⋅ How would you improve weather-related information?
⋅ How has the climate change agenda impacted your operations?
⋅ How do you use weather forecasts and EWS to help local communities?
⋅ Does your organisation engage in any awareness activities?
Biographical information
⋅ What is your position and role in the organisation?
⋅ How long have you been working in Zambia and how long have you been with your
current organisation?
⋅ What part of Zambia do your operations focus on?
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Humanitarian operations and supply chain management for developmental
relief: Towards a new research agenda

Abstract
This study aims to develop a conceptual framework of the process involved in planning humanitarian
operations and supply chain management (HOSCM) that can be organised in such a way as to address
developmental relief, recognising increasing interest in disaster mitigation and risk management. It
analyses the extant literature on relief and development supply chains and develops a classification
of HOSCM types as the basis for the conceptual framework. The framework explains the
morphogenetic cycle of strategic HOSCM and is structured in a way that it also captures the key
elements of developmental relief and the interplay between structural properties and actions. There
has been a presumption of discrete linearity and response-oriented approaches in the humanitarian
supply chain literature when assessing disaster relief operations. It is suggested that wider
consideration should be given to the multifaceted operational contexts of field operations, particularly
through the integration of relief provision and development activity. This study suggests a focused
research agenda for incorporating developmental relief considerations evolving from the core
principles of humanitarian aid provision, and offers insights into how relief provision and development
can be better integrated.
Keywords: Humanitarian operations; Humanitarian logistics; Humanitarian supply chain;
Humanitarian logistics preparedness

1. Introduction
Humanitarian activities triggered by sudden events such as earthquakes, floods or civil war, or by slowonset crises such as droughts, offer significant opportunities for research into support mechanisms
such as logistics and supply chain management. Humanitarian operations and supply chain
management (HOSCM) must underpin the principal objective of humanitarian aid, namely that of
providing disaster emergency relief and protecting populations during, and in the immediate
aftermath of, disasters and military conflicts. In the timely provision of adequate assistance, relief, and
protection of beneficiaries, the logistics and supply chain management practices of humanitarian
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organisations are crucial to the success of humanitarian intervention. However, while dealing with
relief efforts, such organisations often face the multifaceted challenge of inter-related development
factors such as poverty, fragility, and other underlying vulnerabilities (Çelik et al., 2012). Such
challenges require a more holistic perspective (Sodhi, 2016), incorporating mitigation of disaster risk
into the management of humanitarian supply chains (Aflaki and Pedraza-Martinez, 2016; HolguínVeras et al., 2013) and redefining the manner of interaction between relief and development
programmes (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016; Van Wassenhove and Pedraza-Martinez,
2012). In other words, through mitigation efforts against potential impacts of disaster risk, it is possible
for HOSCM to be more engaged in the ongoing process of development.
A deeper understanding is required to link the prevalent sectoral silos of relief and development. In
discussions regarding the different phases of humanitarian intervention, relief and recovery efforts
are often presumed to accelerate major developmental changes in an affected area. However, viewing
humanitarian and development aid as a sequential process leads to an overly simplistic approach, as
evidence from the field shows that emergencies do not necessarily follow a logical sequence or
predictable pattern (FAO, 2010).
Altay and Labonte (2014) characterise humanitarian response environments as a complex system
which is fluid in nature and which, when combined with an influx of actors, produces a series of
unregulated and unpredictable interactions. This resonates with the ‘wicked problem’ of humanitarian
logistics, which is inherently dynamic and complex (Tatham and Houghton, 2011), whereby
organisations do not engage exclusively in one particular phase of the disaster cycle (Blecken, 2010;
Pedraza-Martinez et al., 2011). Thus, response to a crisis becomes more complicated when responding
organisations have to deal simultaneously with other ongoing development projects (Stauffer et al.,
2018). Different aid approaches demand simultaneity and complementarity.
In the field of development studies, a number of reports have highlighted structural adaptations
necessary to address the relationship between relief and development (Christoplos, 2006; Lassila,
2009). Various organisations have acknowledged the integration of the concepts of relief and
development in their organisational missions (Buchanan-Smith and Fabbri, 2005; IFRC, 1994). Central
to such integration is the concept of ‘building back better/safer’ through long-term planning and
disaster risk reduction (Kennedy et al., 2008).
There is thus an opportunity for HOSCM research, which hitherto has focused predominantly on the
successful ‘preparedness for response’ and/or ‘provision of relief’ (Leiras et al., 2014), to address this
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conceptual shift (Jahre, 2017). To date there has been less research addressing the long-term effects
of humanitarian aid and the efforts related to mitigation of disaster risks, the value of which has not
been fully appreciated (Jahre, 2017; Kovács and Spens, 2011; Kunz and Gold, 2017; Oloruntoba and
Kovács, 2015). Mitigation of disaster risk needs to be an essential part of HOSCM, along with effective
relief assistance (Maon et al., 2009). In short, this paper argues that HOSCM should focus on
considering a dual objective approach rather than a linear sequential cycle in response to a disaster
event. In other words, the objective of HOSCM can be decomposed into two objectives, as summarised
in Figure 1, both of which require equal investment from humanitarian logistics operations from the
disaster risk management perspective. There is thus a significant opportunity to consider such issues
and the wider links between resilience issues in disaster relief and longer-term sustainable
development.

Insert Figure 1 here: A dual objective model of HOSCM

Nevertheless, there are interests beyond the immediate response ‘box’ and linear flow of the disaster
phase. A number of researchers have considered the components of HOSCM with an emphasis on
disaster risk management. Scholten et al. (2014) highlight the significance of mitigation processes as
a fundamental building block for resilient supply chains which can prepare for, respond to, and recover
from disruptions. Stauffer et al. (2016) recognise secondary support demand which concerns reducing
disaster risks in the aftermath of, or between, disasters. Caunhye et al. (2012) and Apte (2014)
emphasise capacity planning in HOSCM for pre- and post-disaster environments, whilst Pettit and
Beresford (2009) also recognise the importance of strategic-level planning to ensure a long-term
decision-making and continuous-improvement approach. Similarly, Kunz et al. (2014) recommend the
development of disaster management capabilities as an intangible preparedness activity for HOSCM.
Motivated by these discussions, this study aims to develop a conceptual framework for HOSCM in
order to deliver a more robust conceptual grounding for developmental relief that can achieve the
dual objectives of achieving more effective disaster relief and the delivery of more sustainable
development in the context of HOSCM. This, in turn, contributes to building a deeper understanding
of how HOSCM can be organised in order to best to address both disaster mitigation and risk
management in humanitarian operations. The following section of this paper reviews the extant
3

literature on long-term development aid provision, and disaster relief in HOSCM literature. The paper
then challenges the underlying presumptions commonly embedded within the HOSCM literature,
namely the discrete linear view of disaster operations and the response-oriented approach. Through
a critical analysis of these assumptions, the paper offers an alternative typology of HOSCM by
considering the relative importance an organisation attributes to the key elements of developmental
relief. The paper proposes a fresh conceptual framework to advance the understanding of HOSCM
with a developmental relief approach and offers a focused research agenda.

2. Developmental relief: concepts and elements
Developmental relief is aimed at integrating development principles into relief operations to mitigate
the intensity and, by extension, the impact of a disaster. Integration is important to ensure a systemic
view of the context so that humanitarian relief operations can prioritise the most effective strategies
(Ricigliano, 2003) and complement the short-term orientation of disaster relief (Streets, 2011). In
order to frame the concept of developmental relief, various policy and organisational documents were
examined, offering the benefit of intertextuality, increasing their referential value (Atkinson and
Coffey, 2011). The lessons and concerns raised in these documents provide useful, critical, and
reflective tools for analysis. Two facets of developmental relief were identified as of particular
importance to HOSCM: vulnerability paradigm and localisation that influence the ordering of
importance of concerns for humanitarian supply chain management. The following subsections
examine each element in detail followed by a critical assessment of two underlying presumptions in
HOSCM; the discrete linear view of disaster operations and the response-oriented approach, which
needs to be effectively addressed in order to ensure humanitarian operations in such a way that it can
mitigate the disaster risk.
2.1. Vulnerability paradigm
Developmental relief focuses on the vulnerability paradigm of building capacity and reducing
vulnerability (Gaillard, 2010); this contrasts starkly with the ‘hazard paradigm’ which highlights nature
and elements from nature, as the major threat (Birkmann, 2006). Humanitarian aid thus endeavours
to relieve the suffering of populations by fulfilling their immediate needs arising from disasters. At the
same time, the provision of humanitarian efforts has to tackle the root causes of vulnerability and
develop local coping capacities to increase disaster resilience for future disaster risks (Kennedy et al.,
2008).
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For example, the approach of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(IFRC) clearly shows a shift away from immediate response toward developmental relief. While
responding to immediate relief demands, the IFRC emphasises humanitarian action and the need to
address ‘underlying causes of vulnerability through developmental activity’ (IFRC, 2012). The
progressive development of the IFRC’s resilience approach is achieved by ‘combining the humanitarian
concern for imminent threats with the sustainable and long-term approaches and institutional
strengthening traditionally associated with development’ (IFRC, 2012: p.6). It is pivotal to recognise
structural underpinnings of underdevelopment, the social system, political economic structures, and
environmental issues from a multi-level perspective (IFRC, 1995, 2012; Mirza, 2003).
These issues can be best addressed through developing disaster risk reduction mechanisms and
preparedness programmes in order to increase resilience, while acknowledging the community
adaptive capacity to develop positively and recognising the critical importance of local knowledge,
especially that of local conditions, practices, and cultures (Hedger et al., 2010). Capacity refers to the
availability and ability to use and access resources and assets that can make people competent to
resist or cope with disasters (Gaillard, 2010). Twigg (2009) encapsulates resilience in the context of
vulnerability and capacity as follows:
A focus on resilience means putting greater emphasis on what communities can do for
themselves and how to strengthen their capacities, rather than concentrating on their
vulnerability to disasters or environmental shocks and stresses, or their needs in an emergency
Twigg (2009: p.8).
Therefore, relief work has to ‘deliberately seek out and work with capacities, skills, resources and
organisational structures within the disaster survivors’ (IFRC, 1995), and recognition of this requires
ongoing work by all participants such as local IFRC National Societies (IFRC, 2011). In this context, the
IFRC asserts that bottom-up decisions for relief work made by affected communities are more
important than reliance on pre-packaged delivery solutions derived from a single disaster relief model
(Pettit and Beresford, 2005).
2.2. Localisation of response and relief
Issues such as the degree of localisation, national ownership and local participation, are at the core of
developmental relief. The European Commission’s Resilience Action Plan supports the fundamental
role of local authorities and civil society organisations in risk prone situations (European Commission,
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2013). Civil protection systems at a national level are fundamentally based on formal government
bodies (Quarantelli, 2000), and any civil protection activities must be managed on the ground at the
local level (Alexander, 2015). In any major international humanitarian intervention, existing
governmental structures (e.g. early warning systems, evacuation plans, and other contingency
activities) should be respected and considered as the first point of reference (Kusumasari et al., 2010).
Ensuring local participation by local actors is another important developmental approach of relief
organisations (Brusset et al., 2009). As the IFRC (2012: p.13) stated, ‘inclusive, sustained, accountable,
and participatory approaches, for example, are as relevant to humanitarian work as they are for
development’. It is argued that external interventions are not determined by the magnitude of disaster
itself, but rather depend on the local capacity to cope (Kovács and Spens, 2009). Thus, the ongoing
operational mechanisms provided by government and civil institutions, and collaboration between
local and external actors, need to be fully recognised when designing any aid intervention strategy, as
the success of external interventions is influenced by local disaster-management mechanisms.
For example, in order for the UN Cluster System to operate effectively in the field, the capacity of
relevant local governments is crucial (Jensen and Hertz, 2016). A standardised technical specialist unit,
such as the emergency response units of the IFRC, aims to deploy disaster relief operations while
complementing existing systems. An excerpt of an interview in Jahre and Fabbe-Costes (2015: p.359)
explains this: ‘External teams never start a humanitarian operation. They have to integrate themselves
in ongoing relief efforts.’ The IFRC underlines local participation as an important developmental
endeavour of relief organisations as follows:
[Local actors are] effective because of the perspective they bring. Because they are present in
communities before a crisis hits, they see it not as an event in and of itself, but as something
that is linked to the past, to unaddressed risks, vulnerabilities and inequalities. Emergencies –
disasters, health crises, even conflicts – are not beginnings or ends, no matter how severe. They
are moments that need to be overcome; simply overcoming them, however, will not put an
end to the challenges faced by communities. (IFRC, 2015: p. 8)
Aid itself, provided via donor organisations, is acknowledged to be vital in the humanitarian world.
However, donor-assisted programmes can be questionable at the level of programme implementation
if they are designed as mainly ‘top–down’ (Lyons, 2009). If a solution is imposed externally by top–
down centralised governance with little local participation, the locals remain at best passive recipients
and at worst actively hostile to the interventions (Alexander, 2015). Developmental relief deliberately
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incorporates community decision making, which empowers the population in a disaster area, and
extends beyond immediate service delivery to rebuilding, improving lives, and changing socioeconomic aspects that affect vulnerability (Gaillard, 2010; IFRC, 1995).
2.3. Problem formulation and underlying assumptions in HOSCM
In light of the above, and in order to understand developmental relief more effectively, two underlying
presumptions commonly embedded within the HOSCM literature are critically examined and
challenged (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011), namely the discrete linear view of disaster operations and
the response-oriented approach. Constructively addressing such presumptions should enhance the
understanding of the dynamics of HOSCM for developmental relief
First, HOSCM occurs concurrently in multiple phases of disaster operations rather than in discrete
sequential fashion. A number of models (e.g. the revised disaster relief cycle/stage/phase model of
Pettit and Beresford, 2005) have been commonly used in the HOSCM literature, adapted from the
field of disaster management in general. These models are widely used, for example, to suggest a role
for logistics service providers (Vega and Roussat, 2015) and disaster recovery processes (Pettit and
Beresford, 2005), to identify challenges related to logistics procedures (Kovács and Spens, 2009), and
to review literature (Altay and Green, 2006; Leiras et al., 2014). The models are often illustrated as
continuous process; hence, following a disaster event, the disaster cycle is linked back via a feedback
loop in order to be prepared for another impending disaster (Oloruntoba and Kovács, 2015). Such
conceptual divisions of disaster response into phases provide a good heuristic device for researchers
and managers. However this approach pre-supposes that phases and key activities within each phase
would occur in a specific order (Neal, 1997).
In fact, many organisations do not distinguish between different phases of disasters (Besiou et al.,
2011); Instead, they separate disaster relief activities from standard operations and identify those
particular functions that are related, or that serve broader roles in all phases (Blecken, 2010; Jensen
and Hertz, 2016).
It is important to highlight this discrete linear view of disaster operations so as to recognise the
dynamic and concurrent activities present in HOSCM. The overriding concern is to balance the various
demands of HOSCM that arise from disaster and development (Stauffer et al., 2016), rather than
following the sequential temporality which determines the phases. Thus, humanitarian supply chain
activities conceived in different phases might occur simultaneously, while redundant activities fade
out corresponding to disaster needs (Oloruntoba and Kovács, 2015). The question is how to integrate
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multifaceted activities and co-create penetrating synergies of such activities (Whybark, 2015),
whether concurrently or in sequence.
Second, response-oriented approaches focus on advanced preparation to achieve efficient and
effective provision of subsequent relief supplies in the event of a disaster. An alternative to the
response-oriented approach is the disaster-risk-reduction-oriented approach, which emphasises the
importance of reducing the risk of disaster through prevention and mitigation actions rather than the
discrete manner in which preparedness measures are put in place in response to a disaster. From the
alternative perspective, disasters are not viewed as events but conceptualised as processes, which
involves potentially disruptive hazards (or triggering events) and socially constructed vulnerability.
From this perspective the scope of HOSCM study is not restricted to singular events but also includes
mitigation of potential risk, reduction of vulnerability, and other preventative measures. Thus, there
is a need to move beyond response-oriented disaster management and preparedness and to rethink
relief and development jointly (Sodhi, 2016).
Indeed, some reviews have pointed out that many humanitarian supply chain studies mainly focus on
the immediate response to a disaster event (Kunz and Reiner, 2012; Leiras et al., 2014). The literature
has not fully considered the existence of ongoing development programmes in affected areas
(Oloruntoba and Kovács, 2015). In both global networks and local intervention, there is a need for
studies on the long-term effects of humanitarian intervention on development programmes, as well
as embedded humanitarian efforts within development programmes. In addition, further discussion
about social–cultural–economic situational factors and continuous aid (Kunz and Reiner, 2012) is
required. In this context, Çelik et al. (2012) provide a good reference point for investigating HOSCM in
development aid.

3. An alternative typology of HOSCM research
Overall, it is important to maintain a dynamic perspective to complement some of the discrete linear
views of disaster operations and the response-oriented focus, in order to explore supply chain
activities that fulfil the simultaneous and dynamic demands from a disaster-affected area. In this
respect, Figure 2 shows the dynamic formulation of strategic decisions for HOSCM. By examining the
relative emphasis an organisation places on each of the two developmental relief elements discussed
in section 2, we can determine strategic decisions of HOSCM and their types, resulting in different
quadrangle shapes. At the bottom of Figure 2, some examples of each type are presented describing
for state and community levels.
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The HOSCM types presented here are theoretical ideals (Doty and Glick, 1994) or pure forms (Miles et
al., 1978) of interrelated sets of attributes that would define relevant outcomes, such as structure,
process, or behaviour. While these ideal types may, in reality, not exist, they provide a basis for
understanding the reality of what might occur in any given situation. The dynamic shape might change
between pre- and post-disaster situations, as well as within each pre- and post-disaster operation,
depending on the contextual needs and conscious decisions made by actors involved in the
humanitarian supply chain. However, this is not necessarily restricted to disaster cycles. The
orientation implies adequate requirements and activities for humanitarian supply chains.

Insert Figure 2 here: The elements of developmental relief & a proposed typology for strategic
HOSCM

In each of the pictograms in Figure 2, the horizontal and vertical axes represent a spectrum continuum
for each criterion. On the left of the horizontal axis is the humanitarian supply chains oriented towards
immediate threats and vulnerability as a short-term approach, focused on relieving the acute suffering
of a population as well as critical infrastructure. The primary concern and main task is the responsive
and rapid alleviation of the suffering of a population in the aftermath of a disaster. This type of
humanitarian supply chain completes its operations within a definite timeframe or upon achieving its
task. On the right of the horizontal axis is the humanitarian supply chains oriented towards structural
and rooted vulnerability as a long-term approach. The main objective here is to consider the longterm implications of relief aid and to contribute to reducing underlying vulnerability, strengthening
community resilience, and ensuring effective wind-down and exit strategies.
The vertical axis represents the relative weights of local and external leads and participation in terms
of using and relying on supply chain entities, resources, and relationships. A humanitarian supply chain
that requires or relies more on external intervention owing to scarce resources is inherently different
to one that uses resources provided and coordinated by local entities.
A comprehensive approach with an appropriate balance and integration of each HOSCM type can
strengthen the sustainability of local developmental relief efforts, thus enhancing their impact. This is
highly complex owing to the developmental approach to humanitarian relief aid. A failure to respond
to long-term needs will bring about reliance on recurrent short-term assistance that is expensive and
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often inappropriate, whilst not responding to short-term needs will push vulnerable populations into
a cycle of increased need and greater vulnerability. The local policies and various perspectives of
different stakeholders stimulate multiple discussions. There must be good understanding of
unanticipated contextual and contingent circumstances, which are unforeseen in abstract and
decontextualized planning processes. No independent relief interventions can be undertaken without
incorporating multi-level, multifaceted contexts and interactions among constituent elements of
developmental relief. Special attention should be given to strengthening local capacity for risk
reduction. This type of supply chain requires a flexible approach, extensive tactical knowledge, and
contextual networks that can be translated into distinct areas or specific contexts. It continuously
promotes and manages ongoing changes and complexity rather than carrying out a pre-defined plan.
In other words, these humanitarian supply chains promote changes as emergent properties using
patching as a means of solving the problem dynamically to optimise future risk reduction.
Nonetheless, the typology is important, especially when planning HOSCM, as developmental
considerations can be incorporated into decision-making processes at different levels by taking a
holistic and systematic approach. Further, it is useful to coordinate different supply chains and lead
organisations. It is important to understand core operations, and the implications of specific actions,
when different actors combine on the ground. In addition, the typology is particularly useful for multimandated organisations that essentially shift their capacities, programmes, and resources, including
people and money from one aid stream to another. Identifying the current and desired type of
humanitarian supply chain would assist organisations to be more explicit about the nature of their
objectives, supply chain strategies, and operations related to the physical delivery of goods and
services.
The strength of the typology lies in its ability to accommodate a wide range of environments and
constraints, including institutional structures; a diversity of cooperative groupings; operational
conditions; and factors such as the level of development and preparedness. A good example is the
work of Tall et al. (2013), who examine the institutional context of African countries for climate-related
disaster risk management; and INFORM 1, a collaborative initiative under the Inter-Agency Standing
Committee which provides various country indices for disaster risk management. These sources
advance our understanding of disaster risk at a country level, with pre-assessment categorising the

1

Index For Risk Management (INFORM) http://www.inform-index.org/
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current shape of the state regarding the existence of a contingency plan by a national disastermanagement system, contextual specificities, and other barriers.

4. Conceptual framework for strategic HOSCM within developmental relief
As discussed in the section above, it is important to examine the dynamics of HOSCM approaches. In
this section, a conceptual framework is proposed in order to advance the understanding of HOSCM,
taking a developmental relief approach. HOSCM scholars argue that high impact research is necessary
for practice and knowledge development (Kunz et al., 2017). The framework has practical implications
for which concerns, issues and needs are to be embraced when designing and/or planning a
humanitarian supply chain to support developmental relief. It is also useful when HOSCM researchers
consider their research approaches. The theoretical lens of the morphogenetic cycle is applied in order
to best conceptualise the framework (see, for example, Archer, 1995) and highlight the interplay
between structure and agency involved in this case in the development of HOSCM.
4.1. Explanatory basis for conceptual framework
Formulating strategic decisions for supply chains requires a purposive approach to produce the
desired outcomes (Melnyk et al., 2014). A process of planning HOSCM which considers developmental
relief requires disruptive changes to overcome challenges arising from the different objectives of
disaster relief and ongoing development operations. These often exist as parallel supply chains serving
different aid regimes even within a single humanitarian organisation (Jahre et al., 2016). Therefore,
purposive actions toward a developmental relief supply chain could conflict with several enabling
and/or constraining structures. These structures might provide both potential and tension for such
actions during the process of supply chain strategy formulation (Fawcett and Waller, 2014). At the
same time, discretion and choices as agency of humanitarian supply chain actors reproduce or change
such structures of constraints and opportunities (Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985). Therefore, the major
concern of this planning process relates to the structure-agency debate in social science 2 and this
paper adopts the morphogenetic approach first suggested by Archer (1995) to explain our proposed
conceptual framework. The morphogenetic approach is explained thus: “The 'morpho' element is an
acknowledgement that society has no pre-set form or preferred state: the 'genetic' part is a

Typically represented by the morphogenetic approach (Archer, 1995) and structuration theory (Giddens,
1984) which essentially concern the interaction between structure and agency but take difference stances in
terms of their relationship and/or connection, the first seeing a dualism, while the latter sees duality.

2
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recognition that it takes its shape from, and is formed by, agents, originating from the intended and
unintended consequences of their activities” (Archer 1995, p.5).
The fundamental basis of this approach is analytical dualism based on a realist ontology and combined
with a methodology of practical social theorising (Archer, 1995). In other words, structure and agency
are kept apart ontologically; thus, it is possible “to examine the interplay [between structure and
agency or action and its environment] in order to account for the [emergence of] structuring and
restructuring of the social order” 3 (Archer, 2012, p. 51). The underlying principle of such emergence
is that “the causal power of social forms [structures] is mediated through social agency” (Archer, 2007,
p. 18). The causal power can be further conceptualised into two elements: 1) structural powers
impinging upon agents; and 2) agents’ power (active agency) to act strategically (Archer, 2011).
Therefore, the agents’ practice and relationships with a specific group of actors for a specific period
(active agency) is not independent of their structures in normal operating conditions (Emirbayer and
Mische, 1998). At the same time, structures are only held to emerge from the actions, and to exert
effect only when mediated through the actions (Archer, 1995).
Most importantly, the morphogenetic approach is partly defined by the fact that it acknowledges the
factor of time; that is, it warrants one to explore the temporally defined interplay between structure
and agency (Stones, 2005). This temporality is based on the two propositions on which the approach
itself is based: that structure pre-dates the actions which transform it; and that structural elaboration
post-dates such actions (Archer, 1995). Hence, the morphogenetic approach can be characterised as
a feedback loop broken into three phases – structural conditioning, social interaction and structural
elaboration, which will be the explanatory basis for the proposed conceptual framework in this paper.
4.2. Formulated Conceptual Framework
The morphogenetic approach discussed above is regarded as building blocks for the conceptual
framework presented in Figure 3, in which it can be seen that, in temporal terms, action and structure
operate differently.

Insert Figure 3 here: Conceptual framework for strategic HOSCM within developmental relief

3

[…] are authors’ insertion.
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The framework begins with the structural properties as antecedent circumstances within the first
phase of structural conditioning. It postulates that two different conditioning patterns will emerge as
a mechanism behind the development of the process of strategic planning for HOSCM.
The first pattern is shaped through the perceived benefits of ostensive strategic planning, as HOSCM
actors maintain their routine practices based on general frames of disposition, such as organisational
objectives and commitments to achieve humanitarian aid outcomes. Cooren et al. (2007) argue that a
mission statement becomes an ‘immutable-mobile’, a term originally coined by Latour (1986),
referring to socio-materiality designed to be easily transportable and able to travel in space and time
without changing its inherent characteristics. Importantly, maintaining and reproducing such a typical
mission statement or organisational objective requires considerable interactive work to ensure its
validity (Cooren et al., 2007). In addition, the routines might be grounded in general frames, such as
standard operating procedures or norms that are taken for granted, acting as “a significant tacit
component embedded in procedural knowledge” (Feldman and Pentland, 2003, p. 101). For example,
donor relationships in which humanitarian organisations play a role have clearly different procedures
and constraints related to facilitating earmarked and non-earmarked funding, which may also
substantially affect HOSCM performance (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2013; Stauffer et
al., 2016).
The second pattern goes through the contextual-specific aspects of HOSCM planning. The actors in a
humanitarian supply chain recognise the contextually imposed multiple roles and responsibilities
related to the disaster risks with which they are confronted, promoting decisions and activities in
conjunction with the particular aspects of vulnerability and local capacity within their context. These
may include biophysical hazards, the socio-economic environment, and the networked relationships
of the actors (Birkmann, 2006). Biophysical hazards are created by major fluctuations in weather and
climate, and can pose significant environmental threats. While their scale and frequency are essential
metrics of disaster risk, it is important to note that vulnerability to such hazards stems from the
essential link between the biophysical and socio-economic environment. After all, a hazard only
becomes a disaster if it impacts on populations and their livelihoods. The socio-economic environment
includes poverty, settlement patterns, urbanisation, resource scarcity, and adaptive and coping
capacity, which significantly influence vulnerability in multiple ways (IPCC, 2012). The networked
relationships of the actors essentially underline the importance of local ownership and inclusion. Any
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humanitarian interventions and HOSCM design should consider the existing system and processes of
disaster-affected localities, whether local procurement systems, early warning systems or even
bureaucratic and political systems or processes.
Within the social interaction phase, these two patterns of constructing strategic decisions in HOSCM
are pooled together when humanitarian supply chain actors draw upon their knowledge of structural
properties in order to promote HOSCM and produce observable actions and practices. These actions
and practices are facilitated by several enabling forces from the structures. At the same time,
humanitarian supply chain actors find it difficult to achieve their objectives and are often forced to
make decisions that do not conform to ideal outcomes because of conflicting elements within the
structures. Thus, humanitarian supply chain actors improvise and adjust their role during the iterative
process by adapting their action to the structural elements and creating structures through their
adaptive actions.
Lastly, at the final phase of structural elaboration, structural outcomes show events as a result of
actions and practices of humanitarian supply chain actors during their social interaction, for example
through confluence of desires, power induced compliance, or reciprocal exchange (Archer, 1995).
Structural elaboration restarts a new morphogenetic cycle as structural outcomes feed back into
structural properties so that their effects change and develop, or reproduce and preserve a set of
conditional influences.
HOSCM clearly operates in a complex system characterised by the fluidity of events during a disaster
which trigger an influx of actors producing unregulated and unpredictable interactions (Altay and
Labonte, 2014). The system originates from the inherent uncertainties associated with disasters and
simultaneous demands for relief and development. These demands emerge from the conditions of
humanitarian logistics operations and the hermeneutic knowledge and reasoning of humanitarian
supply chain actors.
Thus, the framework enables the investigation of the process of planning HOSCM for developmental
relief by incorporating the morphogenetic cycle including structural conditioning, social interaction,
and structural elaboration that maintains an analytical distinction between structure and agency. First,
it focuses on two different conditioning patterns emerging from structural properties having generaldispositional and context-specific elements. Second, by focusing on HOSCM practice as a single
component of the framework, HOSCM, in relation to developmental relief, can be evaluated, and a
static picture of the typology can potentially be verified. Lastly, the conceptual framework suggests
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HOSCM actions and practices change or sustain those antecedent circumstances and, therefore, the
implications of structural outcomes that feed back to structural properties can be explored.

5. Developmental relief: towards a future research agenda
Over the past decade, knowledge of inherent supply chain capability for effective humanitarian
response has increased significantly. Once considered as a peripheral function, HOSCM has now
become a highly important area of research for both scholars and humanitarian organisations, and
has benefited from active discussions with a positive impact on practice (Kunz et al., 2017). At the
same time, there has been a strong drive to consider relief and development jointly into the
management of humanitarian supply chains (Aflaki and Pedraza-Martinez, 2016; Jahre et al., 2016;
Pedraza-Martinez et al., 2011) along with recognising the importance of disaster risk reduction (Kunz
and Gold, 2017). Based on our discussion, we believe there is a need for further research in HOSCM
related to developmental relief, redefining the manner of interaction between relief and development
programmes in order to complement some of the discrete linear views of disaster operations and the
response-oriented focus. This can be done primarily by an in-depth investigation of humanitarian
practices as well as the multifaceted operational contexts of field operations. Studies need to be
carried out in different organisational settings and boundaries of what can be considered as relief and
development, for the border line in between becomes thinner (Starr and Van Wassenhove, 2014).
Structural properties and ordering of concerns for planning HOSCM. In this theme, researchers can
attempt to identify how strategic HOSCM practices are formulated. Investigating the structural
properties of HOSCM will help to understand the formation of strategic HOSCM in consideration of
developmental relief and to identify the elements that can substantiate, promote and stabilise
strategic HOSCM practices.
First, future studies can start from the ostensive pattern to identify the humanitarian organisation’s
knowledgeability in terms of objectives, procedures, and resources of the supply chain when
performing actions and other interactions in preparing and/or managing the humanitarian supply
chain. Some definitional difficulties as to what constitutes humanitarian aid programmes are partly
due to the various sets of objectives pursued and/or given at different intervals. In fact, the multiple
objectives in HOSCM are constantly changing and traded-off, depending on the situation (PedrazaMartinez et al., 2011). Relief and development programmes are mutually dependent, as humanitarian
intervention affects long-term development programmes while development aid can contribute to
disaster response (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016). While HOSCM research implies the
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co-existence of these differing objectives in individual cases of humanitarian operations, there is a
shortage of literature on multi-mandated organisations (Jahre et al., 2016). By focusing on these,
further research can explore:
(a) What multiple objectives are pursued in HOSCM, whether by the same multi-mandated
organisation, or in the humanitarian supply network overall?;
(b) What kinds of strategic decisions of HOSCM are at stake in order to maintain diverse sets of
objectives?
(c) Which factors are assumed to influence these strategic decisions?
(d) How are relevant HOSCM resources allocated between different objectives in a multimandated organisation and/or programme?
(e) Why might there be resistance to changing current systems?
Second, future research can be extended to include the identification of contextual-specific pattern.
In other words, the focus can be on identifying the ways in which aid organisations perceive their
immediate contextual-specific elements when formulating strategic HOSCM, and investigating the
possibilities for actions allowed by external structures, and the constraints and influence imposed
upon the humanitarian supply chain actors.
Taking a dynamic approach to disaster research, Gilbert (1998) conceptualised disaster as an
expression of socially produced vulnerability, that is, a situation resulting from underlying community
logic and social process, rather than mere environmental forces. Similarly, Kreps and Drabek (1996)
argue that the “essence of disaster is the conjunction of historical conditions and social definition of
physical harm and social disruption at the level of analysis” (p.142). Thus, future research must
consider hazards that are characteristic of specific geographical locations but at the same time must
account for vulnerabilities that arise from various contextual conditions as a result of parallel
development (Tierney, 2014). Therefore, the emergent research questions become:
(a) What are the immediate external structures perceived by humanitarian supply chain actors?
(b) How are disaster risks generated in the first place and how does strategic HOSCM address
such issues in preparing and responding to such risks?
(c) What are the relationships among the existing groups and organisations?
(d) What are the resources at the disposal of existing groups and organisations involved in the
humanitarian supply chain?
(e) How can resource mobilisation be implemented in order to reduce the disaster risk?
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(f) How do humanitarian supply chain actors improvise and adjust their objectives as they adapt
their activity to the changing context in which they operate?
In particular, networked relationships in the framework underline the importance of building on an
existing system and exploiting the principle of localisation for the developmental relief supply chain.
For example, health and nutrition supplies are often distributed through the existing public health
sector of a country even when facing a famine, in essence scaling up existing local supply chains rather
than configuring new ones (Tabaklar, 2017). Yet HOSCM research rarely highlights local actors nor the
localisation of responses beyond the mere description of the disaster. By focusing on contextualspecific elements, further research should address the complexity of humanitarian operations,
considering locally appropriate responses to reduce vulnerability to potential disasters.
For example, the optimisation model proposed by Rancourt et al. (2015), based on the existing
structure of relevant stakeholders for food aid distribution, provides a useful reference point for
decision makers to strengthen the responsiveness and cost-effectiveness of aid flows. Further
investigation of the involvement of local entities in HOSCM is also required, such as utilisation of small
and independent micro-retailers in the last-mile delivery of aid (Sodhi and Tang, 2014).
In addition, local implementing partners, i.e. the organisations that de facto carry out humanitarian
programmes in the field and deliver aid in the last mile, have been suggested as a further research
focus (Pedraza-Martinez et al., 2011). Interestingly, even research on the ‘last mile’ has rarely focused
on local implementing partners, despite the fact that, as Oloruntoba and Kovács (2015) state, not only
are they responsible for such deliveries, but they are often also instrumental in gaining access to
particular locations and groups of beneficiaries. This largely due to their local knowledge and
experience with various types of humanitarian and development programmes, in which they act as a
nexus for developmental relief. Focusing on such local implementing partners – both in terms of local
governmental and non-governmental agencies and also local logistics service providers – would help
in better understanding developmental relief.
Evaluating HOSCM: Understanding the strategic purpose of supply chain structures is an essential
part of the development of performance measurement (Beamon, 1999), even, but perhaps especially,
in humanitarian supply chains (Abidi et al., 2014). Performance measurement in humanitarian supply
chains requires an evaluation of disaster risk reduction performance to promote developmental relief.
As a result, the types of strategic HOSCM can be verified and humanitarian supply chain practices
arising from purposive actions can thus analysed.
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The study of performance measurement in HOSCM has led to the development of an evaluation
system based on the phases of disaster operations in order to address different objectives (e.g.
responsiveness vs. cost-effectiveness) and indicators for assessing such objectives (Santarelli et al.,
2015). Similarly, the primary role of HOSCM in both relief and development aid is to achieve effective
humanitarian operations for (un)anticipated demands that exceed capacity. This is commonly
achieved by combining speed of delivery, access to beneficiaries, and the satisfying of demand, in
order for the response to human suffering to be as efficient as possible (Pedraza-Martinez et al., 2011).
Future research can go beyond this focus of responding to human suffering, and discuss its
performance implication related to developmental relief – disaster risk reduction efforts in HOSCM
including mitigation and prevention activities. By integrating relief and development, we also argue
that performance indicators for local involvement and sustainability should be included when
developing the performance measurement system. D’Haene et al. (2015) report some performance
indicators already implemented by organisations in the field that could potentially contribute to
disaster risk reduction through enhanced local involvement. These include, for example, the “number
of joint procurement initiatives with country and regional offices, percentage of procurement services
to governments and partners concerning strategic-essential supplies, degree of collaboration with
sister agencies, number of technical support requests received, use of market analysis and product
innovation” (D’Haene et al. 2015, p. 154).
Moreover, some disaster risk management performance indicators can be included (Carreño et al.,
2007). For example, ‘risk consideration in land use and urban planning’ would be a useful metric to
examine facility location for pre-positioning or post-disaster situations; ‘reinforcement and retrofitting
of public and private assets’ would be useful for warehouse and inventory management and vehicle
management, which would feed into to local resource utilisation and the prevention of incentive
misalignment between headquarters and field offices (e.g. Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove,
2013); and ‘simulation, updating, and test of inter-institutional response’ would be useful to examine
and test network reliability. Another useful performance indicators could be ‘measurement on
humanitarian supply chain coordination’ and’ alignment of humanitarian supply chain into local
disaster risk reduction and early warning systems’. These indicators can be incorporated as supply
chain design variables when constructing objective functions.
Implications of structural outcomes. The conceptual framework presents a feedback loop that shows
HOSCM practices creating and adapting their structures through structural elaboration. Such a holistic
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perspective essentially enables the examination and design of HOSCM in relation to both relief and
development. Further research could build on the works of Holguín-Veras et al. (2013), who point out
the critical aspects of deprivation cost, and the impact of residual effects from previous conditions, as
well as that of Sodhi (2016), who argues for harmonising humanitarian and development efforts in
HOSCM by providing empirical evidence for the disaster impact, poverty, and vulnerability cycle.
Acimovic and Goentzel (2016) further argue that strategic humanitarian operations directed toward
disaster risk reduction and disaster prevention should aim for economic strength and prosperity by a
system-wide improvement of a society’s resilience.
In other words, the scope of HOSCM research focusing on structural outcomes within the framework
can go beyond an analysis of best practices of humanitarian supply chain characteristics for suddenonset and/or disaster as hazard events. Alternatively, studies can address the relationship between
HOSCM and the various forms of vulnerability arising from properties or characteristics of systems and
subsystems by recognising disasters as products of existing problems and issues related to
vulnerability. Therefore, focus can be on the examination of the contribution of HOSCM to the issues
of vulnerability, as well as on the implications of consequent structural changes and/or stability on the
designing of strategic HOSCM. It is important to recognise that conditions of vulnerability, which
contribute to a disaster, do not disappear immediately but that HOSCM operates over multiple timescales, reflecting the evolving context. HOSCM research can thus contribute to preventing future
disasters reoccurring in the same manner as before; hence further research can pose the following
questions:
(a) What are the major vulnerabilities of a certain geographic domain and/or system and how (or
to what extent) can HOSCM contribute to addressing such vulnerabilities?
(b) What are the challenges and constraints that humanitarian supply chains face?
(c) What are the effects of structural outcomes such as changes and/or stability with regard to
the structuring/restructuring of strategic HOSCM?
Research on school feeding supply chains provides a good example that can be further built on
(Kretschmer et al., 2014). School feeding interventions work as an incentive to increase children’s
access to learning, while reducing hunger and malnutrition at home. Kretschmer et al. (2014) identify
the undervalued supply chain management as a key dimension of school feeding programmes and
highlight the importance of understanding complex contextual factors, including local supply chain
capabilities, while suggesting the implications of school feeding supply chains on local sustainability
as future research.
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6. Interpretation and Conclusions
In practice, the separation between development and relief activity is gradually fading. Recent studies
have shown that awareness of development programmes in humanitarian intervention can actually
increase non-earmarked donations for use in developing disaster risk reduction (Aflaki and PedrazaMartinez, 2016). Moreover, two distinct funding streams are now interlocked. Funding which is
channelled directly to local and national non-governmental organisations made up only 0.4% of
international humanitarian assistance in 2015 (Development Initiatives, 2016). At the World
Humanitarian Summit 2016 in Istanbul, the ‘Grand Bargain’ agreement was announced, with the aim
of directing 25% of humanitarian funding to local and national responders by 2020 (WHS, 2016). Even
though this is a non-binding agreement, it implies an enormous potential change also in the
constellation of power across HOSCM actors, putting local organisations – the former local
‘implementing partners’ into a decision-making position. Also for this reason, research would need to
better understand their current, and changing role in HOSCM and in developmental relief.
In summary, this paper contributes significantly to the HOSCM literature by examining the dual
objective model of mitigation of disaster risk and post-disaster response by challenging the
conventional wisdom of sequential linearity of disaster operations in a conventional responseoriented environment, these being the underlying presumptions commonly embedded within the
HOSCM literature. Hence, this paper underlines the concurrent and continuous efforts related to the
mitigation of, and planning for, disaster related risks. Developmental relief should first be considered
during the process of planning humanitarian operations and supply chains to ensure that an holistic
view is adopted such that humanitarian relief operations can prioritise the most effective strategies.
This paper suggests an alternative typology for HOSCM research by considering the relative
importance of an organisation’s priorities concerning the key elements of developmental relief
activities. A conceptual framework to advance the understanding of HOSCM is proposed which takes
a developmental relief approach.
Lastly, a focused research agenda is offered around an important debate in the field of HOSCM. This
paper has presented a framework that delivers a more robust conceptual grounding for HOSCM in
order to better understand the process of planning and implementing HOSCM during the relief and
development phases. A number of specific future research opportunities emerge around the following
three themes: understanding the structural properties and prioritisation of concerns for planning
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HOSCM; social interaction: the (re-)evaluation of HOSCM; and structural elaboration: structural
outcomes for HOSCM
In this way, the link between the relief and development components of HOSCM can be fruitfully
explored.
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Come rain or shine: climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness
This paper explores how seasonal climate information is used to improve
mobilising resources in humanitarian logistics preparedness. It focuses on the
utilisation of climate information by responding organisations in Zambia in their
seasonal resource mobilisation planning, and identifies the current benefits and
challenges inherent in their use. The analysis reveals that the organisations’
logistics preparedness for seasonal climate risks is centred on the continued
provision of services and the maintenance of existing supply chain activities as the
core means of mitigating the impact of a potential disaster rather than the
preparation for temporary relief supply chains. While the extent of utilisation of
the forecast information is varied, there are several prominent and common
humanitarian logistics preparedness measures that take into account seasonal
climate information. The findings have important implications for humanitarian
logistics managers in climate vulnerable regions who wish to improve the risk
sensitivity of their approach to resource mobilisation.
Keywords: Humanitarian logistics; Logistics preparedness; humanitarian supply
chain; supply chain risk mitigation; seasonal climate risks

Introduction
A recent report from the renowned Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters
(CRED) notes that weather-related disasters, such as floods, drought, and storms were the
source of the overwhelming majority of worldwide disasters over the last two decades
(1995-2015) (CRED and UNISDR 2015). During this period data from the EM-DAT
database 1 indicates that nearly 80% of the occurrences and 90% of the total affected
population were the result of weather-related disasters. In particular, recurrent seasonal
climate 2 risks, although they are normally at a small or moderate level and thus affect a
relatively limited number of people, frequently have highly negative impacts on the lives
and livelihoods of vulnerable populations (Birkmann 2006; Lavell 2012). The cumulative
impact of such recurrent seasonal climate risks can push such vulnerable populations into
a vicious circle of destitution and further vulnerability (Lavell 2012) which overwhelms
the coping capacity of the country/region, lowers the level of development, and limits the
progress of the community (Ferris, Petz, and Stark 2013). However, such recurring
seasonal climate risks do not normally lead to external interventions – not least as they

Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) from the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters
(CRED). Available at: http://www.emdat.be/
2
It is important to note that the term ‘seasonal climate’ in this paper relates to a recurring annual ‘wet
season’, including its onset, duration, and amount of rainfall it brings
1

2
often do not attract the attention of the media and of aid organisations. In parallel, and
apart from their direct consequences, they have attracted limited academic research to
date and, thus, reflect a clear gap in humanitarian logistics and supply chain management
(HLSCM) literature (Sodhi and Tang 2014).
On a more positive note, the last few decades have seen significant advances in
our understanding of some of the more persistent climate features (Landman 2014; Xie
et al. 2015). One of the most valuable developments has been in the area of forecasting
precipitation and temperature on a seasonal time scales (1 to 12 months) (Doblas-Reyes
et al. 2013). Whilst such seasonal climate information is being increasingly used by
various groupings including farmers, water planners, food security agencies, public health
officials, and disaster risk managers (Hansen et al. 2011; Kgakatsi and Rautenbach 2014;
Ziervogel et al. 2010), to date there has been limited consideration of the application of
such information to support HLSCM-related seasonal resource mobilisation.
However, it is contended that doing so would support the achievement of climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness that has the potential to deliver an important
step towards addressing the adaptive (Ponomarov and Holcomb 2009) and mitigative
capabilities (Craighead et al. 2007) of supply chains and, hence, their ability to prepare
for extreme weather events. In particular, the benefits derived from seasonal climate
information will enable aid and public organisations to adopt effective supply chain risk
mitigation strategies as part of their humanitarian logistics preparedness processes.
With this introduction in mind, the overall aim of the paper is to explore the
current practice of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness by asking the
following research question: ‘How is seasonal climate information used to improve the
mobilisation of resources in the humanitarian logistics preparedness against recurring
seasonal climate risk?’ To achieve this aim the research focuses on the utilisation of such
forecasts by responding organisations in their seasonal resource mobilisation planning
and associated risk management processes, and identifies the current benefits and
associated challenges inherent in their use. Based on the findings, the paper discusses two
different, but complementary, approaches to resource mobilisation in humanitarian
logistics preparedness; hence, it contributes to the recent progress in humanitarian
logistics studies by providing in-depth insights into the possible tools for risk reduction
and mitigation strategies that can be employed in humanitarian logistics preparedness
efforts (Jahre 2017; Oloruntoba and Kovács 2015; Kovács and Spens 2011).
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The next section of this paper reviews relevant studies in disaster management
that have investigated various cases of the application of seasonal climate forecasts and
summarises the major advantages of utilising such information for humanitarian logistics
preparedness. Based on the resulting understanding, the paper considers theoretical
implications of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness as a supply chain risk
mitigation strategy. This is followed by the method section which describes the process
of data collection and analysis that underpins this research, after which the findings are
presented. A discussion of these findings, development of the associated conclusions and
consideration of areas of future research complete the paper.
Literature review
In many countries and regions there is a recurring climate seasonality that, almost
inevitably, is seen as a regular phenomenon which is an inherent part of the planning
process that underpins the delivery of support to vulnerable populations. Unfortunately,
this can easily lead to complacency and, as a result, unexpected seasonal climate extremes
and variability can pose a serious risk to such populations (Kgakatsi and Rautenbach
2014; Mubaya et al. 2012). Given that the management of such disaster risk uncertainty
(in terms of a hazard’s characteristics such as its timing and location) is one of the main
challenges in planning HLSCM (Day et al. 2012), it follows that humanitarian logistics
preparedness should ensure that close attention is paid to meteorological forecast
information to monitor climate hazards.
While there are different types of meteorological forecast information with
different time scales that can be used in disaster preparedness (Braman et al. 2013;
Finnessey et al. 2016), our focus is on seasonal climate information because it is argued
that a well-functioning meteorological observation systems that provides forecasts on a
seasonal-scale provides important input to the practice of disaster risk management
(Thomson et al. 2006; Lowe et al. 2014; Coughlan de Perez et al. 2017). This is
particularly the case where such seasonal climate risks pose significant challenges to a
country’s development. Thus understanding the benefits and limitations of such seasonal
climate information provides valuable input to the delivery of effective and efficient
HLSCM.

4
Seasonal climate information
Seasonal climate information is a climate forecast that focuses on a seasonal time horizon
(typically 3 months 3), and provides probabilistic-based information in respect of rainfall
and temperature which has the potential to inform relevant stakeholders of adverse
weather conditions before their actual occurrence (Thomson et al. 2006). Such forecasts
are typically presented as the probability of occurrence (e.g. above normal, near normal,
below normal) of a particular weather type (such as rainfall or drought) and they are
actively discussed for different regions of the world through the Regional Climate
Outlook Forum (Semazzi 2011). The global scientific community has invested significant
efforts in improving the seasonal climate information in order to ameliorate the impacts
on marginalised groups whose livelihoods are often highly vulnerable to weather
(Kgakatsi and Rautenbach 2014).
Admittedly, the application of climate forecast information depends on various
prerequisites. These include an understanding of the information’s fit, accuracy,
credibility, and/or salience (Lemos, Kirchhoff, and Ramprasad 2012), as well as the
presence and effectiveness of the decision making institutions that can react appropriately
to the information (Cabrera, Letson, and Podestá 2007). However, different studies in
disaster management have investigated various cases where seasonal climate information
is integrated into a decision-making framework. In doing so, they have demonstrated the
benefits for warnings and mitigation strategies and actions, trend analysis, and a
combination of longer term risk assessment and current vulnerability, that such forecasts
can provide – especially when compared to short-range weather forecasts on imminent
disaster events. Some examples of significant gains can be found in the area of seasonal
epidemics (Lowe et al. 2014; Thomson et al. 2006) and agricultural livelihood and food
security (Kgakatsi and Rautenbach 2014; Mishra et al. 2008).
Climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness
Although there is an absence of formal definitions of humanitarian logistics preparedness
(Jahre, Pazirandeh, and Van Wassenhove 2016), the concept implicitly embraces the
development of proactive management of resource mobilisation for planning and
designing supply chain processes and other relevant pre-disaster activities (Jahre,
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As an example, seasonal climate information issued in August covers forecast of months from
September to November.
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Pazirandeh, and Van Wassenhove 2016) in order to reduce the disaster risk by recognising
future uncertainties. A number of HLSCM-related studies have investigated humanitarian
logistics preparedness in respect of decisions related to the optimal number(s) and
location(s) of facilities, and their associated inventory levels (Caunhye, Nie, and Pokharel
2012; Galindo and Batta 2013; Gutjahr and Nolz 2016). A scenario-based approach is
commonly applied, as it is sufficiently flexible to offer a variety of different future
outcomes and, thereby, support the incorporation of uncertainty parameters into
optimisation models (Rawls and Turnquist 2010). Furthermore, to the extent that it has
been employed, the use of meteorological information has been mainly considered in
relation to short-term forecasts as input to optimisation models on imminent disaster
events such as a hurricanes (Davis et al. 2013; Pacheco and Batta 2016).
Humanitarian logistics preparedness is not constrained just to physical and
tangible resource mobilisation, but rather several other intangible aspects are discussed
in the literature. These include the required disaster management capabilities (Apte 2014;
Jahre, Pazirandeh, and Van Wassenhove 2016; Kunz, Reiner, and Gold 2014), skill sets
(Kovács, Tatham, and Larson 2012), routines to cope with short-term changes (Charles,
Lauras, and Wassenhove 2010), sustainable performance (Kunz and Gold 2017), and
inter-organisational interaction with communities and among aid network (Jahre,
Pazirandeh, and Van Wassenhove 2016). Monitoring, analysing, and forecasting of the
potential hazards and their impact is another essential routine for humanitarian operations.
Seasonal climate information has considerable value in the context of the
humanitarian logistics preparedness by enabling a risk assessment (Manuj and Mentzer
2008) of the probabilities and potential consequences of the meteorological events. There
are three major advantages associated with the use of seasonal climate information.
First, by better understanding the relationship between meteorological phenomena
and disaster characteristics, it will be possible to develop effective early warning systems
for logistics preparation that forecast the position, timing, and effect of the hazard and,
through doing so, more effectively assess the likely demand profile (Holguín-Veras et al.
2012). The use of seasonal climate information in this way will enable aid and public
organisations to enhance efforts to predict the potential for a disaster to occur in a given
area, as opposed to relying on historical information (Davis et al. 2013; RodríguezEspíndola, Albores, and Brewster 2017).
Second, the use of seasonal climate information can help disaster preparedness
planners to develop appropriate evaluations and logistics preparation to manage extreme
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weather events a long time in advance of their occurrence, thereby facilitating the process
by which tangible and intangible resource mobilisation needs are determined and applied
with a longer lead-time.
Third, seasonal climate forecast data can facilitate the development of a preemptive and strategic process of logistics preparedness that takes variations in climate
conditions, such as seasonal weather patterns, into consideration (Tozier de la Poterie,
Arrighi, and Jjemba 2017). This is particularly the case with the humanitarian logistics
preparedness activities because these activities play a crucial role in vulnerable areas
where there is a strong correlation between climatic patterns and the spread of infectious
diseases (public health) and/or agricultural production (food security). Any risk
mitigation strategies that are developed for humanitarian logistics management purposes
(e.g., speculation, flexible supply base, and postponement) should be based on a
comprehensive analysis of these risk factors and the associated vulnerability (Kumar and
Havey 2013).
The goal here is to develop a set of strategic actions, such as seasonal resource
mobilisation, that can take into account climate forecast information and lead to climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness.
While the concept of integrating such climate information is widely discussed in
the broader field of disaster management, as far as the authors are aware, the investigation
of the utilisation of seasonal-scale climate forecasts to drive risk mitigation strategies and
associated humanitarian logistics preparedness has received limited attention in the
specific HLSCM field. Therefore, by filling this gap, this paper seeks to build on and
contribute to the improvement of logistics preparedness practices through the
development of a qualitative and heuristic framework for planning HLSCM resource
mobilisation.
Climate-based logistics preparedness as a supply chain risk mitigation strategy
Focusing on the mitigative aspect of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness,
supply chain (SC) risk mitigation strategies provide an important theoretical perspective
to frame the proactive management of resource mobilisation (Chang, Ellinger, and
Blackhurst 2015; C. Tang 2006a). SC risk mitigation strategies can be defined as strategic
decisions that aim to improve mitigation capabilities (Craighead et al. 2007) against
disruptions in order to manage the possibility and impact of a mismatch between supply
and demand (Jüttner, Peck, and Christopher 2003). Such strategies include inventory
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control, backup sourcing capacity, and improved supply chain flexibility (Kilubi 2016;
Schmitt 2011; C. Tang and Tomlin 2008). Based on Tang (C. Tang 2006b), Jahre (Jahre
2017) identified a list of HLSCM risk mitigation strategies which includes procurement
and positioning of strategic stock, speculation, and postponement.
Such a SC risk mitigation strategy needs to consider the core characteristics of
supply chain risk as emanating from three dimensions: (1) disruptive triggers, (2) supply
chain vulnerability, and (3) time-based characteristics (Heckmann, Comes, and Nickel
2015).
Most importantly, humanitarian operations need to address the demand that
depends on disruptive triggers (Snyder et al. 2016) as such supply chains are situated in
vulnerable areas (Jahre 2017). Such causal structure of rising/changing demand for
humanitarian operations will scope our study. At the same time, it is important to
recognise the consequence of the disruptive triggers will also depend on (in)ability of the
affected supply chain to cope with these - in other words, normal risk reflected as supply
chain vulnerability (Jahre 2017; Peck 2006). Disruptive triggers are non-operational risks
(C. Tang 2006a), macro risks (Ho et al. 2015) and/or abnormal risks (Jahre 2017), which
are manifest in unexpected and uncertain events from external environment (Christopher
and Peck 2004).
Supply chain vulnerability can be understood as an exposure (Christopher and
Peck 2004) or susceptibility (Jüttner and Maklan 2011) to serious disruptions, and
propensity of such disruptions to outweigh supply chain mitigation strategies (Jüttner,
Peck, and Christopher 2003), hence being less robust supply chains (Vlajic, van der Vorst,
and Haijema 2012; Wieland and Wallenburg 2012). Supply chain vulnerability will
depend on the robustness of the underlying supply chain which would, in turn, impact the
extent (for example the magnitude and/or duration) of the disruptions to the supply chain
(Heckmann, Comes, and Nickel 2015; Wieland and Wallenburg 2012).
Furthermore, time-based aspects can define the properties of disruptive triggers
as well as the time horizons of SC risk mitigation strategies (Heckmann, Comes, and
Nickel 2015). For instance, modelling natural hazard events requires that close attention
is paid to the time-based aspects of a hazard, such as the speed of onset, duration and
frequency, while the potential for the changes/recurrence of a hazard is an also important
variable (Holguín-Veras et al. 2012; Van Wassenhove 2006). Furthermore, the lead-time
(or lack thereof) that enables the affected supply chain to mobilise and deploy resources
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to undertake the necessary preparedness activities against disruptive events is another
important time-based aspect to consider (Heckmann, Comes, and Nickel 2015).
<Insert Figure 1 here>
As presented in Figure 1, climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness as a SC risk
mitigation strategy can effectively address these core dimensions of supply chain risk.
First, seasonal climate information contributes to an improved knowledge of the extent
of the meteorological disaster risk (disruptive triggers) by providing the probability of
seasonal climate extremes (e.g. precipitation and temperature), position, timing, and
impact of the hazard. Hence, demand estimation/assessment for resource mobilisation can
be realised accordingly. Second, due to the forecast lead-time in a seasonal-scale, longer
proportion of logistics preparedness period can be available to plan and prepare for
mobilising resources and this can facilitate SC risk mitigation strategies to foster
robustness of underlying supply chains to adequately cope with supply chain
vulnerability. Lastly, the determination of strategic/tactical/operational SC risk mitigation
decisions on the flexible time horizon will also be informed by indication of potential
changes of seasonal patterns in seasonal climate information when humanitarian
organisations operationalise their proactive seasonal resource mobilisation. Thus, it is
argued that integration of seasonal climate forecasts into an organisation’s resource
mobilisation processes is a key component of an effective humanitarian logistics
preparedness.
Methods
Given the theoretical benefits of the use of climate forecasts as part of the humanitarian
logistics preparation for a disaster, and the associated (albeit indirect) support for such a
proposition from the general management literature, this study has adopted a qualitative
descriptive approach suggested by literature (Caelli, Ray, and Mill 2003; Holloway and
Todres 2003; Sandelowski 2000; Sandelowski 2010) to explore the ways in which
organisations can utilise the forecasts in practice, together with the related challenges.
With its inherent flexibility and careful consideration of research methods as living
entities (Holloway and Todres 2003), qualitative descriptive approach is especially useful
when low-inference descriptions – that is conducting data-near interpretations
(Sandelowski 2010; Kahlke 2014) – of phenomena are desired in order to answer the
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problems of special relevance of practitioners (Sandelowski 2000), e.g. humanitarian
logistics preparedness in our case. Through this research approach, we aim to develop indepth insights that foster a holistic and contextualised understanding (Eisenhardt,
Graebner, and Sonenshein 2016; Meredith 1998) of the climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
In addition, this study has relied on qualitative data collection, analysis, and
reasoning methods advanced by literature (Patton 1990; Feldman 1995; Braun and Clarke
2006). In particular, thematic analysis was used as a data analysis strategy for identifying,
analysing and organising patterns (themes) within a data set (Attride-Stirling 2001; Braun
and Clarke 2006; Nowell et al. 2017). The main focus of the analysis was on existing
practices in the utilisation of seasonal climate information to improve the mobilisation of
resources as part of humanitarian logistics preparedness; hence the unit of analysis is the
responding organisations’ resource mobilisation practices.
Research setting
Zambia is a sub-Saharan country with a population estimated at 16.2 million (World Bank
2018), and an economy that is largely based on agriculture. Zambia’s significant but
relatively impoverished rural population (which accounts for approximately 64 per cent
of total population), largely relies on rain-fed agriculture. Zambia has one wet season,
which runs from November to April, with the rest of the year considered to be the dry
period. This makes Zambia vulnerable to the impact of climate abnormalities with
consequent challenges to the population’s livelihoods (Kanyanga et al. 2013), and a
number of authors have stressed the high inter-annual variability of rainfall in the country
(Mubaya et al. 2012; Vincent et al. 2013), and the associated impacts (Stringer et al.
2009). On the other hand, Zambia is not prone to large disasters (such as earthquakes or
major wind events) with floods and droughts being the most frequent natural climate
hazards that impact the country and attract the associated public and political attention
(AFDB 2013; IFRC 2016). Thus, focusing on the recurrent seasonal climate risks, Zambia
provides a rich and valid context for studying meteorological forecast-based resource
mobilisation.
Data collection
The primary source of qualitative data for this study was acquired through field research
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that consisted of interviews, non-participant observation and a focus group discussion.
This data was complemented by a survey of reports, white papers and business documents
from the field. These data sources provided in-depth information about the organisational
practices that are employed in the application of seasonal climate information within the
resource mobilisation plans and operations. Two field research visits were also conducted
with the assistance of the Zambia Meteorological Department (ZMD). The ZMD’s
contribution to this research was extremely valuable, not least because it facilitated the
process by which relevant organisations and individuals with the required knowledge
were identified for participation in the research. Representatives from the ZMD and local
meteorologists also interacted with the researcher on a regular basis, and this helped the
researcher develop an holistic view of the various areas of interest related to the research
question.
This research employed Patton’s purposeful sampling strategy (Patton 1990). This
was deemed to be more suitable than a random sampling approach because it allowed the
participating organisations to be specifically targeted on the basis that they would be a
source of meaningful and relevant data related to the research objectives. To be included
in the study, it was important that the organisations fulfilled three criteria: 1) They played
a direct and meaningful role in national disaster management, 2) They operated under a
mission and underlying objectives related to public administration and development,
and/or humanitarian aid, and 3) They were involved in managing the flow of
tangible/intangible information and/or goods that assisted the community. The
application of these criteria ensured the sample adequacy (Bowen 2008) in that the
organisations that participated in the research were both suitable and pertinent to the
identification of seasonal logistics preparedness activities that were based on climate
information. That said, it is accepted that saturation may not have been fully met because
of practical constraints related to the duration of the field research and the available
resources. However, this does not mean that the findings are invalid, rather that there may
be more phenomena that can be further explored (O’Reilly and Parker 2013).
Nevertheless, it is argued that this study clearly contributes to the extension and
advancement of knowledge of the field with adequate and appropriate data rather than
merely generalisations.
For the purposes of the primary data collection, an interview guide was developed
in advance. To ensure contextual relevance, the questions that were asked in the
interviews were prepared according to two fundamental inputs. First, as a means of
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driving insights into the main processes and methods of country- and regional-level
disaster management activities, desk-based research of documents and reports that were
deemed to be relevant to these activities was performed. The data sources that were
examined during this stage included meteorological data, annual reports, thematic reports
and contingency plans. Second, a workshop was held in the researcher’s institution that
allowed two Zambian meteorologists to visit. During the discussions in the workshop,
Zambia’s current meteorological capacities were discussed, and the associated challenges
were reviewed. Based on these inputs, the interview guide was created in the form of
semi-structured questions that would allow prompt and relevant follow-up questions as
well providing flexibility in the question order.
A total of twenty-five interviews were undertaken during the first field visit, of
which fourteen were with staff from NGOs, nine from governmental organisations (eight
of which were local government and one foreign), and two were from UN agencies. The
interviews lasted approximately one hour and were conducted on the premises of the
organisations to which the participants belonged. Based on the semi-structured questions,
the conversations were emergent and open-ended modes.
During the second field visit, a workshop was organised to debrief, discuss, and
distribute the produced preliminary report to the organisations that were concerned. The
majority of the invited organisation included the interviewees from the first field visit. In
addition, a focus group discussion was conducted with food security experts. These
experts were considered, as their work is closely related to climate conditions, hence,
participants were responsible for disaster risk mitigation as a part of seasonal planning
and familiar with seasonal climate information. Some of the invited experts were previous
interviewees, and follow-up discussions relating to the research topic were undertaken.
All interviews were recorded with consent from the participants, and with extensive field
notes being developed.
Data analysis
The overall analysis began when the lead researcher started to transcribe the interview
data after the field research as part of the preparation of a preliminary project report.
Thematic analysis was applied to the qualitative textual data (interview transcripts and
organisational reports) to elicit the dominant and significant themes relevant to research
objectives through interpretations made by researchers during the research process
(Attride-Stirling 2001; Braun and Clarke 2006; Nowell et al. 2017). This involved
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multiple detailed readings of each transcript, augmented with several other sources of
data including field notes and other relevant documents. During this process, the
researchers familiarised themselves with the data through discussions of concepts, events
and themes; this led to further analysis of the data while iterating between literature and
the empirical data.
The data was analysed in three key stages. The first stage of the data analysis
yielded descriptions of each organisation’s characteristics, activities, and involvement in
seasonal resource mobilisation in Zambia, noting that the organisations represented by
the interviewees had considerable common ground despite focusing on different areas
such as agriculture, education and healthcare. The analysis identified farming plans and
disease management and disease control as the most dominant areas of seasonal planning
activities that were informed by seasonal climate forecasts.
During the second stage, transcripts were imported into the NVivo qualitative data
analysis software in order to support the iterative coding processes. As part of this
process, each interview transcript was read in detail several times, and each time a topic
appeared in one transcript, the other transcripts were re-scanned for the same topic and
coded accordingly. In this way, the entire data set was perused. With an emphasis on a
semantic level, initial codes were generated at this stage. The focus was on the
identification of the dominant areas of organisational activities impacted by seasonality,
the extent to which seasonal climate information was utilised in mobilising seasonal
resources, and the resource mobilisation decisions that were related to humanitarian
logistics preparedness.
At the third stage of the data analysis, the initial codes were read and re-focused
within the context of the research to convey the researchers’ interpretation beyond the
immediate meanings and toward the broader level of theme. This involved sorting,
collating, and organising different codes into potential themes. Eventually, three
underlying themes – sourcing and supply, inventory and distribution, and the intervention
time window – were identified, and these were subsequently used to determine two
overarching dimensions of seasonal planning practices: demand estimation for
speculative pre-positioning, and flexible operationalisation – both of which were derived
from the data and interpretation of data informed by the conceptual framework described
in the previous section.
In terms of the trustworthiness of the study (Halldórsson and Aastrup 2003), the
credibility and dependability of the research were enhanced through (1) early familiarity
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with the empirical settings and organisations, including meeting with Zambian
meteorologists and the careful perusal of relevant documents; (2) the use of wellunderstood and practised research methods and processes; (3) triangulation between
transcripts, field notes, and relevant governmental/organisational documents during the
analysis; (4) the project report dissemination and discussion with concerning local
organisation in the field; and (5) frequent debriefing sessions between the author and
other researchers in the fields of supply chain management, HLSCM, and meteorology.
In parallel, the confirmability of the analysis was improved through the use of documents
from consultancy and assessment reports.
Findings
As indicated earlier, the overall aim of the paper is to explore the extent of the utilisation
of seasonal climate forecast information as part of the humanitarian logistics preparedness
against recurring seasonal climate risks, and this section summarises the findings of the
research.
Institutional structure
While each aid and public organisation has its own mission and donor requirements, a
common objective is that of mitigating and responding to potential disasters. The
existence of such a common objective is extremely valuable in that it supports voluntary
collaboration between organisations, and is reinforced by mandates from higher
authorities and established structures, all of which facilitate inter-organisational activities.
The government has largely institutionalised the country’s policy and practices through
Disaster Management Act (GRZ 2010) and its implementing agency, the Disaster
Mitigation and Management Unit (DMMU). In practice, the DMMU operates as both a
coordinating body and as an information broker, with information sharing meetings
taking place regularly during the rainy season. Both the interviewees and relevant
government documents underlined the importance of this role in which the DMMU
coordinates the work of different partners and shares information in order to make
decisions on the resource mobilisation particularly at the district level (which is the main
interface between national and community level operations). This model operates well as
the majority of aid organisations which participate in the district level committees are
also already present in the local regions and communities because of their long-term
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development work. As a result, the district disaster management committees play a key
part in sustaining relationships with other actors who are firmly embedded in the
community. As part of this overall process, the climate-related and relevant sectoral
information flows to the disaster management actors. Such information is important for
the management of the aid supply chain, particularly in its preparation for seasonal
extremes as well as in mitigating the impact of such extreme events on the on-going
development aid programmes and other public service operations.
Utilisation of seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics
preparedness
Turning to the extent of the utilisation of the meteorological forecast information, the
research found that, whilst the uptake varies between organisations, there is a widespread
consensus over the value of such seasonal climate forecasts as they are perceived to assist
in making decisions related to seasonal resource mobilisation in humanitarian logistics
preparedness. This reflects the substantial impact of seasonality in the country as a whole,
and the fact that the rainfall season is the critical period for many on-going aid supply
chains to sustain and support development programmes and other public services. This is
especially true in the case of two areas – enhancing food security and public health
(agriculture and healthcare).
In the agriculture sector, seasonal planning of farming is critical for Zambia’s food
security. While food security has a dynamic nature, weather and seasonality have an
immediate impact on food production, food distribution infrastructure, and the incidence
of food emergencies (FAO 2013). In the healthcare sector, seasonal disruptions can have
a significant effect on two extremely important functions that sustain public health. One
is the supply of healthcare commodities to treat, for example, HIV patients who require
continuous medication and, hence, a constant flow of medicines and associated materials.
The other function is that of monitoring and controlling the prevalence of seasonalityrelated diseases such as Malaria, Cholera, and Typhoid.
In the following sub-sections, the decisions related to seasonal resource
mobilisation are further analysed, noting that several prominent and common measures
take into account seasonal climate information. The results of the analysis are then
grouped into two overarching dimension of planning practices: namely demand
estimation and flexible operationalisation.
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Demand estimation
The information contained in seasonal climate information impacts resource mobilisation
planning decisions that are related to the estimation of demand. These decisions include
sourcing and inventory decisions that are proactively taken to cope with the impact of
seasonality by taking account to the demand estimation based on seasonal climate
information. In agricultural sector, specific sourcing decisions relate to the types of crop
and seed variety are required as these reflect the forecast weather conditions (i.e. whether
it will it be a ‘wet’ or a ‘dry’ year).
Eventually it comes to what sort of seed are we going to buy. So it affects a
change… What seed are we going to buy, which variety, and where do we need to
take it to? [INT4]

For example, when the seasonal forecasts offer a high probability of above normal
rainfall, aid organisations promote the use of late maturing seed varieties that are expected
to provide better performance in terms of yield and fibre quality. On the other hand,
although the expected yield is much lower than the late maturing varieties, when less
rainfall is forecast in some parts of the country, farmers are encouraged to plant early
maturing varieties as these are more drought-tolerant, or at least to have a mixture of
early/late varieties. For aid organisations with a focus on food security, such seasonal
climate forecasts provide critical information that needs to be communicated to the rural
communities with which they are working in order that farmers can plan the sourcing of
agricultural inputs.
The various aid organisations provide the agricultural inputs to the smallholder
farmers in different ways. Some organisations facilitate delivery of the farmers’ input
support programme, which is the government’s subsidy policy for the vulnerable
population (Mason, Jayne, and Mofya-Mukuka 2013). Other organisations provide the
inputs within their own rural development programmes, which are aimed at improving
food security. Typically, therefore, the aid organisations purchase seeds and arrange their
transport to strategic stock locations within the district, where they are stored and
subsequently distributed. Such inventory locations are shifted based on the seasonal
climate information ‘to move the stock out from the satellite depot to the storage facility
which is a sheltered facility’ [INT8].
In a similar way within the healthcare sector, seasonal climate forecasts support
an estimation of the locations and needs of populations at risk. Thus the consequent
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resource mobilisation decisions should reflect an estimate of the qualitative (what items
and to where), and quantitative (how much) characteristics of the expected demands in
order to secure the quality and continuity of healthcare. The affected areas and the
durations depend on the level and location of the rainfalls, and this leads to a clear need
for prediction of such disruptions and the consequential changes in the location of demand
and the associated production, warehousing and transport requirements.
Aid organisations monitor the progress of the forecast seasonality in order to
prepare for the potential demand and the consequential need to source health commodities
that reflect the weather-related disease prevalence.
You’ve got information with respect to weather changes or any unexpected
weather patterns, [which] are going to affect a certain facility or a certain region. I
can link that information to certain disease patterns. Then I position myself to
supply adequate stocks to counteract that. [INT21]

To meet this challenge, seasonal climate forecasts can be integrated with the demographic
data of the region to allow organisations to make decisions on pre-positioning and prestocking. Based on such an analysis, the aid organisations can push forward appropriate
stocks of healthcare commodities in advance of the wet season to safe district locations
and/or those that are likely to become isolated by the rains.
We look a lot there (seasonal climate forecast) to see in consumption and increases
in usage based on the rains. Because, that usually means that the mosquitoes are
also increased… Also, we deal with entomology, if there are more rains it means
we expect more pools of water remaining… we will still be having high incidences
of malaria because there are still a lot of breeding places for mosquitoes [INT20].

However, the quantification of the demand remains speculative. Seasonal climate
information is considered by the organisations to see the seasonality and changes of
weather patterns in order to consider what the potential needs would be, e.g. agricultural
and health commodity types, varieties, and relevant specification of the needs; and where
the potential location would be. However, the translation of such details from qualitative
to quantitative manner is limited. Thus, the priority becomes secure availability.
The ways to make available the distribution is significant… so what it means is
that we supply them huge quantities ahead of time. [INT21]

The basic process of quantification remains that: ‘typically, the [potentially affected]
district will estimate how many months they will be cut off’ [INT3] based on historical
knowledge. By the same token, the aid organisations’ mapping capabilities are limited in
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terms of identifying a situation which facilities in the potentially affected region are likely
to be cut off.
Flexible operationalisation
As discussed in the section above, during the rainy season, certain locations become
inaccessible and, as a result and based on the forecast information, aid organisations
attempt to adapt their tasks to increase their operational flexibility and minimize the risk
to those they are supporting. In particular, they will use the seasonal forecast to help them
decide on the intervention time window needed to mobilise resources for the required
mitigative measures. Potential accessibility constraints during the rainy season can be
identified based on such forecast information, and this allows aid organisations to plan an
appropriate time window for the mobilisation of aid resources. Key decisions are
determining the ordering of priorities for what, where and when to mobilise the resources
in consideration to seasonal outlook.
Whilst the process of making such prioritisation decisions can be extremely
complex and often reflects tensions between different needs arising from various sectors
and stakeholders, the characteristics of the seasonality provide an important input for
organisations to use in their resource mobilisation process.
For example, from a local farmer’s perspective ‘when to plant’ [INT10] is the
most important issue, and the timely delivery of seasonal weather information input is,
therefore, critical. A failure in planting at the start of the rainy season can pose a
significant burden for farmers as well as aid organisations working for the goals and aims
of their particular food security programme, given that most of farmers are dependent on
rain-fed agriculture and have scarce resources to replant.
We rely so much on the forecast which we get from the meteorological
department…’how is this coming rainy season going to be?’ Usually already now
we are looking forward to that kind of forecast… to provide guidance in terms of
planting times. [INT4]

Meanwhile, as most of the aid organisations are entirely dependent on road
transportation, their main concern is when they should move the agricultural inputs to
potentially affected areas before the rains arrive. In addition, seasonal climate forecast
information can give an indication as to whether or not post-flood re-planting intervention
is feasible in the flood affected areas.
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Another resource mobilisation benefit in the agriculture sector reflects that of
ensuring the timing of safe stock keeping. Much of the storage used in the rural
communities, often called satellite depots, is located in an open area which is often in
poor condition. At the same, it is the primary trading point for the farmers and the
organisations that purchase the crops. However, as an open space, the commodities are
prone to the impacts of weather. As a result, and in light of the seasonal climate forecast,
organisations mobilise their resources to move the crops from the open satellite depots to
safer locations.
Similarly, in the healthcare sector, many activities undertaken during the dry
season, such as the cleaning of the drains in the urban areas before the onset of the rainfall
season, are of great importance. As another example, the time window for distribution
and pre-positioning of mosquito nets, insecticides and other equipment for seasonal
malaria epidemics must be undertaken during the dry season.
A further important aspect related to the intervention time window in the
healthcare sector relates to the use of indoor residual spray. This is one of the preferred
methods of malaria control, but it is ‘very much affected by weather’ [INT20]. The
manager of the organisation responsible for malaria prevention and control indicated that
the indoor residual spray programme is supposed to be undertaken at least 45 days before
the beginning of the rains. It involves spraying insecticide to kill the mosquitoes on the
house walls of at least 85% of the houses in a district where a seasonal malaria outbreak
is expected. In this way, it reduces the transmission of malaria before the rainfall season
starts.
In terms of the importance of the timing of the indoor residual spraying, the
manager described:
The information which meteorological department gives us is crucial in our
decision making. It will help us to make the informed decision so that we
maximize on the period that is available before the rains start. So it helps us in
decision making. [INT20]

And he pinpointed the two reasons why this is crucial. First, if the action starts late, i.e.
after the rainfall season has started, it means there is more water in which mosquitoes can
breed. Secondly, spraying on the house walls requires the residents (together with their
food and goods) to move out from the house. Expectedly, this is not popular during the
wet season and, thus, the spraying programme needs to start before the rains begin.
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Challenges: usability of information
As discussed in subsection 4.2, various humanitarian logistics preparedness operations
can be undertaken to mitigate the impact of seasonal climate risks. Thus, it is unsurprising
that the meteorological forecasts information is highly valued and actively sought in the
planning of such seasonal resource mobilisation. On the other hand, the research
highlighted several challenges faced by organisations in terms of the usability of the
information (Lemos, Kirchhoff, and Ramprasad 2012), and these require several
principles of engagement (Coughlan de Perez and Mason 2014). Furthermore, the
challenges that have been highlighted in this research are well aligned with those
identified in previous studies related to the knowledge system criteria for usable climate
forecasts (Kirchhoff, Carmen Lemos, and Dessai 2013; S. Tang and Dessai 2012).
The current form of seasonal climate information is developed from the Southern
African regional level forecasts, and these are scaled down to provide Zambian national
level forecasts. Unfortunately, however, the resultant forecast information is not always
sufficiently detailed in terms of its localised scale. One interviewee suggested that the
seasonal climate forecasts are ‘the information (that) gives us an idea, actually it is a broad
idea, not specific locations’ [INT15]. Moreover, given the vast size and remoteness of the
rural settings of Zambia, the limited geographic specificity of seasonal climate
information may not provide enough confidence for a particular district or community to
decide on actions and allocate resources.
In addition, the perception of information salience is, in general, limited; apart
from ‘creating alert’ [INT9]. These forecasts are made through comparisons with
historical records and are presented mainly as descriptive categories that limitedly
provide ‘the implication… for the user needs’ [INT25]. Such broad categories are
highlighted as one of the barriers that have the potential to incur ‘misinterpretation’
[INT16] and hinder organisational decisions in relation to the activation of a particular
level of preparedness.
Finally, the accuracy of the timeline and size of the predicted rainfalls is
insufficiently specific, and this can lead to devastating consequences. This is because,
while the forecast information can indicate the seasonal outlook based on the total amount
of seasonal rainfall, the information may not give the detailed distribution of the rainfalls.
The forecast can suggest a ‘near-normal’ total amount of rainfall in a given month or
season but, due to the rainfall being concentrated in only a few days or in a tightly defined
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location, it could result in severe damage and/or flooding in certain parts of the county
combined with long dry spells in another part.
In this regard, it is important to note that the climate is a statistical property of
weather phenomena based on long time-series data. However, the meteorological
capability in Zambia is limited, and the resultant observation infrastructure (as well as the
availability of the required data) challenges the Zambian Meteorological Department’s
ability to make detailed and accurate forecasts. Furthermore, the potential investment in
human, financial, and technical investment to improve such information quality is
significant.
Nonetheless, further digitisation of historic observation data is one of the ongoing
projects being undertaken by the Department with the aim of developing improved
simulation models, which can better identify long-term scales and patterns. In addition,
the meteorological facilities as a whole are being expanded, and the results from these
efforts may provide improved perspectives on the size of the climate changes impacting
Zambia. In parallel, the government is attempting to develop a common understanding
and awareness of the climate related risks, and mapping the impact of these on the supply
chain network and/or disease prevalence.
A complementary approach to humanitarian logistics preparedness
Preparedness means you have the information at hand well in advance so you are
prepared to say, ‘okay, at such, such a time this is likely to happen’, so you take
precautionary measures to reduce the impact of that occurrence. [INT15]

Having analysed the benefits and challenges related to the use and value of climate
forecast information in relation to the seasonal planning of responding aid organisations,
this subsection discusses two resultant different, but complementary, types of resource
mobilisation options in humanitarian logistics preparedness. These are a curative and a
mitigative approach.
A curative approach is a response-oriented method which is based on the
assumption that a disaster is inevitable and, consequently, it aims to support advanced
preparations so that, for example, the efficient and effective provision of the subsequent
relief supplies is achieved (Campbell and Jones 2011; Duran, Gutierrez, and Keskinocak
2011). Thus, sufficient resource mobilisation is required to ensure that the improved
disaster relief is realised through the swift mobilisation of ‘dormant’ resources to the
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‘action’ state as/when they are required (Kovács and Tatham 2009). As a result, the
‘disaster as an event’ becomes the centre of focus.
On the other hand, the responding organisations in our study adopted a mitigative
approach designed to put in place mitigation measures that reduce the impact of the
potential hazard risk and, thus, aim to manage the event without resorting to special
measures. Apart from emergency food aid, efforts were made to reduce the risk of crop
failure as a result of seasonal climate extremes by aligning the decisions related to the
sourcing of agricultural inputs with the seasonal climate outlook. In a similar way,
healthcare-related responding organisations identified potential disruptions to their
existing supply chain activities and utilised the meteorological forecast information to
evaluate the consequential changes in the location of demand and disease prevalence.
The main goal of responding organisations adopting the mitigative approach is
that of reducing the vulnerability of the supply chain to seasonal climate risks. In parallel,
the approach will also support such organisations in their goal of improving the
circumstances of those living in the disaster risk area (Kunz and Gold 2017) by facilitating
‘the consideration of the long-term effects of aid and the embeddedness of humanitarian
in development activities’ (Kovács and Spens 2011) as well as emphasising the ‘ongoing
development’ of resilience in humanitarian logistics preparedness (Jahre, Pazirandeh, and
Van Wassenhove 2016).
Figure 2 presents each approach with the different lead-times and their associated
locations in the time horizons, together with the range of risk mitigation decisions that
our findings indicate are required. The two approaches to humanitarian logistics
preparedness are, however, complementary and should ideally be harmonised. One recent
development that can facilitate such complementary approach is the use of forecast-based
financing that aims to operationalise the concept of anticipatory humanitarian assistance
– in other words, both the curative and mitigative approach which is based on short-term
warning/forecast and seasonal/monthly forecast respectively – that can be implemented
in the window of opportunity between a forecast and a disaster (Coughlan de Perez et al.
2015; DRK 2017).
<Insert Figure 2 here>
Such a dual objective approach is particularly relevant in relation to preparedness
against seasonal climate risks where it is important for the staff of aid organisations to 1)
monitor the natural climate variability and highlight unfamiliar changes in order to
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anticipate the associated risks of hazards (Braman et al. 2013), and, at the same time, 2)
identify the climate-related vulnerability in physical and social structures (Weaver et al.
2013) in which humanitarian supply chain actors are engaged and are able to contribute.
Thus, with different time-scales and quality of climate forecasts available,
HLSCM actors need short term information in order to understand the likely locations
and intensity of a potential extreme event as a means of improving their resource
mobilisation for the immediate preparedness and response (Braman et al. 2013; Goddard
et al. 2010). However, equally importantly, they also need longer time-scale information
(e.g. seasonal to inter-annual climate forecasts and, ideally, even longer time-scales) to
plan the resource mobilisation through deliberate impact assessments as well as to reduce
the vulnerability of the population to climate and weather-related hazards (Weaver et al.
2013).
Conclusions and areas of future research
This study contributes to an improved understanding of climate-based humanitarian
logistics preparedness, a set of strategic actions, such as seasonal resource mobilisation,
that can take into account climate forecast information. Whereas past humanitarian
logistics preparedness research that has factored in meteorological forecast has mainly
considered short-term forecast against an imminent disaster event, this study explored a
novel aspect, i.e. how is seasonal climate information used to improve the mobilisation
of resources in the humanitarian logistics preparedness. By utilisation of seasonal climate
information that provides a heightened understanding of the risk of seasonal climate
extremes presented as the probability of the events occurrence and of its severity, climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness effectively addresses core dimension of supply
chain risk. In other words, it can benefit from better knowledge of the extent of disruptive
trigger (meteorological disaster risk), longer proportion of logistics preparedness period
to foster supply chain robustness to adequately cope with supply chain vulnerability, and
flexible time horizon informed by indication of potential change of seasonal pattern.
The findings of this study demonstrate that climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness is enabled by two overarching dimension of seasonal planning practices
which are adopted by aid organisations and support resource mobilisation decisions for
SC risk mitigation strategies. Sourcing and inventory decisions are proactively taken to
cope with the impact of seasonality by taking account to the estimated demand based on
seasonal climate information – stimulated by considerations such as needs specification,
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collaboration planning, forward placement, and strategic stock movements. In addition,
intervention time window decisions are made through flexible operationalisation that
determines when such interventions should start and also adjusts the seasonal resource
mobilisation that is actually undertaken.
These findings highlight the role of seasonal resource mobilisation planning that
takes into account such climate forecast information in order to support SC risk mitigation
strategies whilst also maintaining the ongoing aid programmes and other public services.
In other words, the main objective of such resource mobilisation efforts is to enhance
supply chain robustness to reduce the impact of potential extreme weather events on
existing supply chains, rather than to support the provision of a new temporary relief
supply chain.
This paper demonstrates that there is considerable potential for those working in
the HLSCM field to incorporate the climate-related information into their research where
it will make an important contribution to the risk sensitive planning of resource
mobilisation. In particular, it is argued that the active use of seasonal climate forecasts
will have a significant impact on HLSCM and other operations that must take into account
the risks of climate variability and seasonal climate extremes.
Enhanced climate forecast information would provide improved indicators to
support the planning for the different processes of humanitarian logistics such as
procurement, warehousing, and last mile distribution. As demonstrated in this research,
information such as seasonal rainfall forecasts, hydrological conditions, and other multisectoral information (e.g. health conditions and preliminary/final crop forecasts) can
contribute to the development of appropriate early warning systems.
Further investigation is, however, required in respect of a cost analysis of climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness. This could include a basic matrix comparing
the weather/climate-threatened value and cost of various preparedness actions, including
the risk mitigation strategies of both mitigative and curative approaches that this study
has discussed. In this way, an efficient and effective combination of two approaches can
potentially be realised. Our study partially contributes to this by uncovering the extent of
the utilisation of seasonal climate forecasts for resource mobilisation in practice, because
an improved cost analysis would be enabled by a greater understanding of the actions an
HLSCM actor can or may take.
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Using seasonal climate forecast to drive humanitarian logistics
preparedness
Humanitarian logistics preparedness in light of climate forecast information is an
important but so far neglected aspect of the scholarly discussion. This study aims
to identify mechanisms behind the utilisation of seasonal climate information in
humanitarian logistics preparedness, as well as examining how such information
can be better used to improve logistics decision-making. The study draws on
findings from a qualitative study of responding organisations in Zambia in which
recurring seasonal climate risks are present. By analysing the organisations’
dynamic engagements with seasonal climate information for their humanitarian
logistics preparedness, this study identifies the underlying processes of recurring
seasonal humanitarian logistics preparedness, as well as recognisable patterns
created through different practices. This study will better inform decision makers
regarding disaster management in aid organisations, including about how the
incorporation of available seasonal climate information into their humanitarian
logistics preparedness measures can serve to mitigate and reduce potential disaster
risks.
Keywords: humanitarian logistics; logistics preparedness; disaster preparedness;
disaster risk mitigation; seasonal climate information

1. Introduction
Humanitarian logistics preparedness is now a significant issue in humanitarian logistics
and supply chain management (HLSCM), not only for facilitating resource mobilisation
once a disaster happens but also for mitigating and reducing disaster risk. Inherently,
many humanitarian organisations deal with great uncertainty when putting in place
logistics preparedness measures, due to the unpredictable nature of natural hazards even
if they are recurrent, e.g. seasonal climate that relates to a recurring annual ‘wet season’,
including its onset, duration, and amount of rainfall it brings. The variability and erratic
characteristics of recurrent seasonal climate risks, especially those related to hydrometeorological hazards, present increasing challenges to the management of logistics and
supply chains for humanitarian organisations. For example, erratic temperature and
rainfall patterns are projected to alter the geographical distribution of infectious diseases
and to increase the risk of crop failure in many developing countries, stressing the need
for an adequate seasonal resource mobilisation. At its core, disaster preparedness amounts
to logistical preparedness under uncertainty (Kunz et al., 2014; Rodríguez-Espíndola et
al., 2017; Scholten et al., 2014).
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In the presence of such uncertainties, well-informed logistics preparedness is extremely
critical for any humanitarian operations. In order to achieve this, it is the meteorological
forecast information, which is an area that can be further exploited in the field of HLSCM.
Galindo and Batta (2013) asserted that meteorological forecast information must be
utilised when conducting preparedness activities in order to prevent and mitigate the
catastrophic consequences of potential disasters. Noteworthily, recent developments in
seasonal climate information have enabled for better knowledge of seasonal climate risks
(Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013) as well as for more effective planning of humanitarian
preparedness actions for hydro-meteorological hazards (Braman et al., 2010, 2013; Tozier
de la Poterie et al., 2017). In preparation for such climate-related risks, the utilisation of
seasonal climate information within humanitarian logistics should not be overlooked.
While various studies have looked to analyse logistics preparedness in HLSCM (see Jahre
et al., 2016), there is a lack of empirical research on humanitarian logistics preparedness
that can address disaster mitigation and risk reduction against recurring seasonal climate
risks. Except for a few studies that have applied short-term forecasts to logistics
preparedness decision models in the context of preparing for abrupt hydrological hazards
(Davis et al., 2013), the use of meteorological information, in particular seasonal climate
information, has not been actively investigated. Considering that the recurring
characteristics of climate risks and their changing patterns, it is extremely important to be
‘climate-sensitive’ (Hellmuth et al., 2007) when making decisions for humanitarian
logistics preparedness in order to mitigate and respond to seasonal climate risks that
concern major livelihoods and health problems.
Thus a broader understanding of the mechanisms and decision-making environments in
which seasonal climate information is consumed and understood for humanitarian
logistics preparedness is critically substantial for advancing an active utilisation of
seasonal climate forecasts, i.e. climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness. This
study addresses this issue by looking at the practices of responding organisations in
Zambia that seek to utilise seasonal climate information for the purposes of humanitarian
logistics preparedness, and aims to answer the following two research questions:
•
•

How aid organisations understand, perceive and apply seasonal climate
information in humanitarian logistics preparedness?
How can seasonal climate information be better used to improve humanitarian
logistics decisions for recurring seasonal climate risks?

This study contributes to the initial understanding of the concept of climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness and the resulting framework provides a base that can
be used to enhance and complement current state of humanitarian logistics preparedness
based on meteorological forecast information.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section reviews relevant studies
of humanitarian logistics preparedness under uncertainty; scenario-based studies
especially are closely examined and major advantages associated with the use of
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meteorological forecast information are reviewed, as well as some limited but existing
studies that utilise meteorological information into their models. This is followed by a
description of the primary research method that was adopted, after which the findings are
presented. A discussion of the findings, development of the associated conclusions, and
consideration of areas of future research complete the paper.
2. Literature review
The primary objective of humanitarian logistics preparedness can be defined as an
assurance of adequate planning for necessary resource mobilisation in respect of the
potential needs involved, including mitigation of disaster risks (Jahre et al., 2016). Studies
have considered various operational processes, functions, and capabilities as making up
the key elements of humanitarian logistics preparedness (Jahre et al., 2016; Jensen and
Hertz, 2016; Kunz et al., 2014), including the mobilising of physical but also intangible
resources (Kovács et al., 2012; Kunz et al., 2014). One of the challenges facing
humanitarian organisations is, however, high levels of turbulence and uncertainty. A
number of studies have examined decisions for humanitarian logistics preparedness under
uncertainty that are associated with the occurrence of a disaster, as well as the resulting
demands (Balcik et al., 2016; Caunhye et al., 2012; Galindo and Batta, 2013b; Gutjahr
and Nolz, 2016). Based on these studies, this section reviews some of the most relevant
discussions in the literature on humanitarian logistics preparedness, in particular for
hydro-meteorological hazards, together with the incorporation of meteorological forecast
information.
2.1. Humanitarian logistics preparedness under uncertainty
Decisions related to humanitarian logistics preparedness are characterised under
uncertainty, of which the main uncertainty in a humanitarian setting comes from three
main sources: demand, supply, and cost (Bozorgi-Amiri et al., 2013; Richardson et al.,
2016). Table 1 presents the different aspects of each uncertainty.
Demand

Source of
uncertainty

Hazard
characteristics

Strength, severity, impact, timing, location, changes in
pattern

Relief needs

Type, quantity, location

Supply

Relief supplies

Availability, shortage, capacity constraints (storage,
distribution), delay

Cost

Operational costs

Procurement, routes, transportation, damage, travel
times

Table 1. Source of Uncertainty
Demand uncertainty is associated with the characteristics of various hazards, together
with the consequent characterisation of aid needs, answering questions related to what,
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where, when, and how much hazard impact is involved (Holguín-Veras et al., 2012). In
particular, seasonal variability, as well as shifting patterns of climate conditions, also
affect the demand uncertainty (Beck and Bernauer, 2011; Thornton et al., 2014). Supply
uncertainty originates from unpredictable variability, which relates to how suppliers
operate, become involved in, and contribute to humanitarian logistics preparedness
(Bozorgi-Amiri et al., 2013; Colicchia et al., 2010). While cost uncertainty will have an
impact on the former two sources of uncertainty, the actual operational cost will also
depend on the uncertainties concerning various logistics services, including
transportation, routes, and facilities (Richardson et al., 2016). The challenge is the
translation of inherent uncertainties, which are embedded in potential hazards and so need
to be incorporated into operational planning in order to see resources effectively
mobilised and to perform key humanitarian logistics preparedness measures to mitigate
disaster risks (Bhattacharya et al., 2013; de Leeuw et al., 2012). Arguably the most
important source of uncertainty for humanitarian logistics preparedness is that of demand
uncertainty (Bozorgi-Amiri et al., 2013), which we focus on here in order to make the
case for climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness through the monitoring,
analysing, and forecasting of the potential hazards and their impact.
2.2. Humanitarian logistics preparedness for hydro-meteorological hazards
Quantitative model development is a well-established research area that provides optimal
solutions for planning humanitarian logistics preparedness. Most of these studies have
modelled humanitarian logistics preparedness decisions based on location, alongside the
replenishment problems of physical goods (Jahre et al., 2016). Scenario development 1 is
commonly applied in order to incorporate the parameters of uncertainty into optimisation
models. A set of scenarios with distributed probabilities represents uncertain disaster
events and consequent relief needs (Rawls and Turnquist, 2010). Hence, a scenario
becomes a specific realisation of uncertain parameters (Bozorgi-Amiri et al., 2013).
In recognition of inevitable disaster uncertainties, a scenario-based approach is useful, as
it is sufficiently flexible to be manoeuvred into different situations, providing decision
makers with a variety of possible future outcomes (Ranger and Niehörster, 2012; Vargas
Florez et al., 2014). In particular, a stochastic scenario approach can be useful in the case
of more tractable situations, as well as when the limited number of possible states
sufficiently reflects the potential set of outcomes (Campbell and Jones, 2011; Mete and
Zabinsky, 2010). However, most scenario-building processes in the extant literature are
based on data that is historical in nature (Davis et al., 2013). In other words, the
incorporation of information, such as weather forecasts or seasonal climate information,

1

For detailed scenario development procedures and different steps of the method, see Hong et al.
(2015) and Alem et al. (2016).
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has rarely been considered.
In the context of disaster preparedness for hydro-meteorological hazards, aid
organisations will gain significant support by combining meteorological forecast
information into humanitarian logistics preparedness planning, given that such
information – depending on its accuracy – will complement existing data and the overall
analysis result (Rodríguez-Espíndola et al., 2017). The major benefits are threefold.
First, identifying disaster characteristics through meteorological forecasts will help to
increase the possibility of producing effective early warnings for logistical preparation,
predicting the location, timing, and impact of the hazard, so allowing for an estimate of
potential demands (Holguín-Veras et al., 2012). Aid organisations are expected to benefit
from meteorological forecast information that will supplement the probability of disaster
occurrence in a particular area, as opposed to relying on historical records (Davis et al.,
2013). Second, by incorporating such information, relevant assessment and logistics
preparation for the risk of extreme weather events (rare and improbable) can be planned
in advance with longer lead-time, allowing for the determination of adapted tangible and
intangible resource mobilisation. Third, meteorological forecast information is useful and
important for an anticipatory and planned process of humanitarian logistics preparedness,
factoring in potential changes in climate conditions, such as seasonal patterns (Tozier de
la Poterie et al., 2017). Studies have underlined that the climate baselines are shifting but,
at the same time, there is significant ‘abnormal’ climate variability, which is causing
shifted climate patterns (Crane et al., 2011). A thorough assessment of such risk factors
and vulnerability (Kumar and Havey, 2013) is important for any risk mitigation strategies
in logistics management (e.g. postponement, speculation, and flexible supply base) in the
context of HLSCM. This is because logistics preparedness activities of many
humanitarian organisations are critical for many vulnerable areas where climatic patterns
are closely linked with agricultural production (food security) and distribution of
infectious diseases (public health).
2.3. Application of meteorological forecasts in humanitarian logistics
preparedness
A limited body of literature on humanitarian logistics preparedness includes key
meteorological forecast information in the research, with those that have mainly focusing
on the context of hurricane and rapid hydrological hazards in developed countries (see
Table 2).
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Reference

Meteorological
forecast
information in use

Application

Key decisions (in
model)

Planning
horizon

(Lodree and
Taskin,
2009)

Wind speed forecast
information;
continuous forecast
updates

Wind speed to
estimate demand;
trade-off between
updated accuracy and
logistics cost
efficiency

Optimal quantity and
timing of inventory
decision for demand
surge

Varied
(hours to
days)

(Taskin and
Lodree,
2010)

Annual hurricane
count rate based on
climate cycle (e.g.
sea-surface
temperature, Atlantic
multi-decadal
oscillation)

Hurricane demand is
assumed a linear
function of predicted
hurricane landfall
count rates

Determine
appropriate stock
level at the beginning
of the season

Seasonal

(de Leeuw et
al., 2012)

Weather forecast,
water level forecast
information

Monitor potential
flood risks based on
forecasts

Determine alarm
phases, disaster
timeline, needs and
demand

Short-term

(Bemley et
al., 2013)

Hurricane forecast
cone to determine
possible path and
affected area;
intensity category

Using forecast path
and intensity to
generate different
scales –discrepancy
response factor scores

Preposition repair
items and teams

Up to 72
hours

(Davis et al.,
2013)

Hurricane path and
intensity; hurricane
forecast cone

Forecast cone to
determine affected
area (demand/supply
node); Wind speed to
determine impact and
consequent scenario
with demand
estimation

Preposition relief
supplies; operationallevel decisions

Up to 48
hours

(Galindo
and Batta,
2013a)

Updated hurricane
forecasts

The latest forecast is
used to estimate
demand buffer and
affected potential areas

Preposition
emergency supplies

Up to 5
days

(Pacheco
and Batta,
2016)

Hurricane forecasts
with location of
landfall; intensity;
time of landfall

Forecast-driven model
to support dynamic
approach

Determine
prepositioning of
relief items in
preparation for a
foreseen hurricane;
prepositioning
additional supplies;
repositioning already
prepositioned
supplies

Frequent
updates
(min 6
hours); Up
to 5 days
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(Paul and
MacDonald,
2016)

Intensity; location of
landfall

Determine location
capacity with initial
forecast and evaluate
deployment decision
with next updates

Optimal location and
capacity of point of
dispensing sites;
optimal timing for
emergency stock
deployment

Up to 5
days

Table 2 Application of meteorological forecasts in humanitarian logistic preparedness
For example, hurricane forecast information from the US National Hurricane Center is
publicly available and widely used in the literature (Pacheco and Batta, 2016; Paul and
MacDonald, 2016). The information is utilised to estimate the risk that a storm presents,
such as potential property damage and flooding of the coast, and so establishing an
appropriate level of evacuation decisions, as well as consequent supply provision to
shelter the population (Tovia, 2007) or inventory decisions (Lodree and Taskin, 2009;
Taskin and Lodree, 2010). The visualised forecast cone, in particular, is used to partition
the affected and non-affected area, allowing for the relocation of supplies to be
determined in advance among existing supply networks (Davis et al., 2013). While the
forecast lead time is up to 5 days, the potential real-time updates are exploited in the
model with a dynamic approach to determine and modify prepositioning decisions before
the hurricane landfall (Pacheco and Batta, 2016).
However, it is assumed that the forecasts are applied to the model mechanically as a given
straightforward input and based on rational choice with high certainty, despite the limited
specificity and difficulties in decision-making in practice. Indeed, Powell et al. (2016)
identified from focus group workshops, attended by hydrology and disaster experts, that
the perceived risks and likelihood of disruption are not affected solely by the predicted
weather conditions but also social and political contexts. Regnier (2008) indicated the
challenges of making decisions based on inherently imperfect forecast information.
Lodree and Taskin (2009) also pointed out the trade-off between logistics cost and
accuracy in their model, however, the application of the forecast information in the
decision-making process remained unquestioned. Likewise, to achieve more effective
humanitarian logistics preparedness, there is a need for further research on the
mechanisms of the utilisation of climate information, via a consideration of the
cumulative and recurrent process of application.
Moreover, in the abovementioned context, the meteorological information provides shortterm weather forecasts for imminent hazard events, which leaves out the utilisation of
longer-term climate forecast information, such as seasonal-scale data. In their novel
model, Taskin and Lodree (2010) considered the predictive probabilities of hurricane
landfalls at longer lead times (seasonal-scale), aiming to define the hurricane season
demand surge. With the information being updated regularly before the season, they
modelled multi-period inventory stocking problems to adjust inventory decisions
accordingly. Building on such a seasonal-scale planning approach, the utilisation of
seasonal climate information needs to be further explored in the field of HLSCM, as such
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forecast information provides considerable benefits, allowing information to be updated
for logistics preparedness.
This study argues that it is important to improve our understanding on how seasonal
climate information is used and consumed by responding organisations, as doing so will
allow for the better management of humanitarian logistics preparedness against climate
extremes and associated disaster risks. As Jahre et al. (2016) pointed out, more research
is needed to understand the way in which the different mechanisms for humanitarian
logistics preparedness are developed. In particular, the current study focuses on the
process of utilising seasonal climate information in humanitarian logistics preparedness
that remains as a ‘black box’. Therefore, this study aims to fill in a number of knowledge
gaps in the literature: (1) an investigation of the mechanisms and processes of
incorporating seasonal climate information into humanitarian logistics preparedness; (2)
the utilisation of seasonal climate information in mitigative humanitarian logistics
preparedness; and (3) an enhanced understanding of different practices and the possible
elaboration of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness.
3. Data and Method
This study has made use of the qualitative approach (Caelli et al., 2003; Ketokivi and
Choi, 2014; Narasimhan, 2014) to develop a holistic and contextualised analysis of
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness. The unit of analysis is responding
organisations’ practice as the participated organisations are in common with their
involvement in national disaster management and climate information sharing platform,
while all are active in multiple areas within Zambia. A qualitative approach is useful to
identify differing processes and patterns of interdependent activities (Eisenhardt et al.,
2016) as well as to investigate their contemporariness and complexity (Meredith, 1998;
Voss et al., 2002). Thus, the primary focus lies in in-depth understanding of mechanisms
and/or logic (Aastrup and Halldórsson, 2008) behind the utilisation of seasonal climate
information in humanitarian logistics preparedness.
3.1. Research setting
The research was conducted in Zambia, a landlocked, sparsely populated southern
African country facing multiple challenges related to weather and climate. Prone to both
droughts and floods, Zambia has suffered in the past 30 years due to increasingly erratic
rainfalls and longer spells of drought that have become far more frequent (Arslan et al.,
2015). Strong seasonal distinctiveness in climate exists as wet and dry seasons; hence,
seasonality is considered a regular phenomenon but is recurrent with variable degrees of
climate shocks and extremity.
In Zambia, potential use of seasonal climate information is well understood by aid
organisations due to regional/national emphasis on the value of such information. Within
the process of Southern Africa regional climate outlook forum, seasonal climate outlooks
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for 3 months are regularly issued and discussed along with other products addressing
monitoring prior to the major rainfall season (O’Brien and Vogel, 2003). The information
is widely accessible to the disaster preparedness and response community, including
authorities from the government, major United Nations agencies, and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs). In addition, seasonal climate information is used as a key
component of national contingency plans (Hyvärinen et al., 2015). Therefore, Zambia
provides a rich context for studying the utilisation of meteorological forecast information
for humanitarian logistics preparedness in the context of recurrent seasonal climate
variety.
3.2. Data collection
The primary data for this study has been collected based on field research. Qualitative
data were collected though observation, interviews, and a focus group discussion. In
addition, some relevant organisational documents and reports obtained from the field
were surveyed. These data provide rich information about the organisational practices of
applying climate information within their seasonal planning activities. Two field visits
were made and these were hosted by the Zambia Meteorological Department (ZMD).
Such facilitation of the local institution for the field research was greatly helpful for
finding and accessing the organisations and informants in the study. At the same time, the
field study could further enriched through frequent informal discussions with the local
meteorologist and ZMD managers.
The sampling strategy for this study followed the purposeful sampling suggested by
Patton (1990). In contrast to random sampling, the organisations were deliberately
selected in order to serve the purpose of the study, and hence, three criteria were specified:
1) being involved in institutional arrangement of national disaster management, 2) having
organisational missions and objectives for ongoing activities in public administration and
development and/or humanitarian aid, and 3) being involved in the process of planning,
implementing, and controlling tangible/intangible logistics preparedness to serve the
community. In this way, the study can ensure that the selected organisations are both
relevant and appropriate for identifying humanitarian logistics preparedness practice with
seasonal climate information.
The interview guide was developed in advance based on two main inputs in order to
ensure contextual relevance. First, to understand the major processes and structures of
regional- and country-specific disaster management, relevant documents and reports were
examined as a desk research, including annual/thematic reports, contingency plans, and
other meteorological data. Second, at the beginning of the project, two Zambia
meteorologists have made a visit to the workshop which was held in the researcher’s
institution. During this workshop, detailed discussion ensued about relevant activities and
development of meteorological information; and sharing of those information within
national and Southern African Development Community. This workshop with local
Meteorologist was a very important step for the research design as many elements
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discussed were subsequently fed into the development of interview guide; and if the
workshop was organised with other contributors, e.g. development manager, the
researcher would have been presented with a different brief.
The interview guide was created in the form of semi-structured questions, notably to act
as a prompt, reminding the interviewer about all necessary topics, questions, and areas to
probe. The interviews were ranging from 40 to 90 minutes and thoroughly explored the
subjects at hand. Potential interviewees were contacted by email or telephone in advance
and briefed about the project. In total, 25 interviews were conducted (See Appendix 1).
The primary informants were managers/director of the organisation and/or programme
with active involvement in seasonal planning of aid operations.
3.3. Data analysis
Primarily, data analysis involved transcribing the interview data as a part of interpretative
process (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009). The vast data, which consisted of field notes,
interview transcripts, and documents, were collated, categorised, and organised using
Nvivo qualitative analysis software. The data was analysed using a thematic analysis
approach (Attride-Stirling, 2001; Braun and Clarke, 2006; Nowell et al., 2017).
At the outset of the analysis, the characteristics, main activities, and involvement in
seasonal mobilisation was classified for each organisation. Following that, descriptions
of each organisation were developed that outlined the key decisions and outcomes that
supported the respective groups’ engagement with climate forecast information within
the processes by which they prepared their seasonal logistics. The main focus of the
analysis was on identifying the mechanisms and practices of actions (Borgström, 2012;
Näslund, 2002) that the responding organisations employed to utilise seasonal climate
forecasts within their humanitarian logistics preparedness activities. Some of the
categories that were identified during the data analysis stage included use of historical
knowledge and data, judgement of weather information and the associated risk
perceptions, inter-organisational/multi-sectoral meetings, weather variations, and
reflections on climate change and its possible implications.
During the iterative process of coding, existing literature was consulted on an ongoing
basis to develop further insights into the key concepts that were emerging and to refine
the constructs (Eisenhardt et al., 2016). Specific focus was placed on literature related to
the application of seasonal climate forecasts (Lemos et al., 2012) and the cognitive
processes that are involved in logistics management (Tokar, 2010) and disaster
preparation plans (Paton, 2003; Weber, 2006); for example, studies that examined ways
in which key decisions makers use knowledge and information that is available to make
analytical and/or experiential decisions (Lindell and Perry, 2012; Marx et al., 2007). The
outcome of such iterative process helped the researcher to scrutinise the actions that are
employed to assimilate and utilise the forecast information that contributes to
humanitarian logistics preparedness.
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With regards to the trustworthiness of the research findings (Halldórsson and Aastrup,
2003), the credibility and dependability of the study was enhanced through five main
activities. First, well-understood and practised research methods and processes were
employed throughout the research. Second, early familiarity with the empirical settings
and organisations were involved in the research process, which included consulting
Zambian meteorologists and meticulously screening documents of significance. Third,
data triangulation was performed to verify consistency across the data sources. Fourth,
debriefing meetings between the author and researchers from aligned fields of study, in
both meteorology and supply chain management, were held on a regular basis. Lastly, the
workshop was organised in Zambia to disseminate the preliminary project report and to
present its findings. In parallel, the confirmability of the analyses was enhanced by
incorporating data from consultancy documents and assessment reports.
4. Findings and discussions
This study explores the practices of aid organisations that seek to utilise seasonal climate
information for the purposes of humanitarian logistics preparedness. This question is
important as, where the HLSCM literature has factored in meteorological information, it
has been used in a straightforward manner, overlooking the uncertainty that is intrinsic to
natural hazards, together with contextual and perceptual elements.
This study identifies three key processes for climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness, based on an analysis of organisations’ engagement with seasonal climate
information. The following processes were commonly employed by those that
participated: 1) producing stimulus/requirements for the current and future application of
seasonal climate information; 2) ensuring the information that is available is relevant to
the organisation’s humanitarian logistics preparedness; and 3) implementing the
incorporation of the available seasonal climate information into humanitarian logistics
preparedness evaluations, decisions, and measures.
The relevant practices in each process reveal the various application of seasonal climate
information, resulting in the constitution of two archetypical patterns of climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness: simplification and actualisation. A pattern of
simplification becomes apparent when analysing how limited the responding
organisations’ use of valuable climate information actually is, tending to treat the data as
nothing more than a frame of reference for confirming whether the ‘business as usual’
preparedness measures are appropriate. In contrast, an actualisation pattern is identified
when seasonal climate information is actively examined by responding organisations in
advance, allowing for more thorough humanitarian logistics preparedness and riskmitigation efforts to take place. In the sections that follow, each process that contributes
to the constitution of two archetypical patterns of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness will be further discussed.
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4.1. Producing stimulus for applying seasonal climate information
Different responding organisations have different perceptions of the climate and weather
conditions they are up against, as their approaches must be based on the environment of
the regions in which they have active programmes and operations. As the wet season
approaches, the process of seasonal resource mobilisation is underway. During this
process, expectations for the upcoming wet season contribute to the subsequent patterning
of seasonal forecast utilisation in logistics preparedness.
On the one hand, the use of climate information is simplified as responding organisations
have strong perceptions about the constancy of seasonality. As one of the interviewees
explained, “We are faced with the rainy season and the rains are constant… amazingly
robust even under global climate change” [7]. The meaning of ‘constant’ includes not
only that the seasons are strictly divided into wet and dry periods but also that their
seasonal variability and impacts recur; hence, a seasonal climate is considered to be a
predictable phenomenon, behaving the same every year with expected consequences that
require similar recurrent resource mobilisation. Because of this, flood-prone areas are
seen as easy to identify, with post-disaster recovery logistics operations being familiar
with delivery sites they “revisit and revisit” [9], meaning that for “very few years does it
change [from] facility to facility” [3].
Likewise, the rather flat variability of the recent seasons contributes to the patterning of
simplification logic. Some adverse weather effects were considered as mostly localised
events, meaning that seasons with such events were understood as fair and decent by
having few reference points to previous “major” [10] or “massive” [6] droughts and/or
floods that occurred decades ago.
This simplification logic is upheld by responding organisations’ assumptions that the
seasonal climate risks are manageable. Some interviewees claimed that they tend to pay
limited attention to climate information because seasonal variability never becomes an
issue “unless it is a crisis” [6]. Also commented, “The rains come and you just have to
deal with them. That’s just part of the reality of working here. We anticipate exactly
before… and get certain things done before the rains” [7] so the manageability of the
seasonality is emphasised.
On the other hand, responding organisations succeed in extending their engagement with
seasonal climate information by recognising the erratic characteristics and changing
patterns of climate conditions. Prolonged dry spells are widely recognised by
organisations as an example of erratic and changing rainfall patterns, which is “becoming
increasingly common nowadays” [4]. Aid organisations must be prepared for “other
secondary effects that start coming as a result of the change in weather patterns” [17],
including weather-related vulnerability such as water shortages, disease outbreaks, major
insect pests, and/or decreased crop yields. As organisations’ concerns continue to grow,
the managers are motivated to seek more climate information in order to mitigate the
potential impacts of seasonal climate risks. One interviewee commented: “We felt that
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we needed to get involved to start addressing issues [related to seasonal climate
information] … mainly because of the rainfall pattern which has changed” [9].
These actions related to producing stimulus /requirement for current and future
application of forecast information become more entangled with the responding
organisations’ contextuality when they attempt to ensure relevance of information to their
priorities.
4.2. Ensuring information relevance to humanitarian logistics preparedness
Patterns of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness are created through the
different priorities that the responding organisations determine. The organisations achieve
the patterning of simplified engagement by avoiding worst-case scenarios, such as being
stock-out for critical resources. Securing the availability of supply stocks, therefore, is
highly prioritised for services that require a continuous stream of supplies. In the
healthcare sector, some medical commodities, human resources, equipment, and relevant
resources are essential for the success of health-related interventions, for example, HIV
programmes, because the patients “have to get their supply… and stay on drug” [7].
Often, size (quantification) of inventory is managed using minimum reorder levels, as
specified by downstream clinics, so any consideration of the potential effects or changes
of seasonality on demand is limited. Such a deterministic approach is complemented by
the push system, which distributes more stock in anticipation of disruptions based on
historical data and past experience, as one interviewee commented: “It’s all based on
historical knowledge instead of being based on the patterns in the meteorological patterns.
It’s more based on people’s knowledge of who’s going to get cut off” [3].
In addition, simplification logic is supported by a preference for having a ‘sure-thing’
driving key risk aversion decisions. In the agricultural sector, for example, responding
organisations supply early maturing varieties and/or promote early planting as a way to
avoid potential harvest loss from erratic rainfall but also to secure “at least something
from the field” [4], if not as a means of expecting the maximum possible quantity.
Organisations weigh up their options with a view to achieving secure choices that involve
minimal engagement with climate forecast information.
On the other hand, responding organisations realise their engagement with seasonal
climate information by prioritising their tasks, aiming to balance the different potential
consequences of seasonal climate risks on logistics preparedness. These priorities include
“to see what resources would be needed to prepare in that particular area… so all that
[seasonal climate] information is put in the contingency plan and then you use that to
mobilise the resources” [17]. Preparations are also in place for the prepositioning of relief
items and planning for evacuating affected populations, however, such preparedness for
relief needs is only a partial aspect of such seasonal climate risks. While emergency relief
operations are necessary to some extent, most seasonal floods or droughts in Zambia, for
example, are not large-scale events that require external relief intervention. Instead, for
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responding organisations the most concerning impact of seasonal climate risks is on the
livelihood of communities, particularly in rural and remote parts of the country.
Thus, the deterioration of communities’ health, income, and livelihoods, as well as
disruptions to supporting logistics functions, are of major concern to responding
organisations, because all these factors are heavily affected by even small-scale seasonal
climate extremes. By conveying the leading indicators of seasonal climate information to
communities at risk, the responding organisations act as facilitators, interacting with field
extension officers, cooperatives, and leading farmers so that the information can be shared
and channelled to grassroots levels:
“We work as a team. So, when there is such information, normally we conduct
meetings at the community level where we discuss this issue and we share” [8].
“We work hand in hand with those extension agents with information about
meteorological data or forecasting of rains… and say ‘Okay, so this is what this
might mean and you might want to choose this type of seed over this type of seed,’
and support that, rather than kind of be the ones directly saying this is what you need
to do. We see that more as our role” [6].

Such practices help responding organisations to actively monitor and follow seasonal
climate outlooks by searching, interpreting, and translating the climate information for
local communities. Responding organisations can plan ahead, therefore, mobilising
community resources in advance to adapt their logistics decisions. These include specific
sourcing decisions of agricultural inputs, estimations of the locations and sizes of
populations in need of healthcare commodities (pre and post rainfall season), and
preparations for effective control measures for infectious waterborne diseases (e.g.
malaria and cholera) of which success measures are much affected by seasonal quality.
4.3. Implementing incorporation of available seasonal climate information
The patterning of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness is further shaped by
the way in which organisations organise and incorporate the climate information that is
available to them, shaping their preparedness evaluation, decisions, and measures.
Through this third process, responding organisations support the previously discussed
two processes. In other words, the simplification pattern is complemented whilst the
actualisation pattern is strengthened so that all are brought together to achieve climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness. Decisions related to mobilising resources are
defined and arranged in the course of organising and incorporating seasonal climate
information. This is enacted by multi-sectoral discussion for seasonal resource
mobilisation that offers several advantages in implementing the incorporation of available
seasonal climate information, i.e. overcoming the usability gap of climate forecast
information, networking across organisations and sectors, and learning from experts.
Figure 1 represents the resulting framework of climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness.
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•
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•
•

Choosing riskless mitigation
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Simplification
•
Preparing
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•
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Usability gap
Implementing incorporation
•
•
•
•

Multi-sectoral discussion for seasonal resource mobilisation
Narrowing usability gap
Networking across organisations / sectors
Learning from experts

Climate-based logistics preparedness

Figure 1. Framework of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness

As discussed, responding organisations tend to simplify their engagement with forecast
information by relying on historical data and past experience. In fact, this simplification
pattern is perpetuated by the limited usability of information. This study confirms the
findings from the previous research in the climate science literature, which highlighted
this usability gap and particularly those barriers that affect usability (Lemos et al., 2012).
The usability gap is interlinked with the information fit (Lemos et al., 2012) regarding the
accuracy, salience, and geographical specificity of the forecast information. Due to the
chaotic nature of climate, complete accuracy will never be easily achieved; however, the
usability of climate information depends on whether it can inform specific decisions
(Thomson et al., 2003). Some challenges are pointed out: “I think [there should be] more
district specification… to be more specific to locality would be more helpful” [10]. And
“a level where the forecast comes in smaller units” [11], as the currently presented ‘above,
below, or near normal’ range is too broad and general.
In addition, how the information is presented is also crucial – in other words, the
“packaging of the information” [17] matters. Some claimed that it is difficult to interpret
the information owing to “meteorological jargon” [20] and a lack of capacity for creating
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alerts that aid organisations and communities can then act upon. Limited use of symbols
and lack of other visual material [9] as well as “friendly data format” [25] have decreased
the usability of information. There is a need to “harmonise the interpretation of those
terms” [16] into preparedness decisions, as well as achieving a clearer understanding of
the usability gap between what climate information producers hope is useful and what
users of climate information think can be applied.
Multi-sectoral discussions for seasonal resource mobilisation act as podiums, offering
complementary goods for limited usability that responding organisations can then apply
based on the climate information that is crucial to their own operations. In particular, the
way in which organisations engage further is undertaken through networking across
organisations and sectors in order to produce the greatest value of climate forecasts
information in humanitarian logistics preparedness. The multi-sectoral discussion is
undertaken in the form of a consultative forum, cluster meetings, and/or a coordinating
committee among the UN system, international and local NGOs, and relevant government
departments. These discussions are organised regularly (quarterly) but, in addition,
meetings are held before the wet season as necessary. Topics and decisions that are made
through such multi-sectoral discussions are prepositioning, infrastructural damage
assessment (to mitigate the effects of limited accessibility in a proactive way), community
engagement and aligning procurement/delivery system.
The main purpose of multi-sectoral networking is to mobilise resources to mitigate the
impact of climate extremes, which one manager described as “interventions that will stop
making this [seasonal variability] a disaster” [11]. As seasonal climate conditions impact
sectors differently, humanitarian logistics preparedness requires a systematic level of
concern. For example, one manager explained that “a drought may be a meteorological
drought but not necessarily an agricultural drought” [15]. In addition, a normal season
from the perspective of a meteorologist can be a ‘hydrological drought’ owing to lack of
groundwater recharge. Issues of seasonal climate conditions demand multi-sectoral
concerns and, therefore, enable responding organisations to adapt their resource
mobilisation and programming according to the information generated in such a
discussion, based on the contribution of experts in each sector. As some managers
outlined:
I think we are lucky because, in these cluster meetings, we have specialists who are
from the climate change network… we have people from agriculture… then the UN
also [has] got a very good unit specialist… looking at the regional perspective in
terms of the weather pattern for this period. [9]
Multi-sector discussion [is required because of] the uniqueness of the scenario;
sometimes it may be so unique you need someone with another skillset. [18]

While climate forecast information is “not the only trigger” [10] for any mitigation and
preparedness measures, when turning the information into action, the relevant discussions
of humanitarian logistics preparedness centred on “what comes out from the
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meteorological department” [17] with different implications on different actors. Thus, the
approach is based on bringing experts together to discuss the upcoming season,
supporting community engagement in addressing vulnerability, assembling relevant
information for use in seasonal logistics preparedness and identifying/coordinating what
resources should be mobilised to mitigate and respond to a particular area of risk.
5. Conclusions, contributions, and future research
With increasing seasonal climate risks and the changing patterns of climate conditions,
short-term and response-oriented approaches may not be sufficient for an effective
humanitarian logistics preparedness, failing to mitigate disaster risk. Recent
developments in climate science invite the possibility of extending our humanitarian
logistics preparedness measures to a broader period of time, allowing for a shift of
attention from managing disaster events to managing disaster risks.
This study provides an insight into how seasonal climate information is incorporated into
the humanitarian logistics preparedness of responding aid organisations that deal with
seasonal climate risks. Humanitarian logistics preparedness in light of seasonal climate
information is an important but so far neglected aspect of the scholarly discussion around
humanitarian logistics. Although the benefits of weather information that provides early
warning signals have been recognised as essential and desirable for planning
humanitarian logistics preparedness, there remains a gap in our knowledge related to the
recurring mechanisms through which seasonal climate information is consumed and
understood for this purpose.
Drawing on a qualitative case study, this paper contributes to logistics preparedness
studies in humanitarian logistics literature across several dimensions. First, this paper
identifies the different incorporation processes of seasonal climate information in
humanitarian logistics preparedness that aid organisations make. These processes are 1)
producing stimulus/requirements for applying climate information, 2) Ensuring relevance
to preparedness measures, and 3) Implementing the incorporation of climate information.
These processes and associated practices enable aid organisations to better implement
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness.
Analysing the different practices of the first two processes reveals two different patterns
of seasonal humanitarian logistics preparedness; namely simplification and actualisation.
These differing patterns highlight the importance of establishing both context and
meaning when considering climate information. Under the simplification pattern, to
address recurring disruptions aid organisations undertake a limited use of climate
information, while adopting a routinised mechanism for such recurring disruptions based
on presumptions of constancy and manageability. The mobilisation of logistics resources
is based on rather deterministic inventory management models and riskless options, while
issues relating to stock availability are also prioritised. This simplification pattern of
seasonal humanitarian logistics preparedness can be justified when patterns of climate
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show no changes in trends, resulting in a rather predictable climate variability. Under
such circumstances, the simplification approach can benefit from focused climate
information gathering that allows for easier and quicker decision-making.
In contrast, under the actualisation pattern, responding organisations recognise erratic and
changing patterns of climate conditions. They actively monitor climate information with
a view to being able to mitigate, reduce, and respond to disaster risk but also to mobilise
community resources. The primary objective is to prepare for ‘exceptions’ that routinised
mechanisms of dealing with climate disruptions do not answer, such as where practices
have become simplified. Actualisation pattern requires a more complex approach, but
effective logistics preparedness demands such measures, especially as the routinised
mechanisms in place might be tailored to suit the nature of previous disruptions but be
ineffective with present ones.
The evidence from the analysis of the third process suggests that seasonal climate
information can be better used for the decision-making of humanitarian logistics
preparedness, especially when it comes to multi-organisational and sectoral discussions.
Such practices allow for the climate information to be better presented and interpreted,
which leads to climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness. Challenges related to
the usability of climate information are tackled and overcome through information
sharing and mutual consultation, with the parties involved able to allocate resources as
required and assign roles based on informed decisions. These aspects highlight the
functional and strategic importance of coordination in humanitarian logistics. Reconciling
the separation between meteorological information and sectoral priorities, as well as
facilitating mutual consultation, can be effective in encouraging organisations to adopt a
climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness that is characterised by continuous
monitoring through collective actions.
As a practical contribution, this study will better inform decision makers of the disaster
management qualities that exist within aid organisations, especially regarding how
available seasonal climate information is incorporated into their humanitarian logistics
preparedness measures and the subsequent likelihood that they will be effective in
mitigating and reducing potential disaster risks. The research will hopefully stimulate a
dialogue among aid organisations and scholars about the use of climate information for
humanitarian logistics preparedness.
The current study is not without its limitations, however. First, given the focus on
processes of climate-based humanitarian logistics preparedness, a thorough examination
of performance outcomes is beyond the scope of the research. Moreover, in-depth
financial evaluations of such decision-making have not been common practice among the
participated organisation in the field. Future research should focus on addressing ways to
evaluate performance and provide cost-benefit analyses of actualising climate-based
humanitarian logistics preparedness. Second, crucial contexts relating to the geographical
and ecological characteristics of regions where these organisations operate have not been
compared because all organisations have multiple programmes involved in more than one
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geographical area. Future research should explore conditions and constraints (e.g.
feasibility and/or ease of implementation) on climate-based humanitarian logistics
preparedness by studying programmes of different regions, hazards, sectors, or items.
Finally, future research should further address intervention time windows for climatebased humanitarian logistics preparedness, as the timing of resource mobilisation based
on robust climate information is critical for a successful implementation.
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# Appendix 1

Code

Duration

Type

Areas of Focus

Position

1

01:09

NGO

Development
(agriculture, water)

Country Director

2

00:39

NGO

Development
(Healthcare)

Country Director

3

01:16

NGO

Development
(Healthcare)

Deputy Director of Data and Information
Systems

4

00:58

NGO

Relief and development
(agriculture)

Head of Programmes

5

00:45

NGO

Relief and development
(agriculture)

Director of programmes

6

01:07

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

Country Representative

7

00:43

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

Country Director / Chief of Party

8

01:06

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

Country Director / Agriculture, Food &
Environment Manager

9

01:19

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

Project Manager – WATSAN

10

00:50

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

Humanitarian Coordinator

11

01:26

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare &
agriculture)

National WASH Advisor

12

00:41

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare)

Country Director

13

00:31

NGO

Relief and development
(healthcare)

Country Coordinator

29
14

00:34

NGO

Relief and development
(shelter)

Country Director

15

00:52

GO

Agriculture

Principal Agricultural Specialist

16

01:17

GO

Agriculture

Food Reserve & Marketing Manager

17

00:50

GO

Disaster management

Head of information management systems

18

01:16

GO

Disaster management

Principle Operations Officer

19

00:45

GO

Foreign policy

Councillor; Head of Cooperation

20

01:04

GO

Healthcare

Acting principal IRS Officer

21

00:42

GO

Healthcare

Director of Logistics

22

00:22

GO

Transportation

Chief Planner

23

00:53

GO

Water resource

Water Resources Engineer

24

00:46

UN

Development (social
development)

Assistant Resident Representative &
Environment Advisor

25

01:21

UN

Relief and development
(agriculture)

Head: Disaster Risk Reduction/Vulnerability
Assessment & mapping Unit; Senior
Logistics Assistant
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So Much of Research Is Context: Fieldwork
Experience in Humanitarian Logistics
Minchul Sohn

Introduction
For the last decade, humanitarian operations and supply chain management
(HOSCM) research has received much attention together with several climatic extremes, complex crisis, and various global agendas discussed in the
ﬁeld of humanitarian, disaster risk reduction, and climate change adaptation.
However, despite the growing attention from many scholars, arguably
HOSCM still remains on the ‘nascent’ level (Edmondson and McManus
2007) as an emerging and interdisciplinary research arena in terms of the
state of prior theory and research (Jahre et al. 2009). Consequently, there
have been calls for the development of theory as well as research propositions
in HOSCM to better understand and study the subject (Jahre et al. 2009;
Jensen and Hertz 2016; Kovács and Spens 2011a; Tabaklar et al. 2015).
Field-based research has been suggested as an eﬀort to advance theoretical
contribution in supply chain management (Meredith 1998). DeHoratius
and Rabinovich (2011) claim that ﬁeld research is critical to the ‘development of scientiﬁc knowledge’ and for the deeper ‘understanding of the
operating phenomenon’ that would advance supply chain management
theory. This is particularly true when it comes to study supply chain management in a humanitarian context, where contextual speciﬁcities are crucial
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elements to be considered in designing and managing supply chain for
humanitarian/development assistance (Jahre 2010; Pedraza-Martinez et al.
2013). In other words, more ﬁeld research is required in order to develop
research further based on ideas, phenomenon, and contextual speciﬁcities
of the humanitarian world and to realise empirical, evidence-based, and
practice-near research domain (Holguín-Veras et al. 2014; Jahre and Heigh
2008; Kovács and Spens 2011a).
Whilst there are studies relatively more focused on research design and
the process of ﬁeld research with particular emphasis on philosophical
aspects, e.g. ‘methodological ﬁt’ (Alvesson and Kärreman 2007;
Edmondson and McManus 2007), the current chapter will focus on
ﬁeldwork experience and ﬁeldwork as a method to conduct ﬁrst-hand
data collection of qualitative or quantitative empirical materials for the
purpose of achieving a detailed understanding of the context and practice.
Yet again, what this chapter will discuss is inherently related to abductive
research process, in other words, empirical material as a result of completed
or ongoing ﬁeldwork iteratively interact with research ideas, problems,
and questions.
First, the chapter aims to review HLSCM literature based on empirical
materials collected in ﬁeld sites to identify how previous studies conducted
ﬁeld research in diﬀerent circumstances. It will examine the beneﬁts and
challenges of conducting ﬁeld research, as well as relevant activities the
previous studies have created during the course of ﬁeld research.
Second, the chapter aims to provide HLSCM researchers with ‘practical’
insights concerning important considerations in the design and conduct of
ﬁeld research. Similar to Jahre (2010), which is to the author’s knowledge,
the ﬁrst personal account that provides highly relevant insights into conducting ﬁeld research, this chapter will present the author’s ﬁeld research
experience of studying disaster logistics preparedness in Zambia. As the
compelling story of Jahre that would encourage other researchers to ‘get
out there’, the author also believes that the current chapter can provide good
insights to research students and early career researchers.
The chapter is organised as follows. First, the deﬁnition of ﬁeld research
will be delineated drawing on literature that discusses the methodological
aspects of ﬁeld research from sociology and management studies. Next, to
address the ﬁrst aim, ﬁeldwork experiences in HLSCM literature are
reviewed. In doing so, article selection process, descriptive analysis, and
the ﬁndings of the content analysis are presented, respectively. Lastly, the
second aim of the chapter is addressed through the author’s personal
account.
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Deﬁning Field Research
What is ﬁeld research? The term ﬁeld research can be used very broadly in
various ways, such as ﬁeldwork, case study, or ethnography with a slightly
diﬀerent emphasis given to the work by researchers1 (Burgess 2002). While
Burgess (2002) deﬁnes ‘ﬁeld’ as a circumscribed area of study in social
research, it may not necessarily exist as a bounded entity as it is ‘brought
into being by social actors who collectively engage in their production’
(Atkinson 2014). Consequently, ﬁeld research incorporates an observational
approach involving a relationship between the researcher and the research
subject (Burgess 2002), driven by ‘intrinsic curiosity’ about distinctive lives
and actions (Atkinson 2014).
In the arena of operations and supply chain management (OSCM), ﬁeld
research is considered as a methodology to understand the phenomena with
the attributes, causes, and eﬀects adhered to a process-oriented approach
(Meredith 1998), rather than normative model/theory research, suggesting
what and how things should be done based on idealised decision models
(DeHoratius and Rabinovich 2011; Swamidass 1991).
Field research is often accompanied with interpretative procedures as the
understanding of the phenomenon can only be made through the researcher’s perceptual framework and be meaningful within that framework of
assumptions speciﬁed by the researcher (Meredith 1998). Therefore, ﬁeld
research is not merely the adoption of a systematic and objective research
technique but involves complex interaction between the research problem,
subject, and researcher (Burgess 2002).
Schatzman and Strauss (1973) characterise a ﬁeld researcher as ‘a methodological pragmatist’ striving to clarify and understand the events of interest. Field
research relies on primary data collection methods from real organisations in
natural settings, considering temporal and contemporary aspects of the phenomenon being investigated (Meredith 1998; DeHoratius and Rabinovich
2011; Edmondson and McManus 2007; Scandura and Williams 2000).
Sources of empirical materials can be both qualitative and quantitative, such
as ‘ﬁnancial data, interviews, memoranda, business plans, organization charts,
tools and other physical artefacts, questionnaires, and observations of […]
(human) actions and interactions’ (Meredith 1998).

For more detailed discussion on historical roots and the science tradition of ﬁeldwork, see Adler and
Adler 1987; McCall 2006.
1
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Therefore, activities, such as interviews, observations, demographic survey,
or participations, in the environment of the phenomenon under study are
essential to collect empirical materials while other forms of data gathering
(e.g. desktop survey, interviews via telephone/teleconference, or even controlled
laboratory experiments) can be incorporated to support ﬁeld research.
In this regard, this chapter deﬁnes ﬁeld research as:
Research conducted based on ﬁrst-hand knowledge and empirical materials –
qualitative and/or quantitative – obtained in the ﬁeld sites for the purpose of
achieving a detailed understanding of the context and practice.
In addition, this chapter adapts the term ‘ﬁeldwork’ to particularise
activities that unfold in the ﬁeld and deﬁned as:
A set of activities which are exploratory in nature in order to obtain ﬁrsthand knowledge and empirical materials in ﬁeld sites.
Although separate deﬁnitions are given, the two terms are used interchangeably in this chapter in the context of conveying the main objective of
two terminologies, which is the exploration of the phenomenon under study.
Also, it should be clear that the above deﬁnitions are narrower than
suggested in the traditional ﬁeld research literature, for example,
Schatzman and Strauss (1973) use ﬁeld research as an umbrella term for
diﬀerent activities that make a situation more understandable. Instead, this
chapter’s deﬁnitions intend to underline the ‘being’ in the ﬁeld sites to
scrutinise humanitarian contextual speciﬁcs of ﬁeld research in HOSCM.
As the chapter’s aim is to appreciate more about ﬁeld research in HOSCM,
the focus should be the ‘experience-based ﬁeldwork’ (Borneman and
Hammoudi 2009).

Fieldwork Experience
Shaﬃr and Stebbins (1990) describe that ﬁeldwork is ‘usually inconvenient,
to say the least, sometimes physically uncomfortable, frequently embarrassing, and, to a degree, always tense’ (p.1). They further characterise ﬁeldwork
as being ‘fraught regularly with feelings of uncertainty and anxiety (…and)
accompanied by an intense concern with whether the research is conducted
and managed properly’ (p. 2).
Such experiences are typical for ﬁeld research although it may not usually
be reported in such ways. It is almost unavailable through other forms of
scientiﬁc research methods, which may have strict procedures to follow or a
controllable environment with certain assumptions of reality. Field research
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is an intervention of other people’s daily life and thoughts, where one should
navigate without clear rules and signals (Schatzman and Strauss 1973).
Borneman and Hammoudi (2009) claim that ﬁeldwork is a planned but
dynamic encounter with people. In other words, many encounters are
‘unintentional and accidental. Both planned and accidental encounters
unfold under unpredictable conditions that nonetheless can result in fortunate outcomes…(through) on going relationships that intensify and multiply over time, resulting in knowledge that develops incrementally with the
uneven accumulation of insights – a process that entails constant revision of
what one has learned’ (p.270). Critical aspects of ﬁeld research are the
‘constant revision’ of ‘accumulation of insights’. During the course of the
research process, although it hardly is a linear process, researchers constantly
doubt and learn from the ongoing experience of ﬁeldwork full of unpredictable components.
While research ‘encounters’ can take place in various forms, such as
reading written texts or screening ﬁlms, Borneman and Hammoudi (2009)
argue that the researcher’s presence in the ﬁeld is pre-conditional to explore
the dynamics of connected episodes. Furthermore, they underline that ﬁeldwork is not solely mapping of a place or personhood but it is an engagement
of ‘being there’, also ‘distancing’ enough to be open to enrich understanding
(Borneman and Hammoudi 2009).
It is important for researchers to recognise on-the-ground experience and
expertise when conducting HOSCM research. Pedraza-Martinez et al.
(2013) shared an anecdotal but very meaningful story as below:
Following our ﬁrst presentation at the Fleet Forum Annual Conference of
2007, the Fleet Forum Coordinator told our research team: ‘the problem is
that you look at us from an ivory tower. You should leave your ivory tower and
go to the ﬁeld to understand the way we work’. Another practitioner added:
‘you do not understand our context’. Other practitioners repeatedly asked:
‘have you been to the ﬁeld?’ Both the lack of trust of practitioners and of
literature relevant to our subject motivated us to include ﬁeld trips in our
research project. (p.S58)

This highlights the fundamental importance of using ﬁeldworks to ensure
that the research is relevant in HOSCM.
Many studies in humanitarian logistics have pointed out the diﬀerence
between commercial logistics and humanitarian contexts. Humanitarian
contextual particularities were identiﬁed and enhanced our understanding
of humanitarian logistics, yet many were made at a general and abstract level,
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such as unpredictable demand and supply, level of urgency, chaotic environment, and deprived resources. Holguín-Veras et al. (2014) claim that ‘a
major issue that hampers research, development, and implementation of
more eﬀective PD-HL (post disaster humanitarian logistics) systems is that
the realities of actual operations are poorly understood’ (p.87); particularly,
the transient and dynamic nature of the activities. Although Holguín-Veras
et al. (2014) speciﬁed the context of post disaster, arguably ﬁeldwork is a
great opportunity for a researcher to characterise and collect data through
access to real people on the ground as well as observing actual operations.
Only a handful of publications discussed humanitarian logistics based on
direct observation, in other words ‘research community has only scratched
the surface of the subject’ (Holguín-Veras et al. 2014).

Fieldwork Experience in HOSCM: A Literature
Review
The ﬁrst aim of the chapter, to identify how previous HOSCM literature
conducted ﬁeld research, will be addressed in this section. For the last few
years, there have been several calls from the major journal outlets for
empirical research in the ﬁeld of humanitarian logistics and operations
management, including a call for a special issue in the Journal of Operations
(2014)2 and European Journal of Operational Research (2016).3 Fieldwork
may not be the only empirical methodology that these special issues call for,
however it is the sine qua non of the studies that are ‘well-grounded in
practical foundation’ and ‘explore (new) humanitarian problems using rigorous case study research’. In this regard, content analysis of relevant literature will be discussed below.

Article Selection
Four major databases were used, including Emerald, Science Direct, Taylor
and Francis, and Wiley to identify relevant studies in HOSCM. The keywords search was used mainly for the initial stage and then delimited the
literature thereafter. The keywords used were: ‘humanitarian logistics’,
2
3

Special issue on Empirically Grounded Research in Humanitarian Operations Management.
Special issue on OR Applied to Humanitarian Operations.
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‘humanitarian supply chain’, ‘disaster logistics’, and ‘disaster supply chain’.
These keywords were chosen to adequately ﬁlter the research related to
logistics and supply chain management related to pre/post disaster management, humanitarian assistance, and disaster risk reduction. However, it is
possible that this search may miss some relevant studies. The article selection
process is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The initial search identiﬁed 556 articles in total. After reviewing the titles
and abstracts to exclude irrelevant articles, conference papers, and editorials,
the number was reduced to 262. Subsequently, literature review papers and
conceptual studies were excluded after reviewing the contents, reducing the
number of papers to 193. More in-depth reading of the contents was conducted in order to sort out papers that used secondary data, ‘case studies’
mainly for the validation of operations research (OR) algorithms, computational simulations, and numerical experiments. Some OR studies, which
belong to axiomatic domain of OR, are often conceptualised based on optimal
solutions focusing on mathematical correctness whereas empirical OR studies
start from problems of context and situations (Bertrand and Fransoo 2002;
Galindo and Batta 2013). Thus, particularly for the OR studies, this chapter
focuses on empirical OR studies that are based on ﬁeld research to decide
relevant parameters and assumptions that are convincingly grounded in reality
for deﬁning problems and building models. These studies largely use ﬁrst-hand
knowledge and empirical materials rather than historical data of past cases or
secondary documents. After this stage, 98 articles remained.
Lastly, studies that conducted ﬁeldworks in the ﬁeld sites were selected
based on two criteria. First, ‘being there’, in other words, studies based on
remote interviews, questionnaire survey, or Delphi method were excluded.
Second, interest in a particular empirical setting or ‘scene’ rather than general
system characteristics.
This process excluded some studies that were not clear in reporting and
describing their methodology regarding data collection. Such studies without
speciﬁcation of empirical methods tend not to focus on the ‘scene’ or contextual settings but rather prioritise gathering required functional data and
information to synthesise models, concepts, or frameworks at a systems level.
These articles are excluded as the chapter’s overriding focus is on ﬁeld research
and experience. However, there are a few exceptions. Some papers were
included even though no speciﬁcation was provided about methodologies
related to ﬁeld research: if the paper clearly indicated ﬁeld visits, if the paper’s
ﬁeldworks could be traced from the other publications, or if the paper contained research problems and models that are heavily empirically grounded.
The four-stage selection process resulted in 55 articles for further analysis.

Fig. 5.1

Article selection process

E: 111
T: 27
W: 29
S: 95

262 articles

Excluded: Literature reviews,
conceptual papers

E: 53
T: 13
W: 10
S: 22

E: Emerald Insight
T: Taylor & Francis
W: Wiley
S: ScienceDirect

E: 28
T: 6
W: 6
S: 16

55 articles

Excluded: Papers without
fieldworks

98 articles

Excluded: Validation,
numerical experiments,
secondary data

E: 71
T: 24
W: 20
S: 78

E: 177
T: 72
W: 74
S: 232

Excluded: Irrelevant articles,
conference papers,
editorials

193 articles

Initial keywords search
results
556 articles
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Fieldwork Experience in HOSCM: Findings from
the Review
The analysis of literature about the ﬁeldwork experience is discussed in four
sections as below. These four categories were developed through a series of
questions during the analysis of the ﬁnal list of articles such as: why did
they conduct ﬁeldwork, how did they organise it and what did they actually
do, and what were the beneﬁts and challenges? It should be noted that
some articles provided a detailed description of their methodologies including ﬁeldwork, while others only brieﬂy mentioned their ﬁeldwork or ﬁeld
visit.
•
•
•
•

Motivations for conducting ﬁeldwork
Challenges for conducting ﬁeldwork
Activities in ﬁeldwork
Reﬂection on lack of ﬁeld research

Under each heading, selected excerpts from the literature are shown in
Tables 5.1–5.3 to bring in a live voice of ﬁeldwork experience from the literature.

Motivation for Conducting Fieldworks
As researchers consider their aims and objectives in the design of their
research strategies, they determine relevant and necessary methodologies
that are aligned to their research strategies. Not all empirical studies conduct
ﬁeldworks, as manifested during the process of article selection. The particular motivation for conducting ﬁeldworks can be for close observation,
improved contextuality, and as a preparatory step.

Close Observation
Fieldwork enables researchers to make close observations of the subject and
phenomenon under investigation. Being close to the ﬁeld has several beneﬁts. First, it gives a great opportunity for exploratory studies to investigate
under-studied areas, producing in-depth textual data, including interviews,
ﬁeld notes and other data sources. Researchers can explore ﬁrst-hand information and ‘unheralded’ aspects of reality, its complexity, dynamics,
and real problems. As Holguín-Veras et al. (2014) asserted, research
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development of HOSCM can be facilitated through a thorough understanding of the reality of actual operations. Research with actual experience
in the ﬁeld can reveal the speciﬁc mechanism by which things are organised
in practice.
Second, the participative nature of research will be enjoyed in the ﬁeld.
For example, a researcher may participate in the daily decision-making
process, routines of diﬀerent operations, and some may engage in action
research (Chandes and Paché 2010; Jahre et al. 2012). In addition, many
studies have indicated that informal discussions become possible, not only
with the arranged interviewees but also with others, such as the locals,
working staﬀ, government oﬃcials, or participants in exercises. The association with the local environment while staying in the ﬁeld is an important
aspect of ﬁeld research in that a researcher can achieve a wide variety of
evidence-based insights, increasing the credibility (Pedraza-Martinez et al.
2013).
Third, the instantaneous nature of disaster management research can be
captured through ﬁeldwork. Researchers who were in the ﬁeld underlined the
opportunities to obtain on-the-spot knowledge and understanding (Coles et al.
2012; Holguín-Veras et al. 2014; Holguín-Veras et al. 2012; Perry 2007). The
immediate perceptions from the crucial initial phases by both humanitarian
workers and researchers are inherently ephemeral (Holguín-Veras et al. 2014).
Fieldwork provide researchers with distinct impressions based on the direct
observation of the impact of disasters on the infrastructure, community, and
people, whilst being available to interview individuals involved in the chaotic
initial stage (Holguín-Veras et al. 2014). For example, ﬁeld visits to Haiti
right after the earthquake allowed the gathering of information that would
characterise humanitarian logistics with an immediate impact and to capture
subtler dynamics between agencies in the ﬁeld (Coles et al. 2012; HolguínVeras et al. 2012).

Increased Contextualisation
Fieldwork allows theoretical concepts and frameworks to be contextualised
and understood in empirical settings. Conceptualisation of humanitarian
logistics is often based on typical supply chain strategic traits manifested
dependent on pre/post disaster events or one or more of phases within the
disaster cycle. Such conceptualisation may provide a better understanding of
the logistical processes required in disaster management and critical success
factors. However, it is also important to remember that contextualisation
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through empirical research is required to further develop the concepts to be
more relevant and rigorous to humanitarian world. Particularly, ﬁeldwork is
essential to perform a research investigation spatially and temporally, for all
disasters do have diverse and dynamic patterns (IPCC 2012). Many case
studies of HOSCM are centred on particular disaster events (e.g. South
Asian Tsunami, Haiti earthquake) or organisational operations of disaster
logistics in some localities. These studies provide rich contextual information provided that they are empirically well grounded. Fieldwork can
supplement the inadequacy of other data collection techniques (Akhtar
et al. 2012) or enhance the existing secondary data to investigate a particular
context (Jahre et al. 2012). Contextualisation can be also made in a
deductive way from corroborating theory in a particular context (Ketokivi
and Choi 2014), preferably in the ﬁeld being away from the ivory tower
(Pedraza-Martinez et al. 2013). In other words, pre-deﬁned prepositions
and theoretical concepts can be contextualised through ﬁeldwork and be
demonstrated with empirical materials (Kunz and Gold 2015; L’Hermitte
et al. 2016).

Preparatory Step
Fieldwork provides useful and ﬁrm ground for further research objectives as a
preparatory stage during the research project. Researchers can be more
familiarised with the setting through the interviews and observations of the
initial stage, in which development and revision of the interview guide,
hypothesis, and propositions can be facilitated (Jensen and Hertz 2016;
Kabra and Ramesh 2015). Formal and informal discussions provide opportunities to deﬁne relevant problems emerging from the ﬁeld and to gain
access to internal documents and other knowledge to broaden the understanding of the context (Cao et al. 2016; Jahre and Heigh 2008; Jensen and
Hertz 2016; Kunz et al. 2015). In development of mathematical models,
simulation, and decision support systems, such a preparatory step is appropriate in order for better empirically grounded research. Many studies
explained that they identiﬁed important parameters and assumptions for
incorporation into their model via interviews and observations during their
ﬁeldwork. Discussion with end-users and on-site inspections were essential to
conﬁrm the feasibility of the assumptions embedded in the decision model
(Hadiguna et al. 2014). Beamon and Kotleba (2006) noted that mode of
transportation, discrete intervals of demand, and other attributes of contextual elements that contribute to unpredictability in the relief supply
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chain were identiﬁed and used for their model development. Input data
were collected, and better understanding of locality could be realised (Green
et al. 2013). Furthermore, collaboration between researchers and practitioners in the ﬁeld could shape the simulation model to become based
on real organisations (Beamon and Kotleba 2006; Ergun et al. 2014;
Saputra et al. 2015) (Table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Motivation and beneﬁts of conducting ﬁeldworks – selected excerpts from
the literature
Close observation
Thompson (2015)

Holguín-Veras
et al. (2012)

Gralla et al. (2015)

Jensen (2012)

Rietjens et al.
(2014)

Coles et al. (2012)

Pedraza Martinez
et al. (2011)

Excerpt from the literature
1. Explorative nature
‘Although time consuming, this research
approach (ﬁeld research) was chosen primarily because the disaster management
literature on the region is small. The
research strategy therefore relies upon
the collection of rich textual data that
could then be explored inductively’
‘The authors’ ﬁeld work identiﬁed, in contrast to these difﬁculties (as reported in
the media), a number of unheralded
relief operations that were able to deliver
relief aid […] this paper is to identify the
factors that explain these contrasting
performances’
(Fieldworks can) ‘capture the extensive
knowledge and experience that went
into (training) development’
(To explore) ‘actual experience in the ﬁeld,
[…] how the cluster system has worked in
practice’
2. Participative nature
‘possibility to participate in several meetings […]In addition to the formal interviews and participatory observation,
many informal conversation took place
through which information was
gathered’
‘Meeting agency representatives in person
and conducting interviews in the ﬁeld
helped to increase research credibility,
diversify the types of data shared, and
increase the volume of information
collected.’
‘Although collected on a less formal basis,
this data was recorded and stored using
the same rigorous procedures outlined
below’
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Table 5.1 (continued)
Holguín-Veras
et al. (2012)

Holguín-Veras
et al. (2014)

Increased contextualisation

L’Hermitte et al.
(2016)
Rancourt et al.
(2015)

Preparatory step

Jensen and Hertz
(2016)

3. Instantaneous nature
‘This paper have looked into the real-life
performance of humanitarian logistics
[…] (have collected) ﬁeld data so soon
after the event’
‘if (researchers) are not allowed to observe
the operations, the opportunity to characterise and collect data about the initial
stages gets increasingly difﬁcult’
‘our study is motivated by the need to
understand a research phenomenon that
has only been delineated conceptually’
‘Not having spent time in the ﬁeld would
have resulted in a misconception of the
problem, and some important realities
would not have been identiﬁed’
‘to obtain an understanding of what questions were most pertinent to the ﬁeld’

Challenges for Conducting Fieldwork
As Jahre (2010) documented in her personal ﬁeldwork experience, undertaking ﬁeldwork in HOSCM is a challenging process. Most of the reviewed
studies have not presented in detail the challenges of ﬁeldwork; however,
several important traits were evident. Rancourt et al. (2015) remarked that
the diﬃcult task was more about deﬁning the research problem and carrying
out ﬁeld data collection rather than developing algorithmic solutions.
It has been observed that often ﬁeld sites are located in remote areas, hence
diﬃcult to access (Jahre et al. 2012; Pedraza Martinez et al. 2011). Meeting
with interviewees and stakeholders is not a simple task due to the geographical distance (Beamon and Kotleba 2006). Not only the physical access but
getting permission from the organisations and other research subjects was
challenging. Kunz et al. (2015) referred to making good contacts in their
longitudinal study as a particularly diﬃcult process, unless organisations were
partnered or co-involved in the project they would not have a strong willingness to collaborate.
Security was another important challenge; for example, researchers were
not allowed to go out of the military camp, thus limiting their direct contact
with people outside the camp. Instead, researchers could participate meetings
within the camp where people from the outside were invited by the military
reconstruction team (Rietjens et al. 2014).
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Table 5.2 Challenges and impediments of conducting ﬁeldworks – selected excerpts
from the literature
Excerpt from the literature
Remoteness

Jahre et al. (2012)

Pedraza Martinez
et al. (2011)
Security
Real-life
complexity

Rietjens et al.
(2014)
Holguín-Veras
et al. (2014)

Local constraints

Soneye (2014)

‘The ﬁeld context was challenging, with
5,000 km at a speed of 30 km per hour on
dirt roads, wearing bulletproof vests, and
helmets’
‘we travelled approximately 750 km by road,
over the course of a 2 days round trip to
observe ﬁeld ﬂeet in action’
‘The security situation made it impossible for
the research team to leave the camp’
‘At some point it is no longer possible to
document the operations as memories
fade, data are lost, and the ability to
identify and ﬁnd the individuals involved
evaporates’
‘The administration was […] with limited
challenges (although) the enumerators
were residing in the communities, could
speak the local language and had adequate communication skills […]’

Other challenges include the dynamics and urgencies embedded in disaster studies (Oloruntoba 2013; Thévenaz and Resodihardjo 2010). Given
that the limited and chaotic time in the aftermath of the disaster, examining
real life complexity is highly challenging (Holguín-Veras et al. 2014). Also,
there is some restraint related to a particular locality where languages and
cultural issues can be diﬃcult. In some cases, the purpose of the research can
be misconstrued politically and information is unattainable or sharing it
becomes impossible (Soneye 2014) (Table 5.2).

Activities in Fieldwork
In addition to the beneﬁts and challenges related to ﬁeldwork, the ﬁndings
from content analysis include several purposeful activities that the studies
have created. These purposeful activities could be a good point of reference
for those who have conducted ﬁeldwork to reﬂect on or for those who are
planning HOSCM ﬁeldwork.
Many studies have a host organisation or organisations who are in collaboration in terms of conducting research in the ﬁeld. These organisations are
located in the ﬁeld and play a crucial supporting role for researchers, such as
opening the way for access to the site, identifying the main stakeholders and
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contacts to interview, and providing real data (Beamon and Balcik 2008;
Coles et al. 2012; Jahre et al. 2012; Kretschmer et al. 2014; Rancourt et al.
2015; Rietjens et al. 2014). There are some common concerns in disaster
management ﬁeld that it is unsafe or unhelpful for people other than ﬁrst
responders to enter the ﬁeld. Coles et al. (2012) described how they overcome such concerns with the pivotal support from the host organisation in
Haiti who provided researchers with the legitimate role of coordinating
logistics operations in the aftermath of the disaster. When it comes to close
collaboration, some research projects involve active interaction between theory
and practice, thus, develop into a form of action research or co-authoring a
paper about the detailed investigation of the organisation’s system (Kunz et al.
2015; Mohanty and Chakravarty 2013; Saputra et al. 2015).
Studies have highlighted that maintaining a good rapport with interviewees and other practitioners is important in ﬁeld research. Committed ﬁeld
visits could increase the mutual trust between researchers and practitioners,
demonstrating the researchers’ commitment to understanding the context
(Pedraza Martinez et al. 2011). This could be appreciated by interviewees
who would trust the researchers more, providing more detailed accounts and
even, some contentious topics. Such credibility could be realised through
getting help from a local venerated person, such as a pastor, working in the
ﬁeld when building relationship with local agencies (Coles et al. 2012).
When planning ﬁeldwork for a particular disaster or a particular organisation as a case, relevant secondary data has been collected alongside the
ﬁeldwork. Depending on the research subject, pre-examining the information
related to the ﬁeld cannot always be possible. However, Holguín-Veras et al.
(2014, 2012) have created a ‘timeline’ of relevant incidents related to the case
disaster through diﬀerent sources of media and organisations involved in
disaster management. Such eﬀorts could help researchers to better understand
how things evolve in the ﬁeld and continue during their time in the ﬁeld.
Data collection during the ﬁeldwork can be overwhelming if careful
measures are not made. An intensive ﬁeld visit can cause some unexpected
process and also create an overwhelming mass of unanalysed data. Such issues
can be a large burden for a researcher. Thus, it is wise to brieﬂy reﬂect on the
research process as well as the collected empirical materials. Researchers have
noted that interview questionnaires were constantly updated as interviews
progressed and discussion about preliminary ﬁndings with practitioners
helped them to conﬁrm and re-organise the research process (Jahre et al.
2012; Kunz et al. 2015). Also, it is worth referring to some of the structured
approaches to adeptly handle the volume of data in the ﬁeld. Pedraza
Martinez et al. (2011) have carried out a series of activities for data collection
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Table 5.3 Activities in conducting ﬁeldworks – selected excerpts from the literature
Excerpt from the literature
Host/partnered
organisation

Coles et al.
(2012)

Action research

Chandes and
Paché (2010)

Planning

Holguín-Veras
et al. (2014)

Ethical approval

Ibegbunam and
McGill (2012)

‘A pastor (from the partnered organisation)
travelled with the researcher for the ﬁrst
week […] to assist the researcher in establishing credibility and connecting with (other)
agencies’
‘One of the author […] has been involved in
the management of logistical humanitarian
operations. Taking full advantage of his status as an internal participant observer […]’
‘(to facilitate understanding of the complex
response) develop timelines of the key
events, and a basic script that describes how
the response evolved’
‘The ethical approval request included the following documentation: detailed application
form, participant information sheet,
informed consent form, interview instrument
and approved research proposal.’

and storage in the ﬁeld including daily debrieﬁngs, sharing ﬁeld notes and
impressions, revising and updating the interview guide, compiling detailed
interview notes, and application to the theoretical framework.
Lastly, studies underlined the importance of establishing ethical guidelines
for research concerning population aﬀected by disasters and other impoverishment (Ibegbunam and McGill 2012; Oloruntoba 2013). Ethical approvals
were required both internally and externally, the researcher’s own institutions
and local health research authority, respectively. To secure the approvals,
Ibegbunam and McGill (2012) noted that they had to inform and complete
the relevant documentation that underpin the research in great detail and
even obtain certiﬁcates from online ethics courses. Pre-arrangement of such
approvals is important so as not to delay the ﬁeldwork process (Table 5.3).

Reﬂection – Why the Lack of Fieldwork?
This chapter reviewed previous studies with ﬁeldwork and presented the
beneﬁts, challenges, and practical activities for ﬁeldwork. Holguín-Veras
et al. (2014) claimed that ‘ﬁeld research […] is key to develop new paradigms
of PD-HL able to deal with the real life complexity of the operations.’ Field
research is essential to provide evidence-based insights and to better plan the
future response in practice. Although ﬁeld research will not be the only way
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to attain such beneﬁts, relevant and rigorous research is largely attributed to
ﬁndings, knowledge, and experience from ﬁeld research and will be even
better when complemented by other types of methodologies.
Although previously pointed out as in Kovács and Spens (2009), Kovács
and Spens (2011b), and Kunz and Reiner (2012), empirical research is still
required as well as studies based on ﬁeldwork to enhance the contextuality
and relevance to the real-life situation.
There are a number of factors for the lack of empirical/ﬁeld-based
research. It was observed that some ﬁeldwork, particularly for logistics
research in the post-disaster response, was initiated in a short period of
time as emergency ﬁeldworkers are rapidly deployed in response to the
unexpected onset of a disaster, e.g. Holguín-Veras et al. (2012). It could be
that many researchers are not in a position to make such an immediate ﬁeld
visit. In addition, security issues discourage and constrain researchers from
going into the ﬁeld. A review of studies delivering humanitarian aid in a
highly insecure environment revealed limited academic engagement
(Schreter and Harmer 2013). Field visits also require dedicated time.
Indeed, researchers may not be motivated to perform ﬁeldwork but also
may prefer or be required to use their research grant for quantitative studies
rather than ‘soft data’ from ﬁeldwork. Moreover, ﬁeld-based research may be
diﬃcult to get published (Borgström 2012). The chapter also highlighted
that the importance of ﬁeldwork experience is not widely shared in the
literature with a few exceptions, such as Jahre (2010) and PedrazaMartinez et al. (2013), who reﬂected on their ﬁeld experience. This may
be due to a number of factors including limited space in journal publications
for detailed descriptions about ﬁeld research, a tendency to report the
research process overly formalised as linear and concise, and an interest in
generic system levels.
Therefore, this chapter is an exceptional opportunity to engage in an in
depth discussion about ﬁeld research. To add further to previous ﬁeldwork
accounts in HOSCM literature; and to complement the limited formal
outlet to describe ﬁeldwork experience, the next section will elaborate the
author’s ﬁeld experience based on a case study conducted in Zambia.

Field Research in Zambia
The author’s ﬁeld research experience is based on the case study of disaster
preparedness logistics in Zambia. As aforementioned, the focus is to deliver
some practical insights through the author’s confessional tale. For this
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reason, the current section is organised in a successive sequential manner as
often appears in traditional ﬁeldwork textbooks. However, such linear
conceptualisation is more of a heuristic device rather than what and how
actual engagements unfolded during the ﬁeld research (Gubrium 1990).
Most of the author’s engagements and encounters in the ﬁeld were constantly rearranged and renegotiated throughout the course of the ﬁeld
research.

Gaining Entry
The author’s ﬁeld research was a part of a large two-year research project.
The overall purpose of the project was to strengthen the societies’ resilience
to climate hazards and to enhance the climate change adaptation research
in Zambia. The author’s ﬁeld research focused particularly on the use of
weather information and early warning systems for humanitarian supply
chains.
It must be noted that being within the large project, the author’s ﬁeldwork
process has been largely facilitated by its pre-determined scope of the subject
and geographical range. Other researchers might have diﬀerent starting point
than the author. Also, the Zambia Meteorological Department (ZMD) as a
partner of the project could host the author during the ﬁeld visit. Preparation
for the ﬁeld visits was realised based on secondary sources and communication with the ZMD.
Some of prominent actors in the ﬁeld were identiﬁed through desk
research. About three weeks before the ﬁeld visit, the author contacted
them via email to arrange meetings and reminders were sent after two
weeks. However, many interviews were arranged in the ﬁeld via telephone
and interviewees were identiﬁed through snowball sampling.
In general, gaining access to the government and public sector was
diﬃcult. These institutions tend to have a rather hierarchical bureaucracy,
in which oﬃcial requests are strictly required, preferably from the higher
hierarchical level of the requested side. The author managed to get assistance
from the ZMD, hence, oﬃcial letters written by the chief of the ZMD were
sent to authorities concerned, which played a crucial role for entry to the
government authorities. However, this was very time consuming, that being
so, many encounters with the government authorities were at the end of the
ﬁeld visit period. Considering that some information gained from one actor
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can be very used for the others, the process of oﬃcial requests could have
been made ahead of time, particularly if the stay in the ﬁeld is limited.
One useful tool to convince interviewees to participate was the one-page
document, which was sent together with the interview invitation email. The
one-page explains the project and purpose of the interview in brief. During
the interviews, many interviewees mentioned what they already understood
from the one-page. Otherwise, the author handed it out on site for their
perusal.

Getting Organised
As the author became engaged and more adapted into the ﬁeld, the methods
had to be reassessed, reﬂecting and improving on what had been done. After
each interview, the author made a brief summary before updating the interview guide. The initial interviews were decisive to alter the initial focus of
disaster response to disaster preparedness.
Also, the author closely studied the map of Zambia, particularly the southern province which often experiences droughts and ﬂoods. Interviewees often
mentioned place names in their accounts of a disaster or some issues related to
weather variability. It was crucial to recognise such place names and their
location on the map so that the author could comprehend the context and to
prompt related questions.
An accidental meeting with one of the initial interviewees over lunch led
to an informal conversation about general topics but he also provided a
detailed picture of Zambia disaster management, his thoughts on the system,
and other weather-related issues. From then, the author took the opportunity
to invite interviewees to lunch as it was culturally acceptable in Zambia,
according to a local colleague.

Maintaining Relationships
The author’s ﬁeldwork experience consisted of many ‘short-term encounters’
(Gurney 1990). It involved intensive interviewing of diﬀerent managers in
governmental, non-governmental, United Nations, and private sector organisations. Engaging in short-term encounters meant that the researcher’s intrusion into the settings of the research subjects was relatively brief in comparison
to long-term ﬁeld research (Gurney 1990). Consequently, participants were
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less reluctant to accept the author’s interview invitation. On the other hand,
the author had to cope with the anxiety of not getting ‘good’ and ‘enough’
information from each short-term encounter. During the interviews, although
most were about an hour-long, diﬀerent impressions are made which will
inﬂuence rapport, trust, and other expectations between the researcher and the
participant. Hence, the author has to play diﬀerent roles. Beyond the control
of the author, the author’s image was perceived by the research subjects as a
logistics expert, meteorologist, research student, or sometimes a sort of programme evaluator. Rather than providing them with a ‘correct’ image of the
author, if it ever exists, the author had to role-play depending on the contingencies to enable subjects to put down their guard and to help conversation
ﬂow. Shaﬃr (1990) described such role-playing as ‘the tactic of self-presentation’ and this never became static during the author’s ﬁeldwork.
Similar to role-playing, the research partnership with the ZMD should not
be overlooked. The involvement of the ZMD hugely supported the project
and the author’s ﬁeldwork, yet at the same time, it had repercussions for
the research subjects’ attitudes. For example, although the interviews were
conﬁdential, subjects were rather hazy about the quality of weather information or hesitant towards being critical of the early warning systems. The
author’s tactic was to establish, naturally during the conversation, the rather
clear division between the researcher and the government’s role, as well
as highlighting the importance of end-users’ viewpoint from the subjects’
perspective.

Reﬂection – Coming Back from the Field
Although this chapter is based on the author’s ﬁeld experience in Zambia,
ﬁeldwork is not necessarily associated with visits to exotic or unfamiliar
parts of the world. As can be seen from the example of (Burgess 2002),
ﬁeldwork can be conducted at ‘home’, such as in local schools or neighbourhoods. Nonetheless, the intensive nature of the ﬁeldwork experience,
regardless of the location or the duration, will be transformative and will be
followed by a pronounced change in one’s routine. Thus, it is useful to ask
questions before ‘leaving’ the ﬁeld, as Cupples and Kindon (2003) have
suggested:
How am I going to manage my data? Do I need time for transcribing and data
analysis before writing can commence? What should I include and what should
I leave out? Is a return visit to the ﬁeld possible, if necessary?
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Other relevant questions that the author asked were:
Are there any materials that I did not obtain that I could go back and ﬁnd?
How should I close or maintain the relationship with the people I met in the
ﬁeld? Where would I start with my data and what should I prioritise?

The author believes that these questions and thinking about the scenario are
worth considering before vivid ﬁeld impressions fade away. They will also be
helpful in providing a new perspective on the ﬁeld by ‘zooming out’ from the
data while remaining physically in the ﬁeld.
Analysis and writing following ﬁeldwork is extremely challenging. The
author’s case was no exception, as the author had to digest a vast amount of
messy data. Interviews, ﬁeld notes, organisational reports, and other relevant
secondary data were reviewed and analysed. Soon after the ﬁeld visit, the
author was required to compile a report on the project. The report consisted
of preliminary ﬁndings from the ﬁeld that were mainly based on the author’s
memories and ﬁeld notes. While the output was worthwhile, the author
would like to point out that there are some risks of being bound by a few
initial thoughts.
Fieldwork is an ongoing process that includes the analysis and writing
stages. One would never consider ‘writing it up’ as a disparate and unproblematic activity (Berg and Mansvelt 2000). The author spent several months
reading the data and other materials to analyse and ﬁnd meanings. The
author’s interest was disaster preparedness as a practice and related decision
making, but a concrete theoretical approach was not determined prior to the
ﬁeldwork. Hence, constructing a theoretical perspective was another challenging process, and many of the author’s attempts were reconsidered and reﬁned.
In addition, the author often sensed that the data were incomplete. This is
completely natural, although such feelings can cause anxiety and discourage
one from analysis and writing. The author is convinced that a ﬁrm belief in a
common axiom ‘writing is a way of knowing’ will help to overcome any
writing blocks or obstructions. Small ﬁeld notes, photos, or local newspapers
can sometimes be very useful in the analysis and representation of data.

Conclusion
Despite the fact that many studies have argued for considering humanitarian
speciﬁcities when studying HOSCM, there is still a need for HOSCM
research based on ﬁeldwork. This chapter oﬀered some practical insight for
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those who have conducted ﬁeldwork to reﬂect on or for those who are
planning HOSCM ﬁeldwork. HOSCM literature was reviewed to identify
the beneﬁts and challenges of conducting ﬁeld research, as well as relevant
activities that previous studies have undertaken during the ﬁeldwork. In
addition, the author also reﬂected on his previous ﬁeldwork experience.
Reports of ﬁeld research in the literature are often constrained by editorial
policy and restricted to a formal report on methodological accounts, limiting
more detailed dialogue on the ﬁeldwork experience and actual implementation. Together with the literature review, the author’s personal experience
was intended to underline the practical aspects and to provide some guidance
on the actual implementation of ﬁeldwork.
Despite the importance of ﬁeld research, there are some acknowledged
pitfalls in conducting ﬁeld research, particularly in the area of HOSCM. LeeTreweek and Linkogle (2002) contended that the nature of ﬁeld research or
qualitative inquiry may pose a potential danger and unexpected threat to
researchers. They identiﬁed four key areas of danger in the ﬁeld: physical,
emotional, ethical, and professional. These risks are highly relevant to the
context of HOSCM ﬁeld research, particularly those set in disaster aﬀected
and humanitarian crisis areas. Physically, ﬁeld researchers need to ensure
their own safety as well as the safety of others. Emotionally, it is important to
develop coping strategies for the unexpected eﬀects on researchers after their
ﬁeld experience. In some post disaster environments and complex disasters,
researchers may experience feelings of frustration, powerlessness, and emotional deprivation. Ethically, it is critical to have ethical responsibility for the
management of the research project, protecting participants within ethical
guidelines, e.g. research on vulnerable population or humanitarian aid in
an unstable regime. Professionally, researchers may be confronted with the
consequences of being in the minority by challenging the existing ‘occupational dynamics’ of the discipline or by pursuing the ‘unfashionable’ topics
and methodologies. Indeed, this is in fact an inevitable aspect of the subject
ﬁeld of OSCM, although the boundaries of acceptable methodology in this
ﬁeld have certainly changed.
Apart from such areas of ‘danger’, what may seem like practical and mundane
activities will occupy an enormous portion of researcher’s time and eﬀort in
conducting ﬁeld research. These mundane, practical issues should not be
regarded as trivial but require careful planning and preparation well in advance
(Barrett and Cason 2010; Stiﬀman 2009). In other words, ﬁeldwork requires
researchers to consider ‘a host of issues that are simultaneously pragmatic,
ethical, and scientiﬁc’ during the course of ﬁeld research (Stiﬀman 2009).
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Many have called for well-grounded empirical research in HOSCM and
indeed studies have been carried out to acquire theoretical and practical insight.
Not all empirical research in HOSCM requires ﬁeld research. However, if we
aim to take account of contextuality and to be deeply involved in the episodes of
practice, ﬁeldwork will be very useful and have a profound eﬀect on researchers.
The close interaction, including conversation, observation, or participation, with
research subjects can provide detailed dynamics of their pursuits, e.g. thoughts,
commitments, motives, and other associated rationalisation (Dodge and Geis
2006). On the other hand, ﬁeldwork should not be romanticised. There is no
one right way or easy way of conducting ﬁeld research yet recognising the
meaningful contingencies will be critical in every ﬁeldwork experience.

Appendix 1
Recommended Reading for Fieldwork Experience
Most of the books in the list below are referred to in the main text; however,
a short introduction is presented here.
Borneman and Hammoudi (2009)
Eight essays of reﬂective writing on their ﬁeldwork experience from an
anthropologists’ point of view. This book critically reviews ‘textualism’ while
underlining ﬁeldwork encounters ‘in which experiential insights are arrived’,
particularly in interlocution.
Burgess (2002)
A good introductory book for a researcher looking to explore how to conduct
ﬁeld research. As this book is a sort of ‘how-to’ book, it is helpful in designing
research strategies. This book contains suggested readings in each chapter. The
author of this book exempliﬁes his own ﬁeld experiences of a contemporary
school setting in which he said researchers have ‘come home’ to study.
Johnson (1978)
An author’s reﬂection on his own ﬁeld experience, providing a detailed
description. The critical appraisal of several ﬁeld research text books are
interesting to read.
Schatzman and Strauss (1973)
A classics ﬁeld research text book that describes a hypothetical setting of a
researcher involved in ﬁeld research. Although the book is dated, it is read
easily. Selectable reading of each chapter can be made with ease depending
on the reader’s interest.
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Natural hazards are events that take place as a result of
naturally occurring processes. They have the potential
to become disasters when they destroy the lives and/or
livelihoods of a vulnerable population that cannot anticipate, cope with, resist, or recover from the impact of
natural hazards using their own resources. For example,
combined with the critical conditions of exposure and
vulnerability, recurring small-scale seasonal climate
risks (e.g., floods or droughts) become a disaster if a
community’s functioning is undermined. In addition, there
is substantial evidence that patterns of climate variability are changing, especially in terms of increased heavy
rainfall events, prolonged dry spells, and shifts in seasonal rainfall patterns. Such seasonal climate risks are
undoubtedly affecting many developing regions of the
world and have significant implications for the vulnerable
people living in these areas.
To mitigate the negative impacts of recurring seasonal
climate risks, there is a need to effectively manage humanitarian logistics and supply chains as well as develop
strategies to cope with these risks and their associated
uncertainty in terms of variability, even if their consequences do not always have catastrophic impacts. Thus,
it is important to build and implement a preparedness
approach that can fully exploit the risk mitigation strategies available to manage climate-related hazards as

a means of improving the ability of humanitarian supply
chains to deal with the potential impacts of seasonal climate risks and unpredictable variability.
The overarching objective of the thesis is to investigate
how humanitarian logistics preparedness can contribute
to efforts to mitigate the negative impacts of a particular
set of recurring natural hazards. It aims to examine conceptually how mitigating disaster risk could be incorporated into the management of humanitarian logistics and
supply chains. This aim is addressed by developing the
argumentation in support of the concept of developmental relief.
Empirically, this thesis aims to explore the utilisation
of seasonal climate information as part of humanitarian
logistics preparedness activities to mitigate the negative impacts of seasonal climate risks. Seasonal climate
information is rarely used in humanitarian logistics preparedness, even though there is a wealth of available
information on seasonal climates and the whole area is
well-recognised as foundational for effective disaster risk
management. In this thesis, seasonal climate information
and its utilisation by responding organisations constitute
an important medium to explore the primary aim set out
above, which addresses the inter-relationships between
humanitarian logistics preparedness, mitigation of disaster risks, and seasonal climate risks.
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